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ABSTRACT 
Disturbances or injuries to the brain during early development cause different types of struc-
tural abnormalities, depending mainly on the stage of maturation of the brain at the time of 
the insult. These are, herein, collectively referred to as early brain lesions. Early brain lesions 
can cause a wide range of clinical symptoms including disturbances to motor or sensory func-
tions, perception, cognition, communication and behaviour; epilepsy is common. There is a 
large variation in outcomes and severity of impairments, contributed to by the superior com-
pensatory mechanisms in the young brain compared to the adult brain.  
The overall aim of this thesis was to study the organization of the motor and visual system in 
early brain lesions by using diffusion-weighted magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and white 
matter fibre tractography. The specific aims of the studies on the motor system (Study I & II) 
were to investigate the microstructural changes in motor and sensory tracts in individuals 
with early brain lesions causing unilateral cerebral palsy (CP), and to explore associations 
with hand motor function. The specific aims of the studies on the visual system (Study III & 
IV) were to seek evidence of a relationship between damage to the immature optic radiation 
(OR) and subsequent development of the retinal ganglion cell layers, and associated visual 
field function, in individuals with early brain lesions caused by with white matter damage of 
immaturity (WMDI). 
The results from Study I showed that diffusion parameters in central cortico-fugal fibres, dis-
tant from the primary lesions, were sensitive markers for injury and correlated with hand 
function in the non‐dominant hand in children with unilateral CP. Study II used an improved 
fibre tractography method in the same cohort, to study the cortico-spinal tract (CST) and ad-
jacent thalamic projections to the primary sensory cortex (TRS1). The results showed dissim-
ilarities in both the structural and the parametric changes seen in CST compared to TRS1 on 
the lesion-side, indicating that the tracts are affected differently by the injury; however, reac-
tive changes in TRS1 is a possible alternative explanation. 
The results from Study III show that injuries to the immature OR are associated with reduced 
thickness of the retinal nerve fibre layer, causing predictable visual field defects. Study IV 
showed, by including visual field mapping with functional MRI, a strict topographical and 
correlating relationship between injury to the superior portion of the OR, the part of OR that 
projected to the visual field map below the horizontal meridian, and the secondary thinning of 
the macular ganglion cell layer, and corresponding visual field defects. The results from both 
studies provide convincing evidence of retrograde trans-synaptic degeneration in WMDI. The 
structural changes to the OR may suggest re-organisation to the tract upon injury. 
The overall conclusion from this thesis is that diffusion-weighted MRI is more sensitive in 
detecting and assessing the extent of early brain lesions than conventional MRI, and provides 
a sensitive marker for studying relevant changes to structural entities of fibre tracts that have 
a direct effect on the clinical function. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
The work presented in this thesis concern injuries to the brain during early development. In 
order to understand the pathophysiology and functional consequences of early brain lesions, a 
basic understanding of typical brain development is required. Therefore, this introduction 
commences with an overview on typical early brain development and the development of the 
motor and visual systems. The level of detail is not overly high, but the field is huge and 
hence the length of the text. This is followed by a section on pathophysiology of injuries dur-
ing early brain development, subcategorized according to the timing of the insult, and conse-
quences concerning the motor and visual system. Following this is a section on neuroimaging 
in early brain lesions. As we will see, neuroimaging, specifically magnetic resonance imaging 
(MRI), is key in detecting and describing early brain lesions. This is covered in one section, 
divided into sub-sections for conventional MRI and diffusion-weighted MRI (dMRI). Finally, 
there will be a section on the topic of brain re-organisation in the motor and visual system 
after injuries during early brain development. 
1.1 EARLY BRAIN DEVELOPMENT 
The development of the nervous system starts around embryonic day 18 (E18), with the for-
mation of the neural plate in the midline of ectoderm in the dorsal aspect of the embryo. From 
this stage the neuronal development follows a tightly regulated series of partly overlapping 
developmental events to form the central and peripheral nervous systems as we know them. 
The majority of the major developmental events occur during gestation; only the later stages 
of the cortical organization (superficial layers), the short-range connectivity and the majority 
of the myelination occur after birth. During the rest of life the overall structure of the nervous 
system is static, but its function is dynamically modulated, primarily from the formation, 
maintenance and elimination of synapses and the modulation of myelination, partly from ex-
perience-driven processes.  
Early brain lesions considered in this thesis are adverse events, either disturbances or injuries, 
occurring during the developmental stages of neurogenesis, neuronal migration and cortical 
development as well as during the establishment of the cortical connectivity. These two major 
developmental events will be considered in more detail in the following sections. For a more 
detailed overview of the development of the cerebral cortex and the brain connectivity the 
reader is referred to Bystron et al (1) and Kostović and Jovanov-Milošević (2) respectively. 
1.1.1 Neurogenesis, neuronal migration and cortical organization 
The first step in early brain development is generation of the billions of cerebral neurons and 
placing them in the right subcortical and cortical locations. This is summarized in the pro-
cesses of neurogenesis, neuronal migration and cortical organisation. Injuries or disturbances 
to these processes are part of the spectrum of early brain lesions and therefore the processes 
of typical early brain development need first to be understood.  
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The neural tube closes on embryonic day 30 (E30) in humans (3), and shortly after this the 
neuronal proliferation and differentiation from the dividing neuronal epithelial cells (often 
referred to as neuronal stems cells) begins. The neuroepithelial cells form a pseudo-stratified 
epithelium with a radial organization lining the surface of the neuronal tube, i.e. the develop-
ing ventricles, and is called the ventricular zone (VZ) (1). When neurogenesis starts, the cell 
division is symmetric and the thickness and surface area of the VZ increases accordingly. At 
a certain point, approximately E33 in humans, there is a switch to asymmetrical cell division, 
with one daughter cell remaining progenitor and the other postmitotic cell destined to become 
neuron or glial cell (1). At the start of neurogenesis, the neuroepithelial cells down-regulate 
their epithelial characteristic to divide into cells with extending long apical processes towards 
the pial surface (1). These cells have been named radial glial cells (1). They constitute a radial 
scaffolding used by postmitotic neurons and glia cells to migrate along the cells, away from 
the VZ towards the pial surface. 
The earliest post-mitotic cells to reach the pial surface form a structure called the pre-plate 
(PP). The PP is established around 5-6 gestational weeks (GW) and lies in between the VZ 
and the pial surface. The following wave of migrating neurons comes in 7-8 GW and divides 
the PP into a thin superficial layer, the marginal zone (MZ; future cortical layer 1), and a deep 
subcortical layer called the subplate (SP). The next wave of migrating neurons will pass the 
SP but is halted by the MZ to establish the first cortical layer, layer 6, of the cortical plate. 
Hereafter, every new wave of migrating neurons will pass the older cortical layers to form a 
new layer just below the MZ. In this way layers 6 up to 2 are established in an inside-out pat-
tern. The result is the well-known laminated structure of the cortical layers: projecting pyram-
idal cells in layers 5-6, neurons receiving afferent thalamic input in layer 4 and neurons with 
cortico-cortical connections in layers 2-3. Finally the MZ turns into cortical layer 1, which 
has intra-cortical connections. An outline of the cortical layers are given in Figure 1-1 (p. 13).  
The radial glial cells in the VZ produce both glial cells and neurons. With time, a distinct lay-
er of neuronal progenitor cells will form in the upper layer of the dorsal VZ, the so called 
subventricular zone (SVZ). The progenitors in the SVZ produce mainly neurons, first gluta-
minergic pyramidal cells for the deeper cortical layers up until midgestation (20 GW) and 
thereafter GABA-ergic interneurons for the superficial cortical layers (Figure 1-1, p. 13). The 
ventral and basal VZ are often referred to as the ganglionic eminence (GE), and produce 
mainly GABA-ergic neurons. These GABA-ergic neurons migrate locally to form the basal 
ganglia and thalamus, and tangentially towards the SP and the cortex to form interneurons 
(Figure 1-1, p. 13). A collective term often used by clinicians for the proliferating zones 
around the ventricles is the germinal matrix (GM). With the neurogenesis and migration, an 
intermediate zone (IZ), i.e. the future white matter, develops between the VZ/SVZ and the 
SP. This IZ contains the neuronal axons and an abundance of glial cells in different stages of 
maturation.  
The bulk of neurogenesis is completed by mid-gestation (20 GW) (1). The neuronal stem 
cells, the neuroblasts, are tightly regulated to produce multi-potent progenitor cell lineages 
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with given fates during certain times of development. In turn each progenitor cell population 
is also strictly controlled by intrinsic and environmental factors to produce certain neuronal or 
glial cell lineages during a set time of development (4). In this manner, a predictable scheme 
of neurons and glial cells with different fates are produced, in which pre-plate neurons pro-
ceed cortical plate neurons, etc. The results are waves of fate-specific neuronal and glial cell 
populations. When each population of fate-specific progenitor cells is exhausted no more 
neurons with that specific fate are generated. Consequently, the VZ regresses and finally dis-
appears, around 27 GW for the dorsal VZ, and around term for the GE. On the contrary, late 
neurogenesis, mainly in the form of GABA-ergic interneurons destined for superficial corti-
cal layers 2-3, persists in the SVZ (peak 22-27 GW) throughout gestation and to some extent 
thereafter in life.  
The location of the proliferative zones (i.e the germinal matrix) lining the lateral ventricles 
and the routes of neuronal migration are outlined in Figure 1-1 (p. 13).  
1.1.2 Cortical connectivity 
Mid-gestation (~ 20 GW) is a turning point in the early brain development, with a shift from 
neurogenesis and neuronal migration to establishing brain connectivity, i.e. to “wire” the 
brain. The cerebral network is the basis for the integrated brain function. The structural con-
nectome is characterised by cortico-fugal connections (i.e. cortical projections to sub-cerebral 
and subcortical structures) from the deep layers 5-6, the thalamo-cortical afferents to layer 4, 
the inter-cortical fibres to layer 3 (long association and commissural fibres) and layer 2 (short 
association) and a wealth of intra-cortical connections in the superficial layers 1-3 (Figure 1-
1, p. 13). The developing connectivity follows, like the cortical histogenesis, an inside-out 
pattern. The connectivity is commonly affected in early brain lesions. Knowledge of this pro-
cess is therefore important, and is described in more detail below.  
A pivotal structure in the development of the cortical organization and connectivity is the 
subplate (SP). The SP contains a wealth of GABA-ergic interneurons that form transient con-
nections with, first, migrating neurons, and later with incoming axons until the cortex is apt to 
receive them (5). In fact, the axonal outgrowth starts at the same time as the post-mitotic neu-
rons migrate away from the proliferative zone. In this way the SP can be seen as a “waiting 
zone”. There is evidence that axons can wait for weeks in the SP before entering the cortex 
(5,6). 
The axons of deep-layered projection neurons have found their subcortical and subcerebral 
targets early in the gestation. It is unclear when the layer 6 neurons connect with the basal 
ganglia, but the efferents of the pyramidal cells in layer 5 are found quiescent in the brain-
stem from 8-17 GW before they decussate in the pyramids and extend towards the cervical 
spinal cord about 17-18 GW (7,8).  
Thalamo-cortical afferents navigate through the internal capsule and the IZ to reach the SP. 
Here they become abundant by the end of mid-gestation (20-23 GW) and synapse with both 
GABA-ergic and glutaminergic interneurons in the SP in the wait to enter the cortical plate. 
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These transient synapses with SP interneurons form rudimentary neuronal circuits which 
show endogenous activity (5,9). At this stage GABA-ergic neurons can be excitatory before 
they later switch to become inhibitory. The thalamo-cortical afferents gradually start entering 
the cortical plate and form synapses with targets in layer 4 during 24-32 GW (2). The arrival 
of the thalamo-cortical afferents in the cortical plate is crucial in the cortical development as 
it initiates the synaptic organization of the cortex. With the establishment of thalamo-cortical 
synapses there is a time of co-existence of endogenous driven activity in thalamo-SP circuits 
and sensory-driven activity in thalamo-cortical circuitry, before it shifts towards the perma-
nent sensory-driven circuitry. The thalamo-cortical connectivity processes are followed by 
the long-range cortico-cortical connections in association and commissural fibres. These fibre 
axons are abundant in the SP around 24-32 GW (2). During this time they are mainly respon-
sible for the concurrent enlargement of the SP, which can be up to four-five times thicker 
than the cortical plate. Their axons enter the cortical plate during 33-35 GW to branch and 
synapse with cortical targets in layer 2-3 (2). The last fibres to form cortico-cortical connec-
tions are the short association fibres with cortical targets in layer 2-3. This occurs in the time 
frame 32-47 GW (2), and thus extends into the postnatal period. The developing connectivity 
is outlined in Figure 1-1 (p. 13). 
The developing connectivity is closely linked to the emerging gyration-sulcation of the brain. 
Once the axons in the SP start entering the cortical plate they branch and form multiple syn-
apses with the targets in designated layers. The axonal branching results in peripheral expan-
sion the subcortical white matter. The deep projection layers 5-6 contain few intra-cortical 
connections in contrast to their abundance in the more superficial layers. In conjunction with 
the tangential connections in the superficial layers, this automatically results in cortical fold-
ing. This is facilitated by increased apoptotic activity at the bottom of sulci and increased SP 
thickness in areas underlying gyri.  
The time scale of the connectivity processes, established by histopathological studies (2), and 
the gyration-sulcation pattern from morphological specimen studies (10) are in good agree-
ment. The developing connectivity in the sensory thalamic circuits coincides with the gyra-
tion-sulcation around the primary somatosensory, auditory and visual areas. Similarly, sec-
ondary gyration-sulcation coincides with connectivity of long association fibres and tertiary 
gyration-sulcation with the short association fibres. Consequently, the transient SP disap-
pears, first, around 31-36 GW under primary cortical areas, and lastly in higher prefrontal as-
sociation areas, where it persists up until 6 months after term (5). In fact, there is recent evi-
dence that the reorganization of the subplate tissue components in the white/grey matter bor-
der are protracted much longer than expected, into the second year of life in areas of associa-
tion cortices (11). These findings could be linked to the on-going structural changes in the 
cortex, with cortical thickening and in the white-matter maturation during this time. 
The developing connectivity with descending projection fibres and the transient thalamo- and 
inter-cortical connections with the SP neurons and their projections to the cortical plate are 
illustrated in Figure 1-1 (p. 13).  
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Figure 1-1: Outline of the processes (left) of neurogenesis and neuronal migration, and (right) the cortical connectivity 
in early brain development. The left hemisphere shows the location of the proliferative zones and the direction of mi-
gration of post-mitotic neurons from the GE and the SVZ. The right hemisphere shows the developing connectivity 
with axons making connections with SPN, which in turn connect with the cortical plate. Zoomed-in is an image of the 
cortex with its 6 layers and their in-coming and out-going axons. Note that layer 1 only has intra-cortical connections. 
GE=ganglionic eminence, SVZ=subventricular zone, CC=corpus callosum, T=thalamus, GP=globus pallidus, 
P=putamen, SPN=subplate neuron. Figure adapted from (12). Illustration by Anna-Carin Andersson. 
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1.1.3 Development of brain microvasculature 
The developing vasculature adapts permanently to the metabolic needs of the tissue during 
early brain development (for a detailed review see Raybaud, 2010 (13)). The vasculature’s 
role in early brain lesions is crucial as it provides, for destructive lesions, a final common 
pathway of injury. It is therefore essential to understand its development.  
The early brain vasculature develops from around 8 GW to supply the proliferative zones of 
VZ, SVZ and GE, which contain significant capillary beds by mid-gestation. The vasculature 
then gradually regresses as the proliferative zones regress and disappear; the VZ around 28 
GW and the GE around 34 GW.  
In the periventricular white matter, in the SP and in the deep layers of the cortical plate, capil-
lary beds emerge from around 15 GW. With the arrival of thalamic afferents to the cortical 
plate (around 22–27 GW), and the ensuing functional organization and synaptogenesis of the 
cortex, the cortical vascular bed increases steeply and continuously until week 47. The grow-
ing cortical capillary bed is thus established in an inside-out fashion from deep to more super-
ficial layers, and follows the processes of the emerging connectivity. On the contrary, the mi-
crovascular density in the white matter is low throughout gestation.  
The early venous drainage consist of venous collectors which develop to drain the capillary 
beds. First in proliferative zones, initially as transcerebral veins but soon (around 8 GW) the 
venous drainage is gradually shifted to the choroidal system (via the vein of Galen) as subep-
endymal anastomoses develop, and the transcerebral channels regress. Cortical venous chan-
nels, draining to the brain’s surface, develop later to drain the emerging cortical capillary bed 
and the white matter in the vicinity. These processes, again, follow the developing connec-
tivity. Consequently, during this time there will be a gap between the deep periventricular and 
the superficial venous draining systems which anatomically matches (no histology studies 
available) the location of the SP, which eventually is drained by superficial veins (14). This 
will have a fundamental impact in the occurrence of periventricular haemorrhagic infarcts 
(PHI), which are venous congestion infarcts from upstream thrombosis in the veins draining 
the germinal matrix, and occur as a complication in germinal matrix haemorrhage (GMH) 
and intraventricular bleeding. Thus the PHI will theoretically spare the SP (see 1.2.1.2).  
In general, the energy demands are relatively low in the immature brain despite the on-going 
intricate neurodevelopmental processes (15). This is reflected in an average cerebral blood 
flow of 20 ml [100 mg
-1
 ∙ min-1] (compared with 50 ml [100 mg-1 ∙ min-1] in the adult brain), 
only showing a slow increase after mid-gestation. However, there is a dramatic increase with-
in the first 48 hours postnatally, which is independent of gestational age, and hence brain 
maturation (16). The increase in cerebral blood flow is not accompanied by any increase in 
cerebral blood pressure or blood volume, nor PaCO2 or PaO2. This is due to a reduced vascu-
lature resistance, believed to be related the altered post-natal demands of the cardiopulmanory 
circulation (16).  
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1.1.4 Maturation of oligodendrocytes, microglia and astrocytes 
The glial cell lineages include oligodendroctyes, astrocytes and microglia, which all have im-
portant roles in early brain development. To comprehend early brain development, an under-
standing of the maturation of these glial cell lineages is needed. 
The oligodendrocytes have four stages of maturation in their differentiation: from oligoden-
droglial progenitors (OPC) to pre-oligodendrocytes to immature oligodendrocytes and finally 
mature, myelin-producing oligodendrocytes. The OPCs are generated from glial stem cells in 
the VZ, from where they migrate to their final destination in the IZ or the SP, generally fol-
lowing the neuronal axons, but they can also take more complex trajectories depending on 
their final target (17). Once in place, the OPCs start to differentiate. The OPC proliferation 
comes in fate-specific, sequential waves. Therefore several competing oligodendrocyte popu-
lations exist in the cerebrum. During 28-40 GW, the two intermediate stages (jointly referred 
to as pre-OL) are together in overwhelming dominance. They are primarily found in the 
periventricular white matter in the IZ, where they ensheath axons and are believed to have an 
important role in the developing connectivity. The first mature, myelin-producing oligoden-
drocytes appear around 30 GW in the IZ, and increase more diffusively in the brain after 
term. The myelination of the white matter fibre tracts and the basal ganglia starts in the early 
third trimester and in the cortex from term. The myelination processes proceed in a tract-
specific pattern, with different onsets and durations, but do generally follow the pattern of 
connectivity and gyration-sulcation as discussed above. Overall, the gross myelination of the 
white matter tracts is completed by 2 years of age. Nevertheless, many fibre bundles contain 
both myelineated and unmyelineated axons, and there is now evidence of a dynamic, on-
going myelination processes as part of experience driven plasticity of the brain (17). 
Microglia have key roles in brain development through controlling apoptosis, vascularization, 
axonal development and myelination. Microglia are of mesodermal origin and are found in 
the brain early on in development, around 6-7 GW in the VZ, and around 10 GW in the SP-
cortical plate junction. Microglia become increasingly numerous in the forebrain around 16-
22 GW, and reach most abundance in the early third trimester before decreasing drastically 
after 30 GW (18). They are especially abundant in the periventricular areas, the crossroads of 
major white matter fibre tracts, and in the IZ-SP junction, suggesting an active role in axonal 
guidance, removing superfluous axons and providing trophic factors. 
Astrocytes are glial cells with a wide-range of functions and are abundant in the brain. The 
astroglial proliferation is largest from the second half of gestation. They play important roles 
in early brain development during the late neuronal migration, in axon guidance, in synaptic 
development and in myelination (19). They are also key cells in the brain lymphatic system 
(20). However, the exact role of astrocytes in early brain development is in general not yet 
fully understood. 
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1.1.5 Development of the motor system 
The first system studied in this thesis is the motor system. The motor system is the neuronal 
system involved in the control of movement (21). It is a highly integrated system, involving 
the central and peripheral nervous system for execution and sensory feedback for control.  
The motor system can be divided into four, 
highly interactive, subsystems (21). First, the 
descending motor system, containing the up-
per motor neurons in the motor cortex re-
sponsible for planning, initiation and volun-
tary muscle movement, along with the brain 
stem centres responsible for basic movement 
and posture control. The upper motor neu-
rons project to the second, subcerebral sub-
system, located in the spinal cord and brain 
stem. This subsystem consists of the pool of 
-motor neurons in the spinal cord’s ventral 
horns and brain stem nuclei, which project to 
the skeletal muscles, and local interneurons 
for segmental circuitry control, which receive 
additional input from sensory afferents. The 
third and fourth subsystems are the basal 
ganglia in the lower part of the forebrain and 
the cerebellum respectively. The basal gan-
glia are responsible for gating and proper ini-
tiation of the upper motor neuron. The cere-
bellum is responsible for sensory-motor co-
ordination of on-going movements. 
This thesis focuses on the corticospinal sys-
tem, which is the integrated circuitry of the 
descending cortico-spinal tract (i.e. descend-
ing upper motor neurons projecting to spinal 
cord), the ascending spino-thalamic afferents 
(i.e. segmental sensory neurons project to 
dorsal column nuclei which project to the 
thalamus) and the thalamo-cortical afferents. 
The corticospinal system thus consists of the first and second subsystems of the motor system 
described above (Figure 1-2). The corticospinal system is of particular interest in early brain 
lesions as it is frequently affected by injury, specifically the cortico-spinal tract and the thal-
amo-cortical projections. Understanding the development of the corticospinal system is there-
fore important in the context of early brain lesions and will be outlined in the following sec-
tion. 
Figure 1-2: The corticospinal system. The upper motor 
neuron synapse with the lower -motor neuron in the 
spinal cord. Sensory neurons from the muscle have their 
cell bodies in the dorsal root ganglion and project to the 
dorsal column nuclei in the medulla oblongata. These 
project to the thalamus, which in turn project to the 
cortex. This makes an integrated feedback-control sys-
tem. Illustration by Anna-Carin Andersson. 
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As described in the previous chapter 1.1.2, already early in gestation the deepest cortical layer 
6 is connected with the basal ganglia and thalamus. The axons from projecting upper motor 
neurons (the pyramidal cells in layer 5) are found in the cervical medulla by 17-18 GW (8), 
but still only in the white matter and they have not yet synapsed with the -motor neurons in 
the ventral horn. The ascending spino-thalamic pathways are also established with the dorsal 
root neurons projecting to dorsal column nuclei, which in turn project to the thalamus. By this 
time, local functional circuits exist, both on a segmental level in the spinal cord (-motor 
neuron  muscle  sensory neuron  spinal cord interneuron  -motor neuron) and in 
the forebrain (thalamus  subplate neuron). However, it is not until the arrival of the thala-
mo-cortical afferents into the cortical plate (layer 4), that upper motor neurons start to invade 
the spinal cord grey matter and synapse with the -motor neuron pool. Thus, the complete 
integration of the corticospinal system occurs first once the thalamo-cortical connections are 
established (24-32 GW) (2).  
The early integrated corticospinal system consists, therefore, of both the transient thalamo-
subplate connections, with endogenous spontaneous firing, and the sensory driven thalamo-
cortical connections (2,9). This functional integration with early endogenous activity is be-
lieved, as in the visual system 1.1.6, to be important for the early cortical organization. The 
connectivity processes also coincide with the development of fetal movements (15). By the 
time of the establishment of the corticospinal system, the cortico-spinal projection pattern is 
more extensive than in maturity, and descending motor neurons have terminations on both 
sides of the mid-line in the spinal cord (22), i.e. the upper motor neurons in the ipsilateral cor-
tex project to both the contra- and ipsilateral sides in the spinal cord.  
Further development of the corticospinal system occurs in post-natal life and involves re-
finement of the cortico-spinal projections, the neuro-muscular unit and the dorsal root neuron 
projections to the dorsal column nuclei. This is driven by cortical activity in the cortical mo-
tor areas and by limb use (22). Transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) studies suggest that 
aberrant ipsilateral cortico-spinal projections are withdrawn during the first two years of de-
velopment from synaptic competition (23), but can be retained in cases of early injury (24), as 
discussed in 1.4.1. 
1.1.6 Development of the visual system 
The second system studied in this thesis is the visual system. The visual system is by far the 
most advanced of the sensory systems in the human body (21). The development of the visual 
system has been studied extensively, and findings have revealed many fundamental neurobio-
logical principles. Its organisation and development are important in early brain lesions and 
will be described briefly. 
The visual system consists of a highly specialized optical organ (the eye) for refraction and 
detection of light stimulus on the retina. The conversion of light (photon) energy in the retinal 
photoreceptors to electrical signals are refined in retinal circuits and, thereafter, transmitted 
from the eye by the retinal ganglion cells (RGC) in their axons in the optic nerves. The RGCs 
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primarily project to the lateral geniculate nuclei (LGN) in the thalami, but also to other targets 
for visual integration with cerebral functions. These include the suprachiasmatic nucleus in 
the hypothalamus (the retino-hypothalamic pathway) for circadian regulation of bodily pro-
cesses, and several nuclei in the mesencephalic superior colliculi for coordination of head and 
eye movements to visual targets. The neurons in the LGN project, in turn, to the primary vis-
ual cortex (V1), or striate cortex, in the medial occipital lobe around the calcarine sulcus. V1 
is connected via short-association fibres (layer 2-3), with higher order visual areas (V2-V5) 
for further processing of visual information, but has also projections to the LGN (from layer 
6) and to the superior colliculus (from layer 5). The extrastriate cortices are located around 
the V1, either in an occipito-parietal direction (the “dorsal stream”) or an occipito-temporal 
direction (the “ventral stream”). The dorsal stream is largely responsible for object location 
and motion and, in relation to this, integration with other cerebral functions via the parietal 
association cortex. These include visually guided movements, (e.g. to lift the foot to avoid 
tripping when stepping onto the pavement or for precision in hand gripping). Visuo-motor 
integration is often affected in cerebral palsy (25). The ventral stream is responsible for form 
and object recognition and visual memory processing, and has connections with the hippo-
campus. 
A key feature of the visual system which is particularly relevant to this thesis, is that the reti-
notopic organization (i.e. a point-to-point representation of the visual field (VF) on the retina) 
is maintained throughout the lower-order visual areas. This means that there is an overall 
topographic organization of the VF along the visual pathways; i.e. in the optic nerves, the op-
tic tracts, the LGN, the optic radiations (OR) and in the visual cortex (26). Consequently, in-
juries along the visual pathways will result in predictable VF defects (21). Therefore, topo-
graphic representation of the VF is a key element when considering the injuries to the imma-
ture OR. To achieve a continuous retinotopic map in the visual system, the following struc-
tural features are pivotal: the temporal retina (lateral aspect of the retina) projects to the ipsi-
lateral LGN and the nasal retina (medial aspect of the retina) projects to the contralateral 
LGN by crossing the midline in the optic chiasm (21). The projections from each eye, the 
retino-geniculate projections, are segregated into six distinct monocular layers in LGN (i.e. 
layers receiving input from one eye only) (21), and the retinotopic map is maintained for all 
layers. This monocular separation is also preserved in the primary visual cortex as the bulk of 
the LGN neurons terminate in eye-specific alternating (0.5 mm wide), so-called ocular domi-
nance columns (ODC) within layer 4 (specifically layer 4A and 4C) in the striate cortex (21). 
However, most neurons outside of layer 4, but connected to layer 4 with intra-cortical inter-
neurons, are binocular, and hence the output to extrastriate areas (from layers 2-3) is binocu-
lar but maintains a continuous retinotopic visual field map (21,27).  
In this thesis, the visual system has been studied in individuals with white matter damage of 
immaturity (WMDI). Periventricular WMDI can involve the OR and result in VF defects, 
commonly as bilateral homonymous inferior quadrantdysopias. The representation of the 
lower (inferior) and upper (superior) VF in the OR is key to understanding the structure-
function relationship between injury and VF defect, and is outlined in Figure 1-3 (p. 19).  
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Figure 1-3: Representation of the upper (purple) and lower (turquoise) visual field on the retina, in the optic radiation 
and in the primary visual cortex,V1. Note that the drawing is simplified and does not show how the right and left hem-
ifields (i.e. hemifields separated by the vertical meridian) are represented on the retina and in the contralateral hemi-
spheres respectively. V1D/V = dorsal (turquoise) /ventral (purple) parts of V1. LGN=lateral geniculate nucleus. Illus-
tration by Anna-Carin Andersson. 
To develop the visual system to such a high level of complexity requires an intricate interplay 
between pre-programmed genetic processes and activity-dependent processes. Key elements 
for the organization of the visual system are the aggregation of the RGC projections into eye-
specific layers in the LGN and eye-specific ODC in the V1. This is largely achieved by the 
preservation of the retinotopic map (28). The first RGC projections to the LGN have a crude 
retinotopic organization, but axons from both eyes are intermixed over a large portion of the 
LGN (28). These early retino-geniculate synapses are capable of synaptic transmission and 
the initial segregation into specific monocular layers results from a competitive interaction of 
retinal input from both eyes. It includes cellular apoptosis as well as synaptic re-modulation, 
and the bulk of the synaptic pruning in LGN occurs before mid-gestation (6). It has been 
linked to retinotopically coordinated, spontaneuous waves of firing in the RGCs over the reti-
na (28). Similarly, the initial LGN projections to V1 (layer 4) also have a crude retinotopic 
map, but are intermixed. The refinement into eye-specific ODC is also activity-dependent, 
primarily from sensory driven activity, i.e. with the advent of visually evoked potentials after 
the opening of the eyes (29). The retino-cortical connections are hereby refined, strengthened 
and stabilized, and an adult-like pattern is essentially established at time of normal birth (30). 
Thereafter, visual stimulus further nurtures the cortical development and maturation of the 
retino-cortical structural organization (31). Importantly, the segregation of axons into eye-
specific layers in the LGN precedes the cortical arrangement into ODC, and is presumably a 
requirement for achieving this particular organization in the striate cortex (32).  
1.2 INJURIES DURING EARLY BRAIN DEVELOPMENT 
Disturbances or injuries to the brain during early development cause different types of struc-
tural abnormalities depending mainly on the stage of maturation of the brain at the time of the 
insult (3) and have equivalents on neuroimaging (33).  
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Brain development can be viewed, as described in 1.1, as a series of separate but overlapping 
developmental stages. A disturbance or injury to the brain will cause both primary effects and 
secondary effects from maturational or trophic disturbances. Hence, neither the full extent nor 
the full consequences of the insult are possible to fully assess initially on neuroimaging. Im-
portantly, three different groups of general lesion patterns can be seen on magnetic resonance 
imaging (MRI) in early brain injuries (33). These lesion patterns can be linked to the distinc-
tive but overlapping stages in the early brain development, and are related to the different 
vulnerability of the developing brain at each stage. These three basic lesion patterns will now 
be described in some detail. 
1.2.1 Patterns of brain abnormalities and lesions during early brain devel-
opment 
1.2.1.1 1st and 2nd trimester ( < 24 GW) 
Disturbances or injuries to brain development during the 1
st
 and 2
nd
 trimester, i.e. during the 
period dominated by neurogenesis, result in malformation of cortical development and of the 
midbrain-hindbrain (3), and can be classified on MRI (34,35). Malformations of cortical de-
velopment can be classified into three principal categories: as malformations of abnormal 
proliferation and apoptosis; of abnormal neuronal migration; or of abnormal cortical organi-
zation (35,36). These categories represent the three consecutive and overlapping developmen-
tal stages: the neurogenesis in the germinal matrix; the migration of the post-mitotic neurons; 
and the laminar organization of the cerebral cortex. Malformations of cortical development 
are predominantly congenital, and an increasing number of genetic mutations have been 
linked with specific malformations (35). However, both the clinical and the neuroimaging 
phenotype can vary substantially despite mutations in the same gene. Conversely, the pheno-
type may be similar despite mutations in different genes. This leads to the conclusion that the 
genetic penetrance varies, and may depend on environmental factors. Mutations can be germ 
line mutations, shared by all the cells in the body, or de-novo mutations, which may only af-
fect certain cell lineages and/or only appear in certain locations. Such mutations are called 
mosaic mutations, and their penetration is in general much less severe than germ line muta-
tions. This also explains the geographical focus that certain malformations show. Mutations 
that are X-linked show, naturally, greater penetration in males. Malformations of cortical de-
velopment are frequently part of more complex syndromes.  
Malformation of abnormal proliferation and apoptosis concerns the neurogenesis of the popu-
lations of post-mitotic neurons and glial cells generated in the proliferative zones. These pro-
cesses are tightly regulated to decide fate determination and differentiation of the progenitor 
cell lines, as well as their mitotic activity to control the neuron number (1,4). Insight into the 
role of apoptosis, or programmed cell death, in controlling these processes has been gained in 
the last few decades (37). Disturbances or lesions affecting the neurogenesis cause malfor-
mation of cortical development, and are subcategorized by either abnormalities of brain size, 
i.e. conditions of micro- or macroencephaly, or abnormal proliferation with abnormal cells 
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(35). Malformations in the second subcategory frequently cause epilepsy, and are further sub-
categorized according to whether the abnormal cells are non-neoplastic or neoplastic. 
Malformation of abnormal migration is subcategorized into the lissencephalies/subcortical 
band heterotopia spectrum, the cobblestone complex and heterotopias (35). A major differ-
ence between the first two is that in the lissencephalies, the neurons have not reached the cor-
tical plate, whereas in the cobblestone complex, many of the migrating neurons migrate too 
far, into the subpial space. This is further elucidated by the fact that the wealth of the genetic 
mutations that have now been linked to different malformations of abnormal migration main-
ly concern cellular functions of movement and adhesion.  
 
Figure 1-4: Examples of malformations of cortical development. (A) Lobar holoprosencephaly is a result of an incom-
plete separation of the cerebral hemispheres, in this case the frontal lobes, which occurs early in gestation. (B) Lissen-
cephaly, here with smooth, thick cortex (agyria and pachygyria), is a malformation of abnormal neuronal migration. 
(C) Polymicrogyria, here bilateral perisylvian polymicrogyria with an open-lip schizencephaly on the right side, is a 
malformation of abnormal cortical organization and late migration. R=right, L=left. 
Malformation of abnormal cortical organization concerns the developing cortical organiza-
tion from the processes of synaptogenesis, neurite extension and neuronal maturation, but al-
so includes the late neurogenesis and migration. Malformations of abnormal cortical organi-
zation are characterized by polymicrogyria (35). Polymicrogyria mainly affects the deeper 
layers of the cerebral cortex and, as a consequence, an abnormally involuted cortex with mul-
tiple small gyri develops (38). Polymicrogyria is typically subclassified in relation to the af-
fected cortical areas, e.g. perisylvian polymicrogyria, and can be uni- (40 %) or bilateral (60 
%) (38). The polymicrogyric cortex can be in continuum with the ventricular ependyme, in 
which case it is called a schizencephaly. In schizencephaly the abnormal cortex constitutes a 
cleft into the ventricular surface. Schizencephaly can be isolated or occur in combination with 
polymicrogyria in other locations. Polymicrogyra or schizencephaly are part of many congen-
ital developmental disorder syndromes, and several polymicrogyria patterns have been linked 
with genetic abnormalities or genetic mutations (35,38). Polymicrogyria can also result from 
prenatal ischemia (39) or infection (40) in the latter part of the second trimester. In fact, iso-
lated schizencephaly may be caused by focal ischemic infarct affecting the germinal matrix 
(41,42). Recently questions have been raised as to whether polymicrogyria, in fact, consti-
tutes a more heterogeneous group of malformations than previously believed (35,38). 
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Three examples of malformations of cortical development can be seen in Figure 1-4 (p. 21). 
1.2.1.2 Early 3rd trimester (24 – 34 GW )  
Brain development in the early third trimester is dominated by the developing connectivity, 
especially thalamo-cortical and long-range cortico-cortical connections (2). There is on-going 
neurogenesis of GABA-ergic interneurons (1), and the oligodendrocytes and microglia are 
active, with key roles in the axonal development and myelination. The main triggers of injury 
are ischemia and inflammation, which often co-exist and can potentiate each other (12), and 
the result is a downstream pro-inflammatory cascade of excessive cytokine production, exci-
totoxic glutamate release and oxidative stress, with free-radical release mediated by activated 
microglia (12). Particularly at risk for injury is the premature newborn, in whom transient hy-
poxic/ischemic events, as well as inflammatory/infectious episodes, are common due to the 
immature cerebral autoregulation of cerebral blood flow and the primitive protective barriers 
in the skin and gut in combination with the immature immune system (43). 
Injuries to the brain during the early third trimester are commonly referred to as white-matter 
damage of immaturity (WMDI) (44) as they can occur both in utero and in the premature 
newborn. The most frequent injury seen in WMDI is injury to the periventricular white mat-
ter. This can be in the form of periventricular leukomalacia (PVL) (45,46). The term PVL 
has, over the years, been misused and also used to describe white matter lesions occurring at 
later developmental stages. Therefore, the term WMDI will be used instead wherever possi-
ble, to avoid confusion. Germinal matrix haemorrhage (GMH), either complicated by intra-
ventricular haemorrhage (IVH) and/or periventricular haemorrhagic infarcts (PHI), and punc-
tate lesions in the periventricular white matter are more rare, but remain parts of the lesional 
spectrum included in WMDI (8). The periventricular zones in the peritrigonal area, the frontal 
horns and the area around the foramen Monroi constitute watershed areas of the deep cerebral 
white matter, and are sensitive to hypoxic/ischemic events (47). This might explain why we 
observe a predilection of WMDI in these localization (47), which is also seen on imaging 
(44,48). In order to understand WMDI, the vulnerability of different cell types in the develop-
ing brain during the early third trimester has to be considered, as well as the consequential 
results of injury. In the following section, the vulnerability of the cell lineages will be dis-
cussed, followed by the different lesion entities in the WMDI spectrum. Punctate lesions in 
WMDI will not be discussed further. Their origin is debated, though not ischemic, and their 
impact on neurodevelopment is unclear, although if extensive they can leave areas of hypo-
myelination (8). 
The oligodendrocyte cell lineage are in active development during 24-40 GW (49). Immature 
stages of oligendrocytes (Pre-OLs) are especially vulnerable to insults of ischemia and in-
flammation, and to the downstream mechanisms of microglial activation with cytokine re-
lease, exitotoxicity and free radical attack (49,50). Populations of pre-OLs dominate the cere-
brum during the early third trimester, and are specifically abundant in the periventricular WM 
during 24-32 GW (51). The pre-OL population thus constitutes the major target of injury in 
this time period (49,52). Upon insult there will be a decrease in the pre-OL population which 
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in time is counteracted by an increase in oligodendroglial progenitors which, however, lack 
the ability to mature into myelin-producing oligodendrocytes (53). Hence, the result of injury 
to the pre-OL population is a combination of hypomyelination and detrimental effect on ax-
onal development (both afferents and efferent axons), which in turn effects both cortical and 
thalamic development (12,52). With the onset of myelination in the periventricular white 
matter from around 30 GW, the pre-OL populations are gradually replaced by mature, mye-
linproducing oligodendrocytes, and consequently risk of pre-OL injury dramatically decreas-
es. This coincides with the decrease in occurrence of PVL from around 32 GW (51). 
 
Figure 1-5: Typical locations of WMDI illustrated in two hemispheres. The left hemisphere shows focal PVL, either 
cystic (circles) or non-cystic (dots) in the deep periventricular WM and diffuse PVL, extending into the subcortical 
WM. The right hemisphere shows GMH, which can bleed into the ventricle causing IVH, and, in most severe cases, a 
PHI with destruction of both the SVZ and the deep periventricular WM. GE=ganglionic eminence, 
SVZ=subventricular zone, PVL=periventricular leukomalacia, GMH=germinal matrix haemorrhage, IVH=intra-
ventricular haemorrhage, PHI=periventricular haemorrhagic infarct, CC=corpus callosum, T=thalamus, GP=globus 
pallidus, P=putamen. Figure adapted from (12). Illustration by Anna-Carin Andersson. 
Axonal and neuronal injury are increasingly recognized, and are more frequent injuries than 
previously thought in WMDI (12,54). In both cases, it is hard to distinguish primary from 
secondary injuries. Primary axonal injuries from destructive WMDI, such as necrotic foci in 
cystic PVL, are evident from neuropathological findings (45), however, recent studies have 
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also shown more widespread axonal injuries in diffuse WMDI showing increased levels of 
the apoptopic marker fractin in axons in gliotic tissue (54,55). Again, the injuries may still be 
primary or secondary. Axonal injuries also cause degeneration of the ensheathing pre-OLs, 
resulting in hypomyelination (53). Cerebral white matter axons are in rapid development dur-
ing the early third trimester, and an injury, focal or widespread, results in white matter loss 
with impact on the cortical and thalamic development. Neuropathology studies have also 
shown neuronal loss and/or gliosis in the thalamus and in the basal ganglia (56), with a clear 
relation to PVL, but again no studies can say whether these injuries are primary or secondary. 
In the study by Pierson et al (56), the thalamic injuries were found to be primary and second-
ary, with both anterograde and retrograde neurodegeneration. Hence, injuries would cause 
thalamic degeneration and secondary axonal injuries with effects on cortical development and 
hypomyelination via pre-OL destruction. SP interneurons are vulnerable to hypoxia-ischemia 
(57), and there is evidence of injury to the SP in PVL (58,59). This transient structure peaks 
during the early third trimester, and is pivotal for both cortical and deep nuclei development. 
An injury will therefore have extensive secondary effects. Again, injury to the afferent axons 
effect both cortical and thalamic development, whereas injury to the efferent axons would 
affect cortical development and their targets. Both cause hypomyelination. Further, the SP 
interneurons are important in creating the first functional circuits between cortical plate and 
its periphery, and if this is compromised there could be detrimental effects on the develop-
ment of functional brain circuitry. 
WMDI in the form of PVL occurs as a focal necrotic PVL, cystic or non-cystic, in the deep 
periventricular WM, and more diffuse gliosis in the subcortical WM without necrosis (43). 
WMDI is often bilateral or asymmetrically bilateral, although unilateral injury can occur. Fo-
cal PVL consists of destructive necrosis to all cellular elements (45), whereas in focal non-
cystic PVL the microscopic necrosis often turn into glial scars rather than cysts. Both focal 
cystic and focal non-cystic PVL often have diffuse perifocal gliosis. The distribution of focal 
PVL has a predilection to the anterior and posterior ventricular horns (47), with more wide-
spread involvement in younger premature neonates (54,60). Cystic WMDI is relatively rare 
today, being observed in less than 5 % of infants with very-low birth weight (< 1500 g) 
(8,61), but associated with adverse neurological outcome, related to the extent of the cysts 
(48). The diffuse PVL accounts for the majority of cases with WMDI (43), and is character-
ized by astro- and microgliosis and an initial decrease in pre-OL followed by compensatory 
increase in oligodendrocyte progenitors (53). However, the oligodendrocyte progenitors lack 
the ability to differentiate into mature oligodendrocytes, resulting in hypomyelination and 
loss of parenchymal volume with secondary ventricular dilatation. The PVL spectrum is be-
lieved to be a continuum from the most severe form of cystic PVL, to focal non-cystic to dif-
fuse white-matter gliosis. Not surprisingly, activated microglia are found in the periventricu-
lar region in non-cystic PVL (62). WMDI is often accompanied with neuronal/axonal injuries 
affecting the cerebral and cerebellar white and grey matter, as described above (12). 
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Figure 1-6: Examples of lesions occurring during the early 3rd trimester causing WMDI. (A) Bilateral WMDI with 
extensive reduction of and gliosis in the periventricular WM, most pronounced in the posterior WM. (B) Bilateral 
WMDI with extensive reduction of the middle and posterior white matter, especially on the right side. A porencephlic 
cyst from an earlier PHI is seen in the region of right foramen of Monroi. Only subtle gliosis in the right middle 
periventricular white matter (not seen in this axial section). (C) Bilateral WMDI with minor reduction of the left mid-
dle and left posterior periventricular white matter and discrete bilateral gliosis. R=right, L=left. 
Germinal matrix haemorrhage (GMH) is a bleeding in the subependymal veins, draining the 
germinal matrix (63). It may be uni- or bilateral. The precise mechanism for the GMH is not 
fully understood, but it is evident that the aetiology is multifactorial and primarily attributed 
to the fragility of the germinal matrix microvasculature. This is particularly sensitive to hy-
poxia/ischemia (64), as the germinal matrix is in a state of involution. Up until term the sub-
ependymal veins lack collagen fibres, and contain a single layer of endothelial cells with 
weak basal lamina. This immaturity makes them at risk of rupture. GMH is most frequent in 
the first 48 hours in the premature neonate, and the risk of haemorrhage is increased with 
more severe prematurity and lower birth weight (8). The primary effect of the GMH is on the 
proliferation zones, GE and SVZ, the former in particular with decreased generation of 
GABA-ergic interneurons, which may cause secondary effects on cortical and thalamic de-
velopment. However, isolated GMHs are often seen in early brain imaging and are believed 
not to have any larger impact on neurodevelopment. When the GMH is large, it may break 
through the ventricular ependymal, and results in an IVH which can be complicated by ven-
triculomegaly and hydrocephalus. The GMH-IVH can also progress further to cause an up-
stream thrombosis and haemorrhage in the afferent medullary venous tributaries, resulting in 
a periventricular haemorrhagic infarct (PHI). The major destructive focal effects in GMH-
IVH with PHI comes from the PHI, which destroys the dorsal SVZ and overlying 
periventricular white matter, including pre-OLs and axons. This causes a destructive cystic 
lesion, a porencephalic cyst. The thin membrane separating the porencephalic cyst from the 
ventricle is often defective, and it may break down completely, causing the cyst to become 
part of the ventricle and lined with ependyma. As with PVL (47), PHI is mainly located in the 
deep frontal and occipital watershed zones (65), from observation prevalent around the fora-
men of Monroi. GMH/IVH, with our without PHI, can occur in combination with PVL. The 
axonal and pre-OL injuries may result in secondary effects on cortical and thalamic develop-
ment and myelination (12). Deep venous injuries appear to spare the SP (8), which may be 
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beneficial for cortical development and neurodevelopmental outcome as discussed above (see 
1.1.2). Therefore, the overall neurological deficits may be less severe (66), and even focal 
deficits are less severe than expected from conventional anatomy. This may be a result of in-
creased plasticity due to the intact SP zone (67). The intact SP may also explain the often 
normally convoluted overlying cortex. Despite the fact that the injury occurred before this 
process started and at a time when the cortical surface was smooth (8).  
Typical locations of WMDI are illustrated in Figure 1-5 (p. 23), and three examples of MRI 
of WMDI are shown in Figure 1-6 (p. 25). 
1.2.1.3 Late 3rd trimester ( > 34 GW) 
During the late third trimester, the cortical development is active in the superficial layers. The 
connectivity processes here involve extensive synaptogenesis between cortical neurons and 
afferent axons. These processes are energy-consuming, and the superficial layers have at this 
point become richly vascularized (13). Likewise, the vasculature in the germinal matrix has 
regressed as the proliferative zones have regressed. As a consequence, at this point in time the 
brain vasculature has reached an overall adult pattern. This includes arterial blood supply to 
the forebrain from the three major cerebral arteries with their characteristic watershed zones, 
blood supply to the central subcortical structures from perforating end-arteries, and the blood 
supply to the brainstem and hindbrain from the vertebro-basilary system. The glial cell line-
ages have reached a greater degree of maturity and are not excessively vulnerable anymore. 
Injuries in the late third trimester effect predominantly the cortical and subcortical grey mat-
ter. They are primarily of vascular origin, and can be divided into global hypoxic-ischemic 
injury and focal ischemic infarcts.  
Hypoxic-ischemic injury (HI) is caused by a global hypoxic/ischemic event and can be acute 
or prolonged, deep or partial. Examples include prolapse of the umbilical cord, rupture of the 
uterus or abruption of the placenta, or placenta insufficiency for prolonged, partial ischemia. 
In the late 3
rd
 trimester, the basal ganglia, thalamus and the cortical peri-rolandic/central re-
gions have the highest glucose metabolism (68). They are therefore the most sensitive struc-
tures to HI. The severity of the insult and the severity of the clinical symptoms, as well as the 
subsequent motor outcome, have been related to injury patterns on neonatal MRI (69,70). The 
mildest pattern includes injuries in the adjacent structures of the ventro-lateral thalamus and 
the posterior third of putamen, which is a part lentiform nucleus (one example in Figure 1-7, 
p. 27). In the intermediate injury pattern, cortical ischemic injuries are also seen in the peri-
rolandic/central areas. The most severe pattern also includes hippocampal injuries, as well as 
injuries to the entire thalamus. In contrast to acute asphyxia, the fetus/baby can experience a 
prolonged asphyxia of varying degrees. The lesion patterns are necrotic injuries to parasagit-
tal watershed areas (43). The damage is often bilateral but not necessarily symmetric. The 
extent of the injuries can range from mild watershed infarcts (one example in Figure 1-7, p. 
27), to severe end-stage multicystic encephalopathy with extensive necrotic injuries in larger 
parts of the hemispheres.  
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Focal infarcts are caused by an impaired or ceased blood flow in a major cerebral artery, re-
sulting in a downstream hypo-perfusion of the brain parenchyma of the vascular territory. Fo-
cal ischemic infarcts in fetal life up until postnatal day 28 are referred as perinatal ischemic 
stroke (PAS) (71). The incidence of PAS is around 1 in 2300 newborns (72). Perinatal is-
chemic stroke is caused by a local thrombosis or by embolism from extracranial sites, such as 
vessels, the heart, umbilical vein or the placenta (43). The pathogenesis of PAS is complicat-
ed and multifactorial, and includes factors that affect the placental and brain vasculature, their 
haemostatic mechanisms, as well as the coagulatory states of the fetus and the mother (71). 
This is illustrated by the fact that the pro-coagulatory state in pregnancy is further up-
regulated around birth. Likewise, thrombophilias in the mother or child are risk factors for 
PAS. All neonates have a high haematocrit, which is protective but can, in cases of coag-
ulopathy, cause thromboembolism at birth. The major affected vessel is the middle cerebral 
artery (MCA) (one example in Figure 1-7), with dominance on the left side, though all major 
intracranial vessels can be affected. The left-side preference in MCA-infarcts is thought to be 
due to the fetal circulation, where e.g. the bidirectional flow in aorta can in combination with 
a (still) patent ductus arteriosus cause emboli in the thoracic vessels to go over the aorta and 
reach the intracranial vessels. It has been suggested that an early focal infarct, in utero, may 
be the cause of a focal injury like schizencephaly by infarction of the germinal matrix (42). 
Perinatal ischemic stroke in the early third trimester causes WMDI, with characteristic vascu-
lar distribution often showing extensive white matter damage with pronounced effects to cor-
tical and thalamic development.  
Three examples of early brain lesions of vascular origin in the late third trimester are shown 
in Figure 1-7. 
 
Figure 1-7: Examples of lesions occurring during the late 3rd trimester causing, pre-dominantly, cortical and subcorti-
cal GM lesions. (A) Bilateral lesions in the postero-lateral lentiform nuclei and ventro-lateral thalami from acute, pro-
found asphyxia. (B) Watershed infarct affecting the subcortical WM in the right superior frontal gyrus from pro-
longed, partial asphyxia. (C) Focal infarct in the territory of the left middle cerebral artery with extensive damage to 
the left cerebral hemisphere. Note the small left hemicranium. 
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1.2.2 Clinical presentation of early brain lesions 
1.2.2.1 Cerebral palsy 
Cerebral Palsy (CP) is a persistent disorder of movement and posture caused by non-
progressive lesions of the immature brain (73). CP is often accompanied by disturbances of 
sensation (including hearing and vision), perception, cognition, communication and behav-
iour. Epilepsy and secondary musculoskeletal problems are also common (73). 
The prevalence of CP in the Western world is stable, around 2-3 per 1000 live births (44,74), 
although recent data indicates that the overall prevalence of CP within Europe is decreasing 
(75). About 50 % of CP cases occur in children with normal birth weight. Children born pre-
term or with moderately low (< 2500 g) or very low birth weight (< 1500 g) are at increased 
risk of CP, and the risk in the preterm group is highest for those born with extremely low 
birth weight (< 1000 g). The overall decrease in CP prevalence is likely to be due to the de-
crease of CP prevalence in the moderately and very low birth weight group (75). 
A widely accepted classification of CP types has been proposed by the Surveillance of Cere-
bral Palsy group, SCPE (http://www.scpenetwork.eu). In this classification system, CP is 
classified into spastic, dyskinetic (dystonic or choreo-athetotic) or ataxic CP, according to the 
predominant neurological signs. Spastic CP is the dominating form (around 80 %), and is fur-
ther sub-classified into unilateral (30 %) and bilateral (50 %) CP. 
In this thesis, unilateral spastic CP has been studied. The hand function is always affected in 
unilateral CP, although to varying degrees, ranging from clumsiness to difficulty performing 
voluntary motion. This includes various aspects of hand function, including, for example, co-
ordination (76), scaling of grip forces (77) and impaired sensory function (78). The individu-
als often have a tendency to only use their good hand, however, bimanual manipulation is 
required in many everyday situations (e.g. pulling up a zipper), and poor bimanual perfor-
mance is a common functional limitation. Classification systems are suggested to describe the 
hand motor function abilities for the individual (73). These include the Manual Ability Clas-
sification System (MACS) (79) to assess hand and arm function. Various timed tests have 
also been developed to quantify the hand motor function, including the Box & Block test (80) 
to measure gross manual dexterity, which is used in this thesis and is described in 3.4.1. 
1.2.2.2 Cerebral visual impairment 
The spectrum of visual impairment caused by early brain lesions includes subnormal visual 
acuity, restriction of visual fields (VF) (81,82), eye motility disorders such as strabismus (83), 
unstable fixation, nystagmus (84), inadequate saccades and smooth pursuit movements (85), 
and inadequate accommodation (86). In addition, there are difficulties in visuo-spatial analy-
sis and disorders of other higher visual functions (87).  
Injury to the brain has become the most common cause of visual impairment in children in 
high-income countries (88,89). However, there is as yet no consensus on a definition of the 
diagnosis for cerebral visual impairment (CVI) and, consequently, no ICD-10 code exists. 
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Children with CVI are given other diagnosis codes, e.g. strabismus or nystagmus, and as a 
result, the true incidence and prevalence of CVI in children is difficult to assess. Neverthe-
less, Mitry et al. (90) highlight a more than two-fold increase in the number of new blind and 
partial-sighted children registered in England between 1982 and 2011. This is a result of im-
proved survival of critically ill newborns, particularly those born preterm. 
In adults, lesions to the retino-geniculate-cortical pathway cause predictable VF defects (21). 
Similar lesions sustained early in life are generally better compensated, resulting in smaller or 
no VF defects (91). The VF-function can be correlated with the pattern of injury in cortico-
subcortical injuries (i.e. injuries in the late 3
rd
 trimester, > 34 GW), but only in cases of exten-
sive WMDI or malformations for the earlier lesion patterns (82), and presumably the is a re-
sult of brain plasticity during the maturation period (92). Further, there is a topographical cor-
respondence between the VF-function and the lesion pattern: hemianopias are seen in injuries 
in the late 3
rd
 trimester causing focal infarct (82), whereas bilateral homonymous inferior 
quadrantdysopsias are common in WMDI, indicating bilateral injuries to the superior portions 
of the optic radiations (81). 
Injuries to the posterior visual pathways are associated with thinning of the retinal nerve fibre 
layer and the macular ganglion cell complex, assessed with ocular coherence tomography 
(OCT) - seen in both congenital and later acquired lesions (93,94). The tentative mechanism 
would be retrograde trans-synaptic degeneration (RTSD). Individuals with WMDI demon-
strate abnormal appearance of the optic discs, with reduced amount of neural tissue as either 
small discs or discs with large cups; a finding supporting the hypothesis that a lesion to the 
immature posterior visual system causes RTSD of the retinal ganglion cell layer (95). The 
causal link between primary injury in the immature optic radiation and thinning of the retinal 
ganglion cell layer has been investigated in this thesis (Study III & IV). 
1.3 NEUROIMAGING OF EARLY BRAIN LESIONS 
Neuroimaging is invaluable in the investigation of early brain lesions. Imaging modalities 
include primarily cranial ultrasound (CUS), magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and comput-
ed tomography (CT), all of which are used for different reasons at different points. Nuclear 
imaging techniques, including as positron-emission tomography (PET), have no general role 
in neuroimaging of early brain lesions.  
Bedside CUS is suitable for the majority of acute conditions in the newborn and young infant, 
and is used extensively in the neonatal intensive care unit (NICU). CUS has the advantage of 
being fast and serial examinations can be made. It is often the basis for diagnosis in the acute 
phase. However, the interpretation is dependent on the operator’s experience, and subtle find-
ings, typically cortical and white matter abnormalities, are difficult to detect. Hence, CUS has 
a low negative predictive value, i.e. does not always exclude pathology.  
Today CT has little role in the investigation of early brain lesion. CT can be considered a 
complement when certain diagnoses need to be investigated. Calcifications are readably seen 
on CT and may be diagnostic for certain infections as cause for early brain lesion, often due 
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to intrauterine infections. Bone pathologies are, naturally, best seen on CT, and the method 
used may therefore be important in the radiological work-up of several syndromes. 
1.3.1 Conventional magnetic resonance imaging in early brain lesions 
Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is the method of choice for detecting and characterizing 
early brain lesions, stipulating timing for the insult and providing prognostic predictions. All 
individuals with early brain lesions should therefore have an MRI examination.  
The timing of the MRI examination is dependent on the clinical question. The asphyxiated 
term-born should have an MRI in the neonatal period to detect acute/subacute injury. Acute 
neurological symptoms, e.g. neonatal seizures, should also have prompt MRI. Neonatal MRI 
is, on the other hand, seldom indicated in the preterm and imaging is instead often performed 
at term-equivalent age. However, to assess the full extent of the brain lesion, especially 
WMDI, imaging is preferred after 2 years of age, when the brain has matured from an imag-
ing point of view (96). 
Magnetic resonance imaging sequences in the clinical examination include T1- (T1w) and 
T2-weighted (T2w) sequences, fluid-attenuation inversion-recovery images (FLAIR), diffu-
sion-weighted MRI (dMRI) and a susceptibility-sensitive sequence. Imaging should cover 
relevant imaging planes, and high-resolution 3D-sequences can be useful. This set of MRI 
sequences constitute a basic clinical protocol, but may be complemented depending on the 
specific clinical question, or in research. 
T1w- and T2w-images are used for structural/anatomical and pathological assessments. The 
immature and the infant brain has a much larger water-content and is not yet myelinated, and 
hence the T1- and T2-relaxation times are considerably longer (97). This has to be considered 
in MRI during neonatal period and up until 1-2 years of age. Fluid-attenuation inversion-
recovery images are sensitive for pathological changes, e.g. gliosis, and are valuable in as-
sessing the brain parenchyma adjacent to CSF-spaces, such as the periventricular WM. Diffu-
sion-weighted MRI can detect the evolution of ischemic and cytotoxic events. Sequences for 
detecting haemorrhage, most often gradient-echo (GRE) T2*-weighted sequences or suscep-
tibility-weighted imaging (SWI) to visualize the susceptibility effects from blood-breakdown 
products, are useful. However, in contrast to adults, blood-breakdown products are often 
cleared away more effectively in young children and lost on MRI after a few years. 
1.3.1.1 Magnetic resonance imaging in malformations of cortical development 
Magnetic resonance imaging is invaluable in detecting and characterizing malformations of 
cortical development (35). Epilepsy is common in this lesion type group, and is often the rea-
son for the MRI examination. Imaging findings in malformations of cortical development can 
be subtle, e.g. small areas of focal cortical dysplasia, or hard to depict, such as abnormal gy-
ration patterns in polymicrogyria. The MRI examination should therefore be optimized to 
achieve the best possible morphological evaluation, preferably using high-field MR systems 
(3 Tesla). Dedicated sequences include sequences for increased GM/WM contrast, high-
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resolution anatomical T1w and T2w/FLAIR images to evaluate the cortical layer and struc-
ture and areas of abnormal myelination. Diffusion-weighted MRI and SWI should also be 
included. The presence of neoplastic cells (35) needs to be assessed, often best with FLAIR 
sequences. 
1.3.1.2 Magnetic resonance imaging in white matter damage of immaturity  
Magnetic resonance imaging of WMDI includes assessing findings indicative of PVL and/or 
GMH/IVH and evaluation of associated lesions. As discussed earlier, the lesional spectrum in 
WMDI also includes “punctate” lesions in the deep WM with increased T1-signal and no re-
stricted diffusion. As these lesions disappear on follow-up or leave traces of hypomye-
lination, and have no correlates in outcome, they are not considered further herein.  
Cystic-PVL has a characteristic appearance with an irregular ventricular border, ventriculo-
megaly secondary to the periventricular parenchymal loss and abutted grey matter in deep 
cortical gyri (98). Non-cystic and diffuse PVL are seen on T2/FLAIR as areas of hyperin-
tense gliotic changes, often lining the periventricular WM and extending into the deep WM, 
frequently appearing patchy. Residues of blood-breakdown products on T2*/SWI can be seen 
in the ventricular subependyma or in the ventricles and choroid plexus, indicating GMH/IVH. 
The WM reduction in IVH can be extensive with ventriculomegali. Focal reduction of the 
deep periventricular WM corresponding to the medullary veins, often with an associated 
porencephalic cyst, indicate an earlier PHI. In extensive WMDI there is severe reduction of 
deep periventricular WM, however, to confidently assess the amount of residual WM, the 
WM should be myelinated and the periventricular WM should be not be compressed by ex-
panding ventricles, e.g. hydrocephalus. Anterior affection in WMDI indicate injury in the ear-
lier part of the early 3
rd
 trimester (24-30 GW), whereas posterior dominance is characteristic 
for injuries closer to (30-) 34 GW (99). 
Associated lesions to WMDI include the basal ganglia, thalamus, brainstem and cerebellum 
(12). Injuries in these structures are seen as volume reduction and hyperintensities on 
T2/FLAIR. Basal ganglia and thalamic injuries can be primary or secondary (12), the latter 
most common, however, conventional end-stage MRI cannot differentiate between the two. 
Here dMRI provides clues (see 3.3.2.5). Characteristic thinning of the isthmus of the corpus 
callosum is common in WMDI causing CP due to secondary (Wallerian) neurodegeneration 
of the transcallosal fibres. Thinning of the optic nerves, optic chiasm and optic tracts, and 
T2/FLAIR hyperintensities in the LGN (100) are seen in WMDI causing visual impairment, 
and are believed to be secondary due to retrograde trans-synaptic degeneration. 
1.3.1.3 Magnetic resonance imaging in cortical and subcortical grey matter injuries 
Injuries in the late 3
rd
 trimester typically affect the cortical and subcortical grey matter and are 
mainly of vascular origin.  
Hypoxic-ischemic injuries (HI) can be acute or prolonged and profound or partial. Term neo-
nates with hypoxic-ischemic encephalopathy should have an MRI in the neonatal period. 
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Acute, profound HI in the term neonate typically affects the basal ganglia, thalamus, cortical 
peri-rolandic/central regions and, in extreme cases, the hippocampias, as described in 1.2.1.3. 
Diffusion-weighted MRI is the best sequence for detecting acute ischemia but may, in the 
neonate, underestimate lesions in the basal ganglia and thalamus as these structures have al-
tered signal characteristics on dMRI in early life (101). For practical reasons (e.g. hypother-
mia treatment in HI), the MRI examination may not be performed until 5-10 days after the 
ischemic event. At this time, the ADC may have pseudo-normalized and instead, convention-
al sequences, primarily T1w-images, are more sensitive to detecting injury (101). Differentia-
tion between cytotoxic changes of different origins, i.e. non-ischemic, may be difficult. Usu-
ally, the injury pattern and additional clinical information may help. Hypoglycaemia is com-
mon in neonates and extensive areas of restricted diffusion may be seen. However, these are-
as have an occipital predilection, are often bilateral and do not follow vascular territories 
(102). Prolonged, partial asphyxia typically results in parasagittal lesions in the watershed 
zones. Injuries range from mild cortical watershed infarcts (Figure 1-7, p. 27) to severe mul-
ticystic encephalopathy. For HI, the end-stage MRI pattern reveals chronic ischemic injuries, 
typically with increased water signal, volume reduction and cystic transformations.  
Perinatal ischemic stroke (PAS) are focal infarcts caused by an impaired or ceased blood flow 
in a major cerebral artery, often due to thromboembolism (71), as described in 1.2.1.3. Mag-
netic resonance imaging of PAS reveals ischemic lesions corresponding to a vessel territory. 
In general, adult-like MRI signal changes are seen. The exception can be acute/subacute in-
farcts to the basal ganglia and thalami in the neonate period, as discussed above. In PAS 
causing WMDI the distribution of the white matter injury follow a vessel territory and corti-
cal injuries are common, not only secondary, and may be severe. PAS in the middle cerebral 
artery (MCA), or absent MCA, has been the suggestive cause of schizencephaly, in some 
cases with confirmed MCA-occlusion on MR-angiography (42).  
1.3.1.4 Magnetic resonance imaging in cerebral palsy 
The role of MRI in cerebral palsy (CP) is to identify the underlying lesion or abnormality and 
to estimate the timing of injury. The recommendations are, therefore, that every child with CP 
should have an MRI examination. The European recommendations (103) for MRI in CP are 
to wait until 2 years of age for lesion classification, unless an MRI scan at an earlier age 
clearly shows a pathogenic pattern.  
In a fairly recent literature review, Krägeloh-Mann & Horber (104) concluded that MRI was 
abnormal in 86-90 % of CP cases, and that it gave clues to the aetiology in the majority of 
these cases. Imaging findings are also in good correlation with the clinical symptoms of CP 
(44). However, and this is shown repeatedly, that MRI is normal in around 10 % in individu-
als with CP (44,104). The distribution of the lesion types (33) is, in non-selected materials, 
fairly consistent: malformations represent nearly 10 %, WMDI around 40 % and corti-
cal/subcortical grey matter lesions 20 % of cases (104). As expected, WMDI is most preva-
lent in prematurely born children, whereas the other lesion types are more common in chil-
dren born at term. However, the degree of WMDI may be difficult to assess before the com-
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pletion of myelination around 2 years of age, especially for milder cases. Likewise, lesions in 
the basal ganglia and thalamus may not be identifiable on early MRI as they are often sec-
ondary and/or subtle. 
The relationship between the lesions seen on conventional MRI and the clinical symptoms of 
CP are understood to some extent. Focal infarcts commonly cause unilateral CP, and bilateral 
periventricular WMDI cause spastic leg-dominated CP due to the closeness of the lower limb 
motor fibres to the ventricles. The extent of the white matter reduction in WMDI is associated 
with the degree of motor impairment (105,106). Lesions in the basal ganglia and thalami are 
associated with more severe motor impairments and a dystonic rather than spastic CP pattern. 
In unilateral CP, the extent of the lesion (106) and degree of dysgenesis in the cortico-spinal 
tract (108) are related to the severity of hand motor impairment.  
In a recent systematic review of the available studies on the relationship between findings on 
structural MRI and motor outcome in children with CP (37 studies met inclusion criteria, total 
2330 subjects), Arnfield et al (109) concluded that there is evidence for a relationship be-
tween lesion type and the motor type (i.e. the CP subtype and neurology), and the gross mo-
tor function classified with Gross Motor Function Classification System (GMFCS) (110). 
However, they point out the need for better quantitative measures of the MRI findings, spe-
cifically regarding the location and severity of the lesion. Recent efforts include standardized 
semi-quantitative scoring systems (e.g. 111,112), however, these are still only used for re-
search purposes, and have not yet come into clinical practice.  
1.3.1.5 Magnetic resonance imaging in early brain lesions causing cerebral visual im-
pairment 
Early brain injuries to the visual pathways can cause cerebral visual impairment (CVI) (113), 
and, similarly to CP, children with CVI suspected of early brain lesion should have an MRI 
examination. However, contrary to CP, the correlation between findings on MRI and visual 
dysfunction has not been extensively investigated.  
Injuries to the posterior visual pathways can be evaluated with MRI, and include lesions in 
the optic radiation (OR), the occipital cortex and the basal ganglia and thalamus, including 
lateral geniculate nucleus (LGN). Injuries to the OR are most commonly caused by WMDI 
(98,114), in focal infarcts (FI) (115) or in watershed infarcts. Findings on end-stage MRI in-
clude periventricular WM reduction and gliosis along the anticipated course of the OR, espe-
cially in WMDI. Malformations of cortical development could also involve the OR (82). 
Primary cortical injuries are seen in FI as cortical thinning (115). Occipital polymicrogyria 
does not necessarily cause visual impairment, however, and normal visual fields and cortical 
activation on visual functional MRI can be seen (116). This highlights the difficulty in pre-
dicting visual function from MRI in malformations, and the visual system seems to have a 
high-degree of self-organizing plasticity in malformations of cortical development as dis-
cussed earlier in 1.4.2. Lastly, the full extent of OR involvement in early brain lesions, specif-
ically in WMDI, may be difficult to judge on conventional structural MRI.  
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Associated lesions to the primary injuries in the posterior visual pathways include injuries in 
the basal ganglia and thalamus, most notably the LGN, showing volume reduction and/or in-
creased water signal on MRI (114). The changes to the basal ganglia and thalamus can be 
primary or secondary, depending on the aetiology and extent of the early brain lesion. How-
ever, involvement of these structures correlate strongly with visual impairment (117). Thin-
ning of the optic nerves, the optic chiasm and optic tracts can be assessed with MRI and, to-
gether with LGN injuries (100), indicate secondary neurodegenerative injuries.  
1.3.2 Diffusion-weighted magnetic resonance imaging in early brain lesions 
Diffusion-weighted MRI (dMRI) is a sensitive method for studying alterations to tissue mi-
crostructure and fibre tract organization after early brain injury. Some specific results related 
to early brain lesions causing cerebral palsy and/or visual impairments will be outlined in the 
following paragraphs. Diffusion-weighted MRI is described in more detail in 3.3.2. 
1.3.2.1 Diffusion-weighted magnetic resonance imaging in early brain lesions causing 
cerebral palsy 
Diffusion-weighted MRI has gained increasing interest in the last decade for studying macro- 
and microstructural changes in several major white matter tracts and their functional-
structural relationships in CP (for a review see Scheck et al. 2012 (118)). A wealth of studies 
show alterations to different diffusion parameters in the descending motor pathways indicat-
ing altered microstructure (118). These studies have mainly used DTI to show decreased frac-
tional anisotropy (FA) and increased mean diffusivity (MD) (118). In parts of the cortico-
spinal tract (CST) distant from the primary lesion the DTI parametric changes are indicative 
of secondary anterograde (Wallerian) neurodegeneration (119,120). The superior and posteri-
or thalamic radiations have gained interest recently as they seem more sensitive to DTI para-
metric changes upon injury (118). Transcallosal fibres show more conflicting results (121–
123). Association fibres are increasingly studied and show promising results (122,124). There 
is evidence that parametric changes (primarily FA) in various tracts correlate with the overall 
severity of CP and specific measures of motor function (118) and sensory function (125).  
Most dMRI studies on CP have used DTI, but recently an increasing number of studies use 
more advanced methodology, including whole-brain connectivity approaches to show altera-
tions to the connectivity profiles in various tracts in CP (122,126) and/or high-order diffusion 
models and probabilistic fibre tractography (122,124,125,127), which allow a more accurate 
study of white matter tracts (128).  
Many recent studies show, interestingly, positive post-treatment effects of botulinium toxin A 
injections and/or rehabilitation (physio- and occupational therapy), both in the CST (129,130) 
and whole-brain connectivity (131) that correlate with dMRI changes (increased FA in 
tracts). This indicates the potential of dMRI to capture plasticity processes.  
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1.3.2.2 Diffusion-weighted magnetic resonance imaging in early brain lesions causing 
cerebral visual impairment 
Despite the associations between early brain lesions and visual impairments, few studies have 
investigated the effect of injury to the immature visual system with dMRI. Some case reports 
exist. Seghier et al (132) used dMRI in combination with fMRI to study the recovery of visu-
al function in an infant with perinatal stroke. In this case, the optic radiation (OR), delineated 
from fibre tracking, showed a perilesional volumetric increase on sequential imaging at 12 
and 20 months of age, which was interpreted as structural modifications in parallel with func-
tional recovery. Two case reports show perilesional changes to the course of the OR in 
WMDI (92,133). Our recent study, presented in this thesis (Study III & IV), shows advanced 
structural changes to the immature OR after WMDI, with evidence of topographical retro-
grade trans-synaptic degeneration in the retina and corresponding VF defects. More studies 
exist on the OR in preterm born children. These show changes in diffusion parameters indi-
cating altered white matter microstructure (134–138). In one study these alterations correlated 
with the degree (no, mild/moderate or severe) of WMDI (138). Further, these changes corre-
lated with early assessment of visual ability (134,135) and visual evoked potentials (136) at 
term age, but not at later follow-ups at 2 and 4 years (138). From the available studies one 
can conclude a general vulnerability of the OR in the third trimester, but a limited effect on 
long-term functional outcome. 
1.4 BRAIN RE-ORGANISATION IN EARLY BRAIN LESIONS 
Injury during early brain development occurs when the brain’s potential for plasticity is at its 
greatest (43). The relationship between compensatory mechanisms and the timing of brain 
injury was studied by the American neurologist Margaret Kennard (1899-1975) in early pio-
neering work in the 1930-40’s together with John Fulton (139). They could see a negative 
relationship between the functional outcome and the timing of the injury, attributed to the 
greater potential of plasticity in the younger brain. 
This thesis aims to investigate the brain organisation, or re-organisation, after injury during 
early brain development. An outline of the main pattern of re-organisation in the motor and 
the visual system will hereby follow. 
1.4.1 Motor and sensory system 
Several studies show re-organization of the motor and somatosensory systems after early 
brain injuries (140). With transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS), the cortical projection 
patterns can be studied. Alterations to the normal crossed projection pattern, in which the 
hemiplegic hand is controlled by from the contralateral side, are seen in unilateral CP and in-
clude both ipsilateral and mixed projection patterns (141–143). These ipsi- and mixed projec-
tion patterns are seen for all types of early brain lesions (142,143), and indicate inter-
hemispheric re-organization, possibly from persisting connections from the bilateral projec-
tions during early developmental stages (24). In contrast, the sensory system shows mainly an 
ipsilesional re-organisation after injury (142,144). The reason has been attributed to still de-
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veloping thalamo-cortical connections (140), especially for early injuries in the second and 
early third trimester, as long as the post-central gyrus is not injured (140). Several tractog-
raphy studies have now showed alterations to motor and/or sensory tracts (125,127,145–147). 
The potential for re-organization is evident considering that the sensory function can be well 
preserved even in cases of large periventricular lesions (140,144). However, inter-
hemispheric re-organization of the motor system is associated with poorer function (142,145), 
but whether this is due to a hemispheric sensory-motor disassociation, an inherent poorer 
function of ipsilesional motor projections or simply a manifestation of a larger injury is un-
clear. 
In summary, TMS studies and dMRI fibre tractography studies, mainly case studies, indicate 
that the re-organizational pattern for the motor and somatosensory system are different in ear-
ly brain lesions, and that the compensatory mechanisms in the somatosensory system are 
greater than in the motor system. Presumably this is due to differences in the potential of 
plasticity at the time of the insult. 
1.4.2 Visual system 
The potential of brain plasticity in the visual system in early brain lesions is not well docu-
mented. Part of the problem is that visual assessment is difficult in the young infant, however, 
early identification of visual impairment is important considering its role in cognitive devel-
opment (148). The visual field (VF) can be rudimentarily assessed with confrontation tech-
niques to diagnose large VF defects (149), but detailed visual perimetry (Goldmann perime-
try) to detect relative VF defects cannot be done until early school age (82). Studies show that 
visual function is less affected in individuals with early brain injuries compared to individuals 
with injuries acquired later in life (113), and this is contributed to greater compensatory 
mechanisms and the superior potential of plasticity early in life.  
Very few studies, and these mainly case studies, have studied the plasticity of the visual func-
tion in malformations of cortical development. However, this lesion type is associated with 
least visual impairments, presumably due to the great potential of plasticity at this early stage 
of brain development (92). Dumoulin et al (116) showed in three patients with polymicro-
gyria and normal visual field function that cortical activation maps (V1-V3), delineated with 
retinotopic fMRI mapping, had normal anatomical location in the occipital lobes and normal 
activation pattern despite substantial overlaps with areas of polymicrogyria. This suggests 
that polymicrogyric cortex can contribute to normal visual function, a result also indicated in 
other studies (150). Muckli et al (151) studied a 10-year old girl with only one hemisphere 
(including agenesis of the ipsilateral diencephalon) and a mild hemiplegia, but near normal 
visual field function. Retinotopic fMRI mapping revealed representation of both visual hemi-
fields (V1-V3) in the remaining hemisphere and in the LGN, concluding that in cases of very 
early malformations (here around 5 GW) the developing brain has an extraordinary potential 
of self-organisation in the developing mechanisms for cortical map formation.  
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Injuries during the early 3
rd
 trimester causing WMDI are often associated with visual impair-
ment, most notably VF defects, which correlate with the severity and the extent of the WMDI 
(81) and involvement of the optic radiation (OR). Interestingly, and importantly, the VF de-
fects in IVH are less pronounced, and may only be permanent in the more severe cases (IVH 
grad III-IV). They are, instead, more dependent on the involvement of the basal ganglia and 
thalamus (152,153), which are central structures important for the normal visual function. 
Case reports also show, as in the somatosensory system (145), tractography reconstructions 
of the OR that bypass the periventricular lesion (133,152). 
In lesions occurring in the late 3
rd
 trimester primarily affecting the cortical and subcortical 
grey matter, the visual function is also better preserved than expected, especially at long-term 
follow up (113), indicating plastic potential for this lesion pattern. This is the case in perinatal 
strokes where occipital strokes lead to less visual impairment than expected at follow-up 
(115,154), however, homonymous VF defects are common. This is illustrated in a case-study 
of perinatal stroke by Seghier et al (132). They could show an ipsilesional recovery of cortical 
response on visual fMRI and an increasing structural prominence of the optic radiation (de-
lineated with deterministic tensor tractography) on imaging at 20 months, compared to imag-
ing at 12 months. However, nothing is mentioned in the study regarding clinical evaluation of 
the visual function. Injuries involving the central structures such as the basal ganglia and the 
thalamus in hypoxic-ischemic injury or in focal infarcts are often associated with visual dys-
function, regardless of the extent of involvement of the OR or the occipital cortex 
(82,117,155). This emphasises the important role the basal ganglia and the thalami have for 
the development of the visual function. 
In summary, there is evidence for a better visual recovery after early brain lesions than after 
lesions acquired in adult life. This is attributed to the potential of plasticity at the time of the 
insult. However, the exact mechanisms are not clear and seem to depend on both the timing 
and extent of the lesion, but studies suggest intra-hemispheric re-organization. 
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2 AIMS OF THESIS 
The overall aim of this thesis was to study the organization of the motor and visual system in 
early brain lesions by using dMRI and advanced white matter fibre tractography. The specific 
aims of the studies on the motor (Study I & II) and visual system (Study III & IV) are out-
lined below. 
Study I 
The specific aim of this study was to investigate the microstructure in central parts of cortico-
fugal fibres; at the level of the posterior limb of the internal capsule, the cerebral peduncle 
and the portion of fibres connecting these areas in unilateral CP, and their correlations with 
hand motor function.   
Study II 
The aim of this study was to further investigate the changes to the cortico-fugal fibres seen in 
Study I by using a combined normalization and probabilistic fibre-tracking methods for im-
proved fibre tractography. With this method, the cortico-spinal tract, from primary motor cor-
tex to cerebral peduncle, could be investigated both close to and distant from the lesion, and 
compared to the adjacent thalamic projections to the primary sensory cortex.  
Study III 
The specific aim of this study was to seek evidence of a relationship between damage to the 
immature optic radiation and subsequent development of the retinal nerve fibre layer, and as-
sociated visual field function in individuals with known WMDI and visual dysfunction. 
Study IV 
The specific aim of this study was to refine the fibre tractography of optic radiation in Study 
III by including cortical targets from retinotopic fMRI mapping. The retinotopic organisation 
of the optic radiation could then be studied and compared with structural measurements in the 
retina of the macular ganglion cell complex, which has a more direct correspondence to the 
visual field. The study could provide evidence for retrograde trans-synaptic degeneration in 
the visual system.  
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3 METHODS 
3.1 STUDY DESIGN 
The motor system (Study I & II) was investigated in a cross-sectional study design using a 
convenience sample from a larger cohort of children with unilateral CP. A control group of 
age- and sex-matched children were recruited. 
The visual system (Study III & IV) was investigated in an extended case description design. 
An expert group (consisting of paediatric neuro-ophthalmologist, paediatric neuroradiologist, 
optometrician, MR-physicist/neuroradiologist) estimated that very few patients with early 
brain lesions who have suitable visual field deficits and can cope with the MRI session and 
the assessment of visual field function with standardized methods. After reviewing possible 
participants in the Stockholm area, the overall majority of cases were found to have WMDI. 
For this reason we decided to limit the study group to a cohort with WMDI. A group of age- 
and sex-matched controls was recruited. A second control/patient group of (young) adults 
with visual field deficits secondary to lesions in the visual pathways acquired later in child-
hood was also recruited. 
3.2 PARTICIPANTS 
3.2.1 Motor system (Study I & II) 
Study I & II shared the same study cohort. The index group included 15 children/adolescents 
(6 boys, 9 girls, median age 12.4 years, min 7.2, max 17) with unilateral CP, recruited as a 
convenience sample with a wide range in hand function. Inclusion criteria was a diagnosis of 
unilateral CP according to the Surveillance of Cerebral Palsy in Europe criteria 2000 (103). 
Exclusion criteria were epilepsy, hearing impairment and ventriculo-peritoneal shunt. From 
the sample, two children (one with malformation of cortical development and one with 
WMDI) were excluded due to poor quality of the dMRI data. 
A convenience sample of 24 sex- and age-matched typically developing children/adolescents 
(9 boys, 15 girls; median age 12.7 years, min 8.8, max 17.3) were recruited as a control group 
for the dMRI measures. 
Data was collected during 2007 at the MR Research Centre at Karolinska University Hospi-
tal. This was part of a study that also included transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS). On 
arrival, the children were first seen by an experienced paediatric neurologist to confirm the 
CP diagnosis. This was followed by assessment of motor and hand function by a physiother-
apist. Thereafter, TMS and neuroimaging were performed - the order of the examinations was 
individualized to meet the needs of the child, and in some cases divided into two separate ses-
sions. The total time spent at the hospital for each patient was around 4 hours.  
The children in the control group were imaged using the same neuroimaging protocol as the 
CP group. For them, the total time spent at the hospital was around 1.5 hours. 
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3.2.2 Visual system (Study III & IV) 
The Study III cohort consisted of seven young adults (2 males, 5 females; age range 18 – 35 
years) with known WMDI and visual dysfunction. The participants were selected from a 
large cohort of individuals with WMDI who presented with visual dysfunction as children, 
collected over 25 years by Lena Jacobson (thesis co-supervisor) in clinical paediatric oph-
thalmology care. Around 30 had reached adulthood, and those with the best intellectual, at-
tention, and motor prerequisites, who could cooperate in the demanding MRI sessions (with-
out spastic movements to sound), with ability to maintain fixation during ocular coherence 
tomography (OCT), and who could follow instructions and carry out a standardized perimetry 
test, were selected. Eight individuals were invited to the study, of which one declined partici-
pation.  
Study IV shared the same index group as Study III, and included a control group of six 
healthy young adults (2 males, 4 females; age range 22 – 33 years). 
Data was collected in autumn 2012 and spring 2013 on two separate occasions. First, visual 
function was assessed and fundus morphology was documented with photography OCT at St 
Erik’s Eye Hospital, Stockholm. Then neuroimaging was performed at the MR Research 
Centre at Karolinska University Hospital. The visual examinations lasted around 1.5 hours 
and neuroimaging around 2 hours. On both occasions the schedule was adapted to the indi-
vidual’s needs to include breaks when necessary. 
3.3 NEUROIMAGING 
Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is the modality of choice for detecting and describing 
early brain lesions (see also 1.3). This thesis has used diffusion-weighted MRI (dMRI) as the 
main imaging method, which is described in detail in this section. This is followed by a short 
primer on retinotopic fMRI mapping, which is used to create cortical activation ROIs in 
Study IV. However, some basic understanding of MRI is given first, as this is needed to un-
derstand the imaging techniques dMRI and fMRI. 
3.3.1 Basis of magnetic resonance imaging 
Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) relies on the phenomenon of nuclear magnetic resonance 
(NMR) to create images of nuclear spin systems in the body. In clinical MRI, protons (
1
H) 
are ideal due to their abundance in the body as the nuclei of the hydrogen atoms in water 
molecules (H2O), making MRI an extremely versatile tool for imaging of the human body. 
The basis for NMR is that certain atomic nuclei and elementary particles (the condition is a 
non-zero net spin number) can absorb and re-emit electromagnetic radiation when placed in 
an external magnetic field B0. The frequency of the electromagnetic radiation is given by the 
Larmor equation: 
  armor  
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Where f is the frequency in Hz [s
-1
] of the absorbed/emitted radiofrequency waves, and  is 
the gyromagnetic ratio [rad  s-1  T-1], a nuclei specific proportionality constant, and B0 [T] is 
the net strength of B0. In the case of protons  = 267.513×10
6
 rad  s-1  T-1, giving a Larmor 
frequency of 42.576 MHz  T-1. 
In an external magnetic field, the ground-state energy of a proton is split into two states, des-
ignated spin-numbers =  ½  , separated by an energy difference        . The distribu-
tion between the two states will thus be skewed, following a Boltzmann distribution: 
 s  
 s   
  
  
    
    
   
Here N denotes the number of protons with spin-numbers ½ or -½, h is Plank's constant, k is 
Boltzmann’s constant, T is the absolute temperature [K], B0 is the net external magnetic field, 
and γ is the gyromagnetic ratio. At 1 Tesla and at body temperature the difference in popula-
tion of the spin states is only around 1 ppm!  
On a macroscopic scale, the uneven distribution between the spin-states creates a net magnet-
ization M, parallel with static external field B0, by convention defined as the z-axis in the 
MR-scanner. 
3.3.1.1 RF-excitation 
At the start of the MR-experiment, a radiofrequency (RF) pulse (of the order of 1 ms long) is 
applied at the Larmor frequency, depositing energy into the spin-system. This allows transi-
tions from the low-energy state into the high-energy state. The net effect is a decrease in the 
z-component of M, Mz. After the RF-excitation, the system returns to the equilibrium state, as 
energy is gradually lost from the spin-system by interactions with its surroundings. This pro-
cess is coined the T1-relaxation (or spin-lattice relaxation), and exhibits an exponential re-
covery (T1-value defined as time 63 % of recovery of equilibrium magnitude of Mz). The T1-
values in brain tissue are around 900 ms in WM, 1300 ms in GM and 3 s in CSF (3 T). Since 
T1-values are tissue-specific, the relative differences in T1-relaxation times between tissues 
can be exploited to create T1-weighted (T1w) MR images. In this thesis, T1w-images are 
used for evaluation of the anatomy of the cortex, the central GM and the CSF-spaces (espe-
cially the ventricles) in patients with early brain lesions. T1w-images are also used in the 
post-processing steps in fMRI to visualize activation maps on flattened T1w-cortical maps, 
and in dMRI, fibre tracts are overlaid on T1w-images for evaluation of the anatomical course 
of the tracts.  
In addition, the random phase distribution in the angular magnetic moments µ associated with 
the spin state of each proton gives rise to a second macroscopic magnetisation effect. The RF-
excitation pulse is applied perpendicular to the B0-field, and creates a temporary quantum 
phase-coherence. This generates a faint magnetic field, or transverse magnetization Mxy in 
the transverse plane perpendicular to the z-axis. This signal can be picked up by the MR 
scanner receiver coils to generate the MR image. After the RF-excitation the phase-coherence 
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is gradually lost (by spin-spin interactions) and the system returns to equilibrium (Mxy= 0). 
This relaxation process is coined T2-relaxation (or spin-spin relaxation), and follows an ex-
ponential decay (T2-value is defined as 63 % reduction of Mxy). The T2-values in brain tissue 
are around 80 ms, 110 ms and 1200 ms for GM, WM and CSF respectively (3 T). Many 
pathological processes change the T2-relaxation properties of the tissue, which then stands 
out on the T2w-images. In this thesis, T2w-images are used in the radiological assessment of 
early brain lesions to both detect and define the extent of the lesions and residual gliosis. 
The phase-dispersion process is not only dependent on spin-spin interactions, rather any field 
perturbation will influence it. These range from small field perturbations (differences in mag-
netic susceptibility of tissue components, e.g. blood-oxygenation level, or blood breakdown 
after haemorrhage), to local/regional perturbations (e.g. in the vicinity to metal implants or air 
cavities) to large scale perturbation (e.g. inhomogeneities in the B0-field or RF-field). These 
effects speed up the phase dispersion, and result in a faster so called T2*-relaxation. Large 
field inhomogeneities create rapid phase dispersion, often resulting in rapid, total signal deg-
radation. The T2*-relaxation is exploited to achieve T2*w-images and in susceptibility-
weighted MRI (SWI), but can also hamper the k-space spatial-encoding (see 3.3.1.2) and re-
sult in image artifacts. These may be significant in echo-planar imaging (EPI) (156), the im-
aging method used in dMRI and fMRI in this thesis. Ways to reduce induced image distor-
tions in the dMRI and the fMRI sequences had to be considered in this work. This is outlined 
more specifically in dedicated paragraphs.   
3.3.1.2 K-space formalism and image contrast 
The creation of the MR image of an object is achieved by applying spatially varying gradient 
fields G, both during and after the RF-excitation. A linear gradient field G applied over the 
imaged object will induce spatially dependent resonance frequencies as 
     
 
  
         
Here r is the position in space [m], G is the gradient [T/m]. This will give a spectrum of fre-
quencies in the MR signal. In fact, the MR signal S in the receiver coils detected at time t can 
be expressed as the Fourier transform of the spin density distribution  in the imaged object 
as 
     ∫               
 
 
where  
      ∫       
 
 
 
The value of the spatial frequency k is the accumulated gradient history multiplied by the gy-
romagnetic ratio γ. In fact, the use of spatial gradients naturally parameterises the MR signal 
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according to its spatial frequency k, and the spatial domain r (i.e. the image [m]) and k-space 
domain k (i.e. spatial frequency [1/m]) constitute a Fourier pair. The detected MR signal in 
the receiver coils is thus the Fourier transform of the NMR signal from the object. Hence, the 
MR image can then be obtained by an inverse Fourier-transform of MR signal. This is the 
basis for the k-space formalism in MRI. An example of the MR image and its k-space MR 
signal is shown in Figure 3-1.  
 
The formation of an MR image can be viewed as sampling the MR signal in k-space. Howev-
er, this takes time since the traverse of k-space is limited by the strength and switching rates 
of the gradients (typical gradient strengths are in the order of 40-60 mT ∙ m-1 and slew-rates in 
the order of 200 mT ∙ m-1 ∙ s-1). Time is a limitation because of the on-going relaxation pro-
cesses (primarily the quick T2/T2*-relaxation), which will cause the MR signal to vary be-
tween sample points in k-space, and eventually to disappear altogether. Therefore, it is often 
not possible to sample the entire k-space at one time. Instead, repeated RF-excitations are 
used to sample k-space in parts, most often one or several “k-space line/s” at a time. With 
such a sampling strategy, an image will take minutes to acquire. The exception is when fast 
image acquisition is required, such as in fMRI, dMRI or perfusion-weighted MRI. Most of 
these techniques use k-space sampling with EPI (156), in which the whole k-space in a single 
image slice is sampled at one time (i.e. one single RF-excitation). A slice in an image is ac-
quired in tens of ms. An illustration of an EPI k-space sampling trajectory is given in Figure 
3-1B. 
Importantly, the k-space sampling strategy will determine the fundamental image contrast, 
i.e. dominated by a T1- or a T2/T2*-contrast. Sampling one “k-space line” takes in the order 
of tenths of a ms, which is quick in relation to the T1- and T2/T2*-relaxation. The central 
parts of k-space (i.e. small nominal values in k) are the contrast-bearing spatial frequencies in 
the MR signal. Hence the fundamental image contrast is determined when those parts of k-
space are sampled. The time between RF-excitation (i.e. between repeated energy deposition) 
and sampling of the centre of k-space is coined the echo time (TE). The TE primarily manip-
ulates the T2/T2*-contrast component in the image, in the sense that the T2/T2*-contrast 
component increases with TE (as T2/T2*-relaxation has an exponential decay). The time be-
Figure 3-1: (A) Sagital T1w-image of the brain and its (B) representation in k-space. A trajectory for an EPI-readout 
is outlined in k-space (white arrows). FT=Fourier transform. 
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tween consecutive RF-excitations is coined the repetition time (TR). The TR primarily ma-
nipulates the T1-contrast component in the image, in that the T1-contrast component decreas-
es with TR (as T1-relaxation has an exponential recovery). Hence, T1w-images are achieved 
by k-space sampling strategies combining short TR with short TE and, conversely, T2/T2*w-
images by combining a long TR with a long TE. Images can be acquired so that neither of 
these processes dominate, and the weighting is, instead, dependent on the underlying proton 
“densities” (PD). Such images are referred to as PD-images. However, the PD shows little 
variation in the brain tissue and therefore PD-images are seldom used.  
To further emphasize the contrast between tissues, or selectively null the signal from certain 
tissue components, pre-pulses, or inversion-recovery (IR) pulses, can be applied prior to the 
RF-excitation. This manipulates the available Mz magnetization when the RF-pulse is applied. 
In this thesis, IR-sequences are used in the fluid-attenuated inversion recovery (FLAIR) se-
quence, which is a T2w-sequence that is IR-prepared to null the CSF signal, and is useful for 
studying T2 changes in proximities of CSF spaces. Pre-pulses can also be used to suppress 
the MR signal from fat. This can reduce the fat-induced chemical shift artifacts, which is 
problematic in sequences using EPI-readouts like dMRI and fMRI in this work. 
As described above, the RF excitation generates a faint transversal magnetization Mxy that 
experiences a T2* relaxation process, or free-induction decay process (FID). MR pulse se-
quences that sample the FID are referred to as gradient-echo (GRE) sequences. Alternatives 
are spin-echo (SE) sequences. In SE, a second RF pulse (also called 180° pulse) is applied in 
the transverse plane at a specific time (t = TE/2) after the RF excitation. The result is reversal 
of the effect of all the static intravoxel field inhomogeneities so that phase coherence is pro-
gressively regained. The maximum phase coherence, and resulting peak in the Mxy, is 
achieved at t = TE. The sampling/readout of k-space is then timed so that the traversal of the 
centre of k-space is achieved at this point (t   TE). This “spin” echo is enveloped by the T2* 
relaxation, which the 180° pulse cannot reverse. In this work, GRE sequences are used for the 
high-resolution T1w-images and the fMRI images, the latter to exploit the BOLD-effect de-
scribed in more detail in paragraph 3.3.3. SE sequences are used for the T2/FLAIR images 
and the dMRI. 
3.3.2 Introduction to diffusion-weighted magnetic resonance imaging 
In diffusion-weighted MRI (dMRI or DWI), the MR signal, or dMRI signal herein, is sensi-
tized to the diffusion properties of tissue water to reflect various characteristics of the under-
lying brain tissue, including tissue structure and type, physical and physiological state, as well 
as the small scale microstructure (157). Diffusion-weighted MRI is a fairly new technique, 
but has already gained many important clinical applications. Diffusion-weighted MRI is in-
valuable in stroke imaging as it can detect ischemia within minutes after onset, and is an im-
portant sequence for almost any other intracranial condition. Diffusion-weighted MRI can 
also, as in this thesis, be used to study the white matter and its organization in vivo in the 
normal brain, in brain development or in disease.  
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Diffusion is a physical process describing the random-walk, or Brownian motion, of an en-
semble of particles, driven by their thermal energy. For an ensemble of particles, the root-
mean-square displacement rrms is given by the Einstein equation 〈  〉     , where D is the 
diffusion coefficient, and t diffusion time during which the particles have been left to diffuse. 
The diffusion process follows Fick’s laws (first and second), stating that the flux J of diffus-
ing particles strives to even out concentration differences over time as 
      
    
  
  
     
 
Where C is the local concentration of particles, D is the diffusion coefficient and 2 the La-
placian operator. D is dependent on temperature, viscosity (inter-molecule interactions) and 
molecular weight. 
The diffusion of water molecules in brain tissue is complicated by various obstacles related to 
the intra- (e.g. organelles, cytoskeleton) and extra-cellular microstructure (e.g. myelin), the 
cell membrane/s, different compartments (e.g. intra-cellar cytoplasm versus extra-cellular 
matrix, cell membranes, different cell types) and the exchange between compartments over 
cell membranes (including both passive and active transport processes). Commonly, obstacles 
creating relative boundaries are referred to as causing “hindered” diffusion, whereas absolute 
boundaries (cell membranes, omitting transmembraneal diffusion/transport) are referred to as 
causing “restricted” diffusion. This is illustrated in Figure 3-2. However, this nomenclature is 
not entirely standard, e.g. hindered diffusion is often referred to as restricted diffusion. The 
axon diameter in brain WM is of the order of 0.5-5 m (157). As normal diffusion times in 
dMRI are in the order of ~ 50 ms, the water displacement from diffusion is around 5-15 m 
and, hence, the water molecules will have ample time to interact with their immediate envi-
ronment. To account for the overall effect of “hindered” and “restricted” diffusion in brain 
tissue, and deviation from the random-walk Gaussian diffusion process, D is replaced with an 
apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC). The average ADC, or mean diffusivity (MD), in WM 
and GM are surprisingly similar in the range 7-11 x 10
-4
 mm
2
/s, in the higher range in GM 
and lower range in WM, but significantly lower than in CSF with 27-30 x 10
-4
 mm
2
/s (158).  
The diffusion process can be iso-
tropic (same diffusion properties 
in all spatial directions) or aniso-
tropic (diffusion properties are 
direction-dependent), see Figure 
3-2.  
The key observation in dMRI in 
the brain is that, in ordered WM 
(i.e. fibre bundles with coherent, 
parallel axons) the dMRI signal 
Figure 3-2: Diffusion trajectories in tissue in cases of (A) unrestricted 
diffusion, (B) isotropic hindered diffusion and (C) anisotropic restricted 
diffusion.  
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is highly anisotropic depending on the orientation of the underlying axons (157). This is re-
flected in the ADC measured parallel to an axon bundle (ADC//), which will be larger than 
when measured perpendicular (ADC) to the bundle, as water molecules are free to diffuse 
along the axons but are restricted by the cell membranes when moving in a perpendicular di-
rection. Hence, the anisotropy in the dMRI signal will reflect the underlying neuronal struc-
ture (Figure 3-2, p. 45). The main contributor to the anisotropic diffusion in WM is the re-
striction to diffusion imposed by the cellular membranes, whereas the degree of myelination 
only modulates the diffusion anisotropy (157). This also is evident from studies in early hu-
man brain development, where an increasing degree of anisotropy is measured in the matur-
ing major white matter tracts before the onset of myelination (159–161). In fact, the splenium 
of the corpus callosum is the fibre bundle with the highest degree of anisotropy in the new-
born, despite being largely unmyelinated at birth (162). 
The spatial resolution is in the order of 1-2 mm in dMRI. Therefore, in addition to the micro-
scopic cellular level, the macroscopic architectural tissue characteristics (including axonal 
coherence and microscopic crossing fibres) and partial volume effects (including complex 
fibre configurations in voxels with multiple fibre population or voxel-sharing with different 
tissue types) will also be reflected in the dMRI signal (163). In fact, the vast majority of brain 
voxels contain multiple fibre populations, often crossing fibres (164), which imposes a great 
challenge for dMRI and will be discussed in 3.3.2.3. 
3.3.2.1 Pulse-sequence considerations in diffusion-weighted MRI 
In dMRI, two large gradient pulses can be applied symmetrically around the refocusing 180° 
pulse in a spin-echo sequence. This makes the dMRI signal sensitive to the diffusion process 
of tissue water, which is the so-called pulse-gradient spin echo sequence (PGSE) (165). The 
effect on a diffusing water molecule is a small net phase contribution to the dMRI signal, re-
sulting in additional phase dispersion for the ensemble of diffusion spins. The effect is a dif-
fusion-dependent attenuation of the dMRI signal as  
      
        
Here Sb is the dMRI signal, S0 is the baseline MR signal (without diffusion encoding), ADCr 
the apparent diffusion coefficient [mm
2
/s] along spatial direction r, and b is the so called b-
value [s/mm
2
]. Stationary molecules will experience a zero net phase shift and their dMRI 
signal is thus not affected by the gradient lobes in the PGSE. By repeating the experiment 
without diffusion encoding (to measure S0) the ADCr along direction r is calculated as  
      
 
 
  (
  
  
) 
The b-value is the diffusion-sensitizing factor, and determines the length scale at which the 
measured diffusion coefficient ADCr is explored. To assess the 3-dimensional diffusion 
properties, ADC has to be measured in all spatial directions (x,y,z). The average ADC (clini-
cally referred to as the ADC) then estimates the mean diffusivity (MD) as   
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(              ). The b-value depends on the diffusion preparation 
in the pulse sequence. In PGSE it is given by the gradient amplitude G, the gradient duration 
 and the separation of the gradient lobes  (i.e. the diffusion time), and the gyromagnetic 
ratio  as              ⁄  . To probe the brain WM, b-values in the order of 700-3000 
s/mm² are commonly used, which allows investigation of both free, hindered and restricted 
diffusion (157,166). The signal attenuation from the diffusion preparation is substantial: for a 
b-value of 1000 s/mm
2
 in brain tissue (average ADC ~ 9 mm
2
/s), the signal attenuation is 
around 60 %. As the dMRI is inherently a low signal technique, Sb will often be close to the 
noise floor. An illustration of the dMRI experiment is given in Figure 3-3. 
 
Figure 3-3: A dMRI experiment. Upper row: 1 b=0 and 3 diffusion-weighted images encoded along (x,y,z) with 
b=1000 s/mm2. Lower row: corresponding ADC maps along each direction (x,y,z) and the average ADC map. Notice 
the rich directional information in the dMRI and ADC images (e.g. the splenium of corpus callosum marked with 
white arrowhead) which is not present in the average ADC. Courtesy of Stefan Skare. 
In dMRI, the aim is to detect the microscopic diffusion motion of water molecules. However, 
the diffusion encoding will also be sensitive to any motion, such as patient motion or cardiac 
pulsations. To freeze bulk motion, single-shoot (SS) techniques with rapid readout, common-
ly echo-planar imaging (EPI), are often used. However, SS-EPI is inherently prone to image 
degrading artifacts from B0 susceptibility artifacts and induced eddy-currents from the strong 
and rapidly shifting diffusion-encoding gradients. Additionally, the T2* relaxation during the 
long signal readout causes blurring and limits the image resolution. 
As dMRI is inherently a low signal technique with a low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), special 
considerations have to be taken into account when designing the sequence protocol to opti-
mize the study and to minimize image artifacts. Parallel imaging (PI) techniques (167,168) 
can be applied to shorten the echo spacing and readout time, which will improve image quali-
ty, even with modest reduction factors (R = 2), for a slight penalty in SNR (169). Multi-shot 
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techniques with segmented readouts are a promising recent advance, especially for high-
resolution dMRI with low image distortions (170). Eddy currents can be effectively mini-
mized by applying a twice-refocused SS-EPI sequence (171), although with an increase in 
echo time. The susceptibility-induced off-resonance field effects can be estimated by acquir-
ing additional b=0 image/s with reversed phase-encoding polarity (172), and to a large degree 
adjusted in post-processing steps (173).   
3.3.2.2 Diffusion tensor imaging 
The diffusion tensor was introduced in the early 1990’s to model the diffusion properties of 
water molecules in brain tissue in dMRI (174), and is referred to as diffusion tensor imaging 
(DTI). Diffusion tensor imaging has had an enormous impact in the field of dMRI, and forms 
a central part of this thesis. 
The simplest model to describe a 3-dimensional random-walk is the diffusion tensor D. D is a 
3x3 symmetric matrix which generalises Einstein’s equation as  
  [
         
         
         
]  
 
  
〈   〉, 
where D becomes the covariance matrix of the displacement vector r. The diffusion tensor D  
describes a Gaussian diffusion process (i.e. random-walk) with zero mean, and generalises 
the signal attenuation equation under this assumption as  
      
  
    
| |  
where   | | is the normalized diffusion gradient vector, i.e spatial direction along which the 
tissue diffusion processes is studied. The diffusion tensor D is symmetric matrix with real-
valued entries (i.e. positive definite matrix) and can thus be diagonalised into a set of real-
valued positive eigenvalues (1,2,3) and corresponding eigenvectors (e1,e2,e3). The tensor 
model provides an illustrative description of the diffusion process as the eigenvalues and ei-
genvectors describe the radii and principal axis of the diffusion ellipsoid (Figure 3-4, p. 49). 
Cases when 1 > 2, 3 represent an elongated, cigar-shaped diffusion ellipsoid, suitable for 
describing the anisotropic diffusion in coherent, parallel WM axons (Figure 3-4, p. 49). In 
cases where 1 = 2 = 3, the diffusion ellipsoid turns into a sphere, which describes an iso-
tropic diffusion process, e.g. in GM. For cases in which 1  2 > 3, the diffusion ellipsoid 
turns into an oblate/saucer (one example in Figure 3-6, p. 53), which has no real structural 
equivalent.  
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Figure 3-4: The diffusion process in (A) a single axon and (B) its tensor ellipsoid estimation (eigenvalues 1, 2 , 3 and 
eigenvectors e1, e2 , e3). (C) Fractional anisotropy (FA) map illustrating the anisotropy of the tensor in an axial brain 
slice. Note the high FA values in the central, coherent WM fibre bundles (e.g. internal capsule and the genu and sple-
nium of the corpus callosum) and the low FA in parts of the periventricular WM where major WM fascicles cross. 
The diffusion tensor provides a set of useful, rotationally invariant scalar parameters for de-
scribing different characteristics of the diffusion process (175). The mean diffusivity MD is 
calculated from the trace of D as  
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The axial diffusivity ADC//, or D//, can be estimated as the value of the largest eigenvalue (D// 
= 1),  and the radial diffusivity ADC, or D, as the mean of the second and third eigenval-
ues (D = (2+3)/2). The fractional anisotropy index (FA) is frequently reported, and is giv-
en by 
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where  ̅              . The FA is a unitless scalar in the range 0 to 1, which geometri-
cally describes the elongation/pointedness of the tensor ellipsoid from the inter-relation of the 
eigenvalues. FA can capture the degree of anisotropy of the diffusion process: FA=0 de-
scribes a sphere (i.e. isotropic diffusion process), and FA close to 1 describes an elongated 
diffusion ellipsoid (highly anisotropic diffusion process). In the brain, FA is large in areas of 
highly organized and coherent WM tracts (Figure 3-4C), e.g. the corpus callosum, and is sen-
sitive in reflecting small inter-eigenvalue changes, which can be related to underlying struc-
tural changes to the nerve tissue structure. FA maps can be used both for quantitative meas-
urements and for visualisation. Directionally encoded colour maps (DEC) are colour-coded 
according to the orientation of the principal eigenvector (176), and are useful for visualisation 
of DTI data. Conventionally, a red-green-blue colour-scheme is used, in which the right-left 
direction is coloured red, the anterior-posterior direction is coloured green, and the superior-
inferior direction is coloured blue (for illustrations see Figure 3-9, p. 66). 
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The tensor model contains 6 unknowns (3 diagonal quadratic terms and 3 off-diagonal cross-
terms), and including the b=0 image, a total of 7 measurements is needed to fully determine 
the entries in the diffusion matrix. As dMRI is inherently noisy, it is generally recommended 
that more than 7 measurements are acquired in order to achieve robust estimates of the diffu-
sion tensor or the calculated scalar parameters. Generally, around 25-30 gradient directions 
sampled uniformly on the sphere with one b=0 image per 5 (177) or 7-8 directions (178) is 
recommended. The optimal b-value in a two-shell acquisition (first shell is b=0) for charac-
terizing the diffusion tensor, tensor parameters and fibre orientation, is in the range 700-1300 
s/mm
2
 (177). In clinical practise, b=1000 s/mm
2
 is used, dropping to around b=700 s/mm
2
 in 
young children and newborns, due to the generally increased water content in their brain tis-
sue.  
As outlined above, the tensor model describes one single, free Gaussian diffusion process. 
Using the tensor model to fit the dMRI data has clear limitations. Primarily, in voxels with 
complex fibre architecture, the tensor model can only model the dominating fibre population. 
Even so, changes to DTI parameters can be due to changes in any of the underlying fibre 
populations, and, thus, have to be interpreted with care (179–181). In voxels with several 
equivalent fibre populations, the simple interpretation of the tensor model breaks down com-
pletely. An illustrative example are the low FA values in the periventricular WM in areas of 
the crossroads of the large white matter fascicles (example in Figure 3-4C, p. 49). Moreover, 
the diffusion of water in brain tissue is not free diffusion; instead, as described earlier, it is 
multifactorial, with several contributing factors leading to deviation from Gaussian behav-
iour. To address both these problems, more elaborate diffusion models have to be considered. 
Nevertheless, despite its shortcomings, DTI is an invaluable tool for investigating the brain 
tissue structure. 
An extension of DTI is diffusion kurtosis imaging (DKI), where the 2
nd
 order diffusion tensor 
is complemented with a 4
th
 order kurtosis tensor (182). The kurtosis tensor can capture non-
Gaussian diffusion, and, therefore, better describe the diffusion process in brain WM tissue. 
As a result, DKI can provide measures better related to the neuronal microstructure (183). An 
advantage of DKI is that it can be implemented in a clinical setting, using a multi-shell acqui-
sition with b-values in the range 0-3000 s/mm
2
. Around 30 directions in 3-5 shells is suffi-
cient, making it comparable to a HARDI-acquisition (see 3.3.2.3) in terms of scan time. Even 
though DKI can characterise a non-Gaussian diffusion process, and provides parametric 
measures that have proven sensitive and specific to various pathological conditions (183), 
DKI is a mathematical expansion of the dMRI signal as a function of the b-value and does 
not bear any biophysical modelling. DKI should therefore be interpreted with caution. 
3.3.2.3 Higher-angular resolution diffusion-weighted imaging 
This thesis focuses on white matter fibre tractography, where the issue of complex fibre ar-
chitecture, primarily crossing fibres, is a major concern. Models for resolving crossing fibres 
are therefore discussed here. 
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Under certain conditions (the narrow pulse approximation - i.e. gradient duration δ is short), 
the dMRI signal-attenuation in the PSGE diffusion-sequence can be viewed as the Fourier 
transform of the diffusion spin displacement propagator P as 
         ∫         
        
  
 
Here S0 is the b=0 image, q   γδG is the q-space vector, given by the nuclear gyromagnetic 
ratio γ, the applied G diffusion gradient and its duration δ. The diffusion spin propagator 
P(r,t) describes the likelihood of encountering the diffusing water molecules at a certain posi-
tion r at a certain point in time t. P(r,t) is thus the displacement probability density function 
(dPDF) for the diffusion process, and, if we could calculate it, would fully describe the diffu-
sion process in the voxel (Figure 3-5). Presumably, the dPDF would then reflect the underly-
ing neuronal structure. The q-space formalism in dMRI represents a Fourier-dualism between 
the dMRI signal and the diffusion spin propagator; this mirrors the k-space formalism in im-
age formation in MRI (see 3.3.1.2). By sampling the dMRI signal in q-space, the dPDF can 
be estimated by taking the inverse Fourier-transform of the dMRI signal.  
 
Figure 3-5: Showing (A) a voxel with two crossing fibres, (B) the corresponding spin propagator P(r) and (C) its Fou-
rier pair which is the measured MR-signal S(q) in q-space. FT=Fourier transform. Courtesy of JD Tournier. 
This is the basis for diffusion spectrum imaging (DSI) (184), which is a powerful means for 
estimating the diffusion process in brain tissue. However, collecting an entire DSI dataset 
takes ~ 30 minutes, which is not feasible in a clinical setting.  
As the structure of both the dMRI signal and the spin propagator (Figure 3-5) contain a 
wealth of directional information, an alternative approach is to sample the dMRI signal on a 
q-sphere (i.e. fixed | | but varying the angle of inclination) for a sufficiently high b-value. 
This allows the rich orientational information in the spin propagator to be appreciated, and 
the diffusion orientation distribution function (dODF) of the spin propagator can be estimated 
instead. The dODF relates, in turn, to the underlying fibre orientation distribution function 
(fODF or FOD), which describes the orientational organization of the different fibre popula-
tions in the voxel. This is the object of high-angular resolution diffusion-weighted imaging 
(HARDI), with a primary focus on resolving the issue of crossing fibres in dMRI. 
HARDI techniques commonly try to infer the angular information of the spin propagator, ei-
ther by estimating the FOD directly, or via the dODF of the spin propagator. There is an im-
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portant distinction between the FOD and dODF. The FOD quantifies the fraction of fibres in 
a voxel pointing in certain direction, and is, thus, a distribution function on the sphere for the 
fibre orientations. The dODF, on the other hand, can be viewed as a 2-dimensional radial pro-
jection of the (complete) 3-dimensional dPDF, and thus describes the orientational distribu-
tion of the spin propagator, given the dMRI data. A HARDI technique should ideally recover 
the FOD, as it would then describe the different fibre orientations in the voxel as well as their 
relative volume fraction. However, HARDI techniques calculating the FOD must use some 
prior assumption/model to link the diffusion process with the underlying fibre structure (i.e. 
they are not model free). Estimating the dODF requires no model assumption, but often 
makes the much more simplistic assumption that the underlying fibre orientations coincide 
with the peaks of the dODF. However, the dODF is typically broader than the FOD.  
HARDI techniques can be divided into model-based or model-free methods (185). Model-
based methods can be parametric or non-parametric (often referred to as mixture models), 
whereas model-free methods are non-parametric. Instead of fitting a parametric model to the 
dMRI signal, non-parametric methods estimate a continuous FOD, either directly (model-
based methods) or by calculating the dODF (model-free methods). By using a non-parametric 
model, fewer constraints need to be placed on the algorithm, and a continuous f/dODF can be 
estimated, which provides better insight into the underlying fibre configuration (185). 
A common requirement for HARDI, regardless of algorithm, is that the diffusion-weighting 
is sufficiently strong, and that the sphere is sufficiently sampled. A rule of thumb is b-values 
around 2000-3000 s/mm
2
 and  60 gradient directions. This makes HARDI techniques appli-
cable for clinical imaging times, and a high-quality dataset can be acquired in ~ 10 min. Sev-
eral HARDI methods have been implemented for multi-shell acquisition (multiple b-values). 
The model-based HARDI techniques try to resolve the crossing fibre issue by modelling dis-
tinct fibre populations separately. One extension of DTI is to use multi-tensor models as a 
mixture of weighted Gaussian diffusion models. This may seem like a straight-forward ap-
proach, however, the models will be limited, as for the single-tensor model, by non-Gaussian 
behaviour of the dMRI signal. Further, the multi-tensor models cannot be solved using a sim-
ple log-linear least-squares fit, commonly used for the single tensor model, and instead, non-
linear optimization techniques have to be used to find solutions, which are often unstable for 
the noisy dMRI data.  
Related to the multi-tensor approach is the CHARMED (combined hindered and restricted 
model of diffusion) model (186), which models the dMRI signal as a combination of an hin-
dered extra-cellular compartment and a restricted intra-cellular cylinder-shaped compartment. 
The main purpose of the CHARMED model is to probe the tissue microstructure with dMRI, 
and provide estimates for relevant parameters such as the axonal density, the diffusivity of the 
extra-axonal compartment (hindered diffusion) and the fibre orientations. In the modified 
framework of AxCaliber (187), the axon diameter can be estimated (it is fixed in 
CHARMED). Both methods, especially CHARMED, require extensive q-space sampling, 
which is in general not feasible in a clinical setting, although optimized acquisition schemes 
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have recently been suggested (188). Another recent composite model is neurite orientation 
dispersion and density imaging (NODDI) (189), which allow estimations of neurite angular 
dispersion (i.e. the spread in fibre direction) and neurite density with a three-shell acquisition 
(e.g. 30 directions at b = 1000 s/mm
2 
and 60 directions at b = 2000 s/mm
2
) within a clinical 
setting (10-30 min). Diffusion models, including DKI (see 3.3.2.2), that probe the microstruc-
ture of neuronal tissue are an active area of research, but their clinical use remains limited by 
the lengthy acquisition schemes needed in many cases. 
One simple multi-tensor model is the “ball-
and-stick” model (190), which assumes that 
data either comes from a population with free 
isotropic diffusion in and around axons (the 
ball, fitted to an isotropic Gaussian model), or 
from a population that only moves along the 
axon (the stick, fitted with a Gaussian model 
with a single, non-zero eigenvalue). Several 
sticks could be added to model multiple fibre 
populations (191) to deal with crossing fibres. 
The model has also been adapted to multi-
shell acquisitions and improved to overcome 
the fitting problem (192). The “ball-and-stick” 
model is simple, but has proven efficient in 
resolving crossing fibres, also for lower b-
values (193). The model, with its extensions, 
is implemented in the FSL software package 
(194). In this thesis, the original multi-fibre 
model (191) was used in the first study (Study 
I).  
A group of HARDI models are the non-parametric methods, such as DSI (184), Q-ball (195), 
and PAS-MRI (196), that try to recover the dODF rather than the FOD. Spherical deconvolu-
tion (SD) techniques are non-parametric methods that try to recover FOD directly (197) by 
deconvolving the dMRI signal on the sphere. The convolution kernel, or response function, is 
estimated from the response for a single fibre population, which becomes the model part 
(hence the label mixture model). SD techniques are slightly different depending on which 
basis function they use (most common is the spherical harmonics), and how they estimate the 
response function. However, the deconvolution operation causes the assumption that the 
measurement can be seen as a weighted sum of the individual measurements for each fibre 
population, i.e. a linearity assumption. This also assumes that there is no, or a negligible, ex-
change between the fibre populations during the diffusion process (so called slow-exchange 
assumption), which is generally met in a clinical situation (diffusion time ~ 50 ms). The SD 
models are powerful, since they estimate the FOD directly. The FOD has better angular defi-
nition than the dODF, and can therefore distinguish fibre populations more accurately. The 
Figure 3-6: Figure showing the accurate (A) CSD and 
inferior (B) tensor estimations in a voxel with crossing 
fibres (hair cross). The underlying picture shows detem-
inistic tensor tractography of the CST and transcallosal 
fibres. This displays the tensor tractography method’s 
inability to track through areas with complex fibre ar-
chitecture.  CSD=constrained spherical deconvolution. 
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SD is sensitive to noise. As a result considerable improvements have been developed using 
regularization methods, e.g. in constrained super-resolved spherical deconvolution (CSD) 
(198). However, the single-fibre voxels used for the calibration have to be chosen carefully 
(199), and may also have to be considered in cases of diffuse, widespread WM pathology. 
CSD is capable of accurately resolving crossing fibres down to an angle of 30-40° (200). For 
a comparison of the tensor model and the CSD, see Figure 3-6 (p. 53).  
In this thesis, the implementation of CSD in the MRtrix software package (201) was used for 
the last three studies (Study II-IV).  
3.3.2.4 White matter fibre tractography 
One of the most exciting applications of dMRI is white matter fibre tractography. This appli-
cation allows the study of individual white matter fibre tracts non-invasively, in vivo, and has 
given scientists and clinicians new insights into the WM structure in the normal brain, in dis-
ease and during brain development. This section outlines conventional streamline tractog-
raphy, followed by a discussion on visual evaluation of tractograms. 
The rich orientational information in the dMRI signal, as discussed earlier, can be used to 
convey directional information on the underlying fibre populations in every voxel, and pre-
sents this in a vector field. In DTI, the principal eigenvector (i.e. the long axis of the diffusion 
ellipsoid) is used to estimate the underlying fibre orientation, whereas in HARDI the individ-
ual peaks of the FOD/dODF (depending on the algorithm) are used. In a stepwise algorithm, 
a 3-dimensional trajectory in space, a streamline, is generated by following the estimated fi-
bre direction point by point, as given by the vector field. This process is referred to as stream-
line tractography (202) (Figure 3-7, p. 55). The tracking algorithm is initiated from a starting 
(seed) point, and run iteratively until stopping criteria are met (e.g. leaving the white matter 
or reaching a termination ROI). This can either be done in a deterministic way, by following 
the most probable direction (202), or in a probabilistic manner, by sampling the calculated 
PDF (FOD or dODF usually). The methods are hence referred to as deterministic and proba-
bilistic fibre tractography respectively. The tracking algorithm is repeated for large number of 
streamlines. Seed points, inclusion/exclusion rules, and termination criteria are user-defined 
inputs to the fibre tracking algorithm. The set of accepted streamlines, a tractogram, is the 
final result and is considered to represent the underlying fibre tract. Inputs are often tailored, 
based on assumptions of the underlying neuroanatomy, to generate a desired tract. Whole-
brain tractograms can be generated by random seeding in all brain voxels.  
Tracking algorithms are typically prone to both false positives (non-physiological tracts/parts 
of a tract) and false negatives (failure to generate tracts/parts of a tract). The latter is common 
in deterministic tensor tractography, and, to a lesser extent, in probabilistic approaches, 
whereas the former is primarily a problem for probabilistic tractography. By the method’s 
nature, tracking algorithms will oversample the shortest, simplest and straightest path (203), 
resulting in more elaborate connections being undersampled. The streamline count (i.e. num-
ber of accepted streamlines) is, therefore, primarily a measure of the reproducibility of the 
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tracking algorithm and not a measure reflecting the underlying numbers of axons, and should 
not be reported as such (204). Errors, or inadequacies, in the PDF estimation will also be re-
flected in the tractogram. Similarly, there is a propagation of uncertainty with the tracking 
distance (205) in the probabilistic tractogram, i.e. the cone of streamlines will grow as the 
tracking progresses through the PDF field. This will lead to a gradual decrease in the proba-
bility of connection with distance (e.g. if measured as the fraction of passing and accepted 
streamlines). In conclusion, the tracking result has to be judged wisely, both for deterministic 
and probabilistic tractography. However, the most realistic reconstruction of white matter fi-
bre tracts is achieved with probabilistic fibre tractography in a diffusion model capable of re-
solving crossing fibres. Illustration of these problems are shown in Figure 3-7. 
 
Figure 3-7: Probabilistic CSD tractography. (A) Shows a set of streamlines generated from the same seeding point. 
Notice the gradual spatial spread among streamlines with tracking distance, and the separation into sets of more and 
less likely connections (the latter probably false positives). (B) Probablistic CSD tractography of the optic radiations 
(OR). (C) Notice the effective pruning of the OR tracts from false positive when thresholded at a 0.1 % visitation 
count. CSD=constrained spherical deconvolution. R=right, L=left. Courtesy of JD Tournier 
White matter fibre tractography can reconstruct the major fibre bundles in the brain 
(206,207), and guidelines have been published to reliably reconstruct most white matter tracts 
(208,209), or more specific tracts, like the optic radiation for HARDI-techniques (210).  
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Visual inspection of a tractogram is the first quality check to see whether the tracking has 
been successful. The tracking procedure is often iterated by changing the input slightly until 
the desired result is achieved. It is important to remember that the tractogram is an estimate of 
the fibre trajectories, given the dMRI data, and does not represent the axons themselves. 
Therefore, the tractogram has to be compared with the expected neuroanatomy, and judged 
thereafter with respect to its structural morphology and occurrence of false positives (spurious 
tracts) or possible false negatives (absent parts). The aim should be to reconstruct the tract as 
accurately as possible. However, anatomical validation of tractography is problematic in hu-
mans as a gold standard to compare with, e.g. histology tracer studies, does not exist (185). 
Comparisons between tractograms and blunt dissection of human brains give similar results 
(211), although both techniques have problems in areas of more complex fibre architecture, 
such as crossing fibres. Other techniques to assess the validity of fibre tractography include 
connectivity-based parcellation of brain structures with known connections. This has pro-
duced anatomically relevant results for several brain structures. One early study parcellated 
the thalamus depending on its (most likely) cortical projections, and showed high agreement 
with the known thalamic nuclei (212). Indirect validation can be done with functional tech-
niques (e.g. fMRI, electrical or magnetic stimulation). Such studies show that the tracking 
results are in general agreement with the functional data, but not necessarily identical (213). 
Similarly, the anatomical relationship between the different components in a tract, or adjacent 
tracts, commonly overlap and share voxels (214). In conclusion, visual inspection of a tracto-
gram is valid, primarily as a quality check, but can be used in a qualitative descriptive study 
design to compare tracts with the expected anatomy and between individuals. However, addi-
tional analyses have to be carried out to infer the finer structure of a tract. 
Tract density images (TDI) (215) with voxel values equal to the number of passing stream-
lines can be generated, and provide a high-resolution visualisation tool of the finer tract struc-
ture. The concept of TDI maps can be generalised, as any tract characteristic can be mapped 
into a “TDI”-like map to produce a large range of contrasts (216). The TDI map can serve as 
a tract probability map and be used to filter the tractogram from low probability streamlines, 
typically false positives (217). This is illustrated in Figure 3-7 (p. 55).  
In this thesis, the fibre tractography methods have been tailored in every study to achieve the 
most accurate and reproducible delineation of the tract of interest. This has been important, as 
all studies have contained relatively few participants, so that systematic errors in the method 
did not decrease the statistical power. For improved input to fibre tractography, ROI-
definition was done in a study-specific template in one study (Study II), and as cortical acti-
vation maps from retinotopic fMRI in another (Study IV). One study used manually drawn 
ROIs for input (Study I), and two studies used manually defined locations for ROIs (centre of 
lateral geniculate nuclei in Study III & IV and centre of occipital pole in Study III). Exact de-
tails on the fibre tracking methods for each study are given in 3.3.4.  
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3.3.2.5 Changes in diffusion parameters in white matter upon injury 
Diffusion-weighted MRI (dMRI) is sensitive to changes to the water molecules’ diffusion 
properties in brain tissue after injury, both in grey and white matter. This thesis concerns 
mainly end-stage imaging of early brain injuries, with the focus on major white matter fibre 
tracts. This section outlines diffusion changes in the brain WM at this stage.  
In white matter with coherent, parallel neuronal axons, changes in ADC// are mainly related to 
the axonal membrane, whereas changes in ADC primarily reflect changes in myelination 
(157,218). This has been observed in different species (157), under different genetic condi-
tions of dysmyelination (219,220), and in human brain development (160). This is also re-
flected in the evolution of secondary anterograde (Wallerian) degeneration. Early work has 
been done by Song et al (221) studying the time course of secondary anterograde degenera-
tion in the rat optic nerve after retinal injury. They could see that the early axonal degenera-
tion, within days, caused an decrease in ADC//, which is followed in the chronic phase after 
around 2 weeks, by an increase in ADC, depicting the myelin degradation. The degree of 
anisotropy (e.g. FA) and MD changes accordingly. The same pattern can be seen in human 
lacunar strokes with DTI (222). The end-stage pattern after secondary anterograde (Walleri-
an) degeneration in single fibre populations showed a large increase in FA, a decrease in axial 
diffusivity D//, an increase in radial diffusivity D, but only subtle changes in MD. Pierpaoli 
et al (181) also showed that at the primary lesion site both D// and D are increased, causing a 
large increase in MD and a drop in FA due to a general loss of coherence. The DTI changes 
presented by Pierpaoli et al are commonly regarded as reflecting changes in primary neuro-
degeneration from destructive injuries and distant, secondary neurodegeneration. The chang-
es are summarized in Table 3-1.  
DTI parameter Primary  
neurodegeneration 
Secondary  
neurodegeneration 
Mean diffusivity (MD) Large increase No/Small increase 
Fractional anisotropy (FA) Large decrease Large decrease 
Axial diffusivity (D//) Increase Decrease 
Radial diffusivity (D) Increase Increase 
Table 3-1: DTI parametric changes in a single fibre population after primary and secondary neurodegeneration. The 
parametric changes in primary neurodegeneration are due to a general loss of tissue coherence. The decrease in axial 
diffusivity and increase in radial diffusivity in secondary anterograde degeneration are chiefly due to the degeneration 
of the axons and the subsequent demyelination respectively. Based on (181,223). 
However, it is important to remember that similar, or even identical, patterns of DTI changes 
are seen in a wide range of diseases, reflecting different pathological events. Therefore, a 
generalisation from one disease model to other may not hold.  
Moreover, the interpretation of DTI changes are less straightforward in areas of crossing fi-
bres (179–181). In fact, a decrease in FA can be caused by a decrease in D// in a dominating 
fibre population, or due to an increase in D// in a non-dominating fibre population, thus re-
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flecting completely different underlying physiological changes. Similarly, a change in the 
relative volume fraction of different fibre populations in a voxel can change a DTI parameter. 
Moreover the tensor-based MD (i.e.     ⁄         ) is dependent on the underlying 
fibre structure (224). Despite this, DTI parameters are useful in detecting diffusion changes, 
both within and between subjects, but need to be interpreted with caution. 
Spherical deconvolution can also provide relevant parametric measures (225,226). The 
changes in the dMRI signal, particularly the intra-cellular component at higher b-values, are 
translated into changes in amplitude of the corresponding FOD amplitude of that fibre popu-
lation. A clear demonstration of this was shown in the original paper on apparent fibre densi-
ty (AFD) by Raffelt et al (225). In patients with motor neuron disease, specifically amyo-
trophic lateral sclerosis (ALS), the FOD-lobes corresponding to both the descending projec-
tion fibres from, and the transcallosal commissural fibres in-between, the primary motor cor-
tex/cortices had decreased amplitude compared to controls. This could be seen in areas of 
crossing fibres. However, the methods require normalization of the FODs (225) for cross-
subject comparisons, which may not be straightforward, especially not in populations with 
wide-spread pathological changes. Nevertheless, higher order models, such as CSD, would 
aid to the understanding of primary and secondary changes in early brain lesions.  
Similar to other dMRI studies on early brain lesions (see section 1.3.2), this thesis has used 
DTI parameters for statistical comparison within and between study groups (Study I, II & 
IV). DTI parameters are sensitive in detecting changes related to injury, but have clear limita-
tions in depicting the actual underpinnings of the change. All studies have therefore clearly 
stated whenever the interpretation of the DTI changes could be doubted. In the last study 
(Study IV), the higher-order model AFD (225) with the implementation of AFD connectivity 
(afdconnectivity command in MRtrix3; https://github.com/MRtrix3/mrtrix3) was used to bet-
ter probe changes in the optic radiations.  
3.3.2.6 Cross-subject comparisons of diffusion parameters 
Different approaches can be used when comparing diffusion parameters between groups. 
Methods relevant for this thesis are outlined here.  
Voxel-based whole-brain techniques for cross-subject comparisons of dMRI data using tradi-
tional voxel-based morphometry (VBM) approaches (227) are generally discouraged, due to 
the problems in normalization of dMRI data, and the non-Gaussian distribution of the voxel 
values in the DTI parametric maps (228,229). Tract-based spatial statistics (TBSS) (230) is an 
alternative method, in which cross-subject comparisons are carried out on a study-specific 
template, a mean FA-skeleton, which to a large extent overcomes the normalization issues. 
DTI parameters are then projected on the FA-skeleton, and can be compared between sub-
jects, significantly reducing the problem of multiple comparisons in TBSS. TBSS has gained 
considerable popularity as an objective, simple method for group analysis of “whole-brain” 
DTI changes in major white matter tracts. However, this method is completely dependent on 
the success of the FA-skeletonization procedure, which is not guaranteed in voxels affected 
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by disease. Moreover, the tensor model has limitations in voxels with complex fibre architec-
ture, and hence the TBSS results always need to be interpreted with extreme care.  
A region-of-interest (ROI) is a specific volume/area of voxels for which a parameter can be 
calculated, often as the mean or median value of a diffusion parameter, and then compared. 
ROIs can be manually defined, tract-defined (as the spatial extent of a fibre tract), or defined 
from some other criteria (e.g. activation map on fMRI). ROI-based comparisons reduce the 
problem of multiple comparisons, but introduce a prior bias. However, this may be a relevant 
approach if the research hypothesis concerns a specific area/tract. Defining ROIs by hand is 
time consuming and requires expertise, and even so, the reproducibility may be limited and 
should be reported. Tract-based ROI definition is expected to be more precise, since the fibre 
tracking algorithm is automated, and more accurate, since the structure of interest can be tar-
geted. In studies (231), tract-based ROI definition has proved more sensitive than manual 
ROI definition. The fibre tracking algorithm requires input, commonly user-defined ROIs, for 
seeding streamlines. Probabilistic fibre tracking is, in general, less sensitive to the input, as 
the algorithm will primarily find the connections of highest probability (203). So, by ensuring 
that the input ROIs are not too restricted (i.e. have good anatomical coverage), the core of the 
tract is retrieved. This is also my personal experience. Alternatives to manually drawn ROIs 
are ROIs based on activation maps from fMRI, which represent relevant functional activity. 
However, the localization of functional areas with fMRI is not perfect, the resolution is often 
relatively poor, and is not certain that fMRI would elicit a functional response in all cases, 
especially in patient groups.  
Many studies using tract-based ROIs extract diffusion parameters as the average, or the me-
dian, over large parts of the tract. This might be misleading, as DTI parameters vary along a 
tract, both naturally and depending on the voxel fibre composition, which translates into the 
diffusion tensor (e.g. in areas with crossing fibres). Wakana et al (208) illustrate this in de-
terministic tensor reconstructions of the cortico-spinal tract (CST), anterior thalamic radia-
tion, and the inferior fronto-occipital fasciculus. Along all these tracts, the FA varies slightly 
but sharply in areas of crossing fibres. At the same time, the measured T2-values showed mi-
nor, slower variations along the entire tracts. Nevertheless, these tract-parameter profiles were 
highly reproducible and tract-specific when studied in a normal adult population. Wakana et 
al showed, with power calculations
1
, that the numbers needed to detect a 10-20-40 % change 
in FA in CST were no more than 6-4-4 subjects at significance level p = 0.05 and power = 0.8 
(208). Heiervang et al (232) systematically investigated the in-between subject variability for 
tract reconstruction using probabilistic tractography in the single-fibre “ball-and-stick” model 
(190) in a number of tracts. They showed that for the CST, the numbers needed (given as the 
                                                 
1
 Power calculations refers here to post-hoc estimation of the sample size required to yield a certain power for a 
test, e.g. rejecting the null hypothesis at a certain significance level p.  
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average left and right) to detect a 2-5 % change in FA and in MD were around 4.5-3 and 9.5-
3 respectively for (one-tailed) a significance level p = 0.05 with power = 0.8. For the optic 
radiation, corresponding numbers detecting a 2-5 % change in FA and a 2-5-10 % change in 
MD were 8.5-3 and 18-5.5-3.5 respectively. High reproducibility for tracts and DTI parame-
ters have also been reported for HARDI-techniques, including CSD (233), and in the OR for 
Q-balls and PAS-MRI (210). However, no power calculations were reported. In summary, 
provided that the tracking method has high reproducibility, the DTI parameters extracted 
show high reproducibility and are sensitive to change. When studying DTI changes in disease 
however, the statistical power increases when tract regions most affected by disease are tar-
geted specifically. 
When the same tract is reconstructed in multiple data sets, the precision in the ROI definition 
in every data set (the “native” space) can be improved by defining the ROI in a common 
space (a standard space or a study-specific template) (217), and mapping this into each sub-
ject’s native space. By using a standard space (e.g. Talairach or MNI), ROI-atlases can be 
used to define relevant brain regions. Tracking can, in theory, be performed in a common 
space, but requires a registration algorithm that preserves the full information in the diffusion 
model (234). Tracking is therefore usually performed in native space, and tracts can then be 
mapped into a common space for further analysis.  
In this thesis, ROI-based comparisons of diffusion parameters have been used, both by using 
manually drawn ROIs (Study I) and tract-based ROIs (Study I & II and IV).  
3.3.3 Retinotopic functional magnetic resonance imaging mapping 
The organization of the visual cortex into visual field maps can be investigated with retino-
topic functional MRI (fMRI) mapping (27,235). Abnormalities in retinotopic fMRI maps are 
in good correlation with visual field (VF) defects measured with visual perimetry (236–238). 
In Study IV, retinotopic fMRI mapping was used to define the primary visual cortex (V1) to 
study the retinotopic organisation in the optic radiation. This section will give a brief outline 
of the technique of retinotopic fMRI mapping.  
Neuronal activity is energy-requiring, with metabolic changes in neurons and astrocytes at 
and around the synapse after neurotransmitter release (239). The brain uses, ultimately, oxi-
dative metabolism, and an increased oxygen delivery is needed to the site of the active synap-
ses. However, normal oxygen delivery by transcapillary diffusion cannot meet these de-
mands. Instead, by means of the neuro-vascular coupling, excessive amounts of oxygenated 
blood is pooled to the capillary bed to increase the diffusion pressure, with the result of an 
increased blood volume in the post-capillary venules and draining veins. This results in a net 
increase in the ratio of oxygenated to deoxygenated blood in the area, mainly located on the 
venous side, which in turn causes a shift in the local magnetic susceptibility (slight decrease 
of the dominating paramagnetic effect from the deoxygenated blood). The shift in magnetic 
susceptibility can be imaged with MRI to create images with a subtle increase of the MR sig-
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nal (~ 2-3 % at 1.5 T). The effect is referred to as blood-oxygen level dependent (BOLD) re-
sponse (240), and the MRI technique, BOLD functional MRI (BOLD-fMRI)  
The BOLD response profile upon neuronal activity is the so called haemodynamic response. 
It typically shows a brief initial dip at 0.5-1 s after stimulus onset, before a sharp increase and 
overshoot to yield a stable positive BOLD response, peaking at around 5-8 s, and a post-
stimulus undershoot returning to baseline first after tens of seconds (239). 
The time-lag and complexity of the haemodynamic response causes a temporal blurring in the 
BOLD response in relation to the underlying neuronal activity. Because of this, the relative 
weak BOLD response and the special demands on the MRI sequences in BOLD-fMRI (not 
discussed here), the experimental design is often based on repetition of a stimulus, e.g in a 
block-paradigm (same stimulus is repeated in cycles). By acquiring a large number of fMRI 
images of the same brain volume, typically every 1-2 s during the experiment, statistical 
methods can be used to find the brain voxels that correlate in BOLD response with stimulus 
paradigm. These are the brain activation maps showing the areas activated by the stimulus.  
The cortical visual system is ideal to study with fMRI. The location in the occipital lobe, with 
extension to the parietal and temporal lobes, is accessible (e.g. with dedicated surface coils) 
and not affected by the susceptibility effects from air cavities in the skull base. Subject com-
pliance is in general good, and several modes of the visual processing can be investigated. 
A simple and robust stimulus for retinotopic fMRI mapping is to use contrast-reversing 
checker-boards of counter-clockwise/clockwise rotating wedges and contracting/expanding 
rings presented on a uniform grey background (235). The wedge/ring stimulus creates a 
strong cortical neural response, with a travelling wave of BOLD response sweeping the reti-
notopic maps in the visual cortex, in the direction of polar angle for the wedge stimulus and 
along the direction of eccentricity for the ring stimulus. The periodicity of the BOLD-wave 
equals the duty cycle of the stimulus (i.e. the time for a complete revolution of the rotating 
rings or for the expanding/contracting rings to go from minimum to maximum eccentricity).  
In the first step of the fMRI analysis, the individual fMRI time-series are motion-corrected 
and realigned (e.g. using FLIRT (241) in FSL). Thereafter, the counter-clockwise wedge and 
contracting ring stimuli are shifted a few time frames back, and then averaged with the corre-
sponding clockwise wedge’s and expanding ring’s time-series (242). By performing the time-
frame shifting before averaging, a coarse compensation for the hemodynamic response can be 
made. In Study IV, a shift of 3 time frames for TR = 1.6 s was used, which equalled an esti-
mation for the haemodynamic response of 3*TR = 4.8 s.  
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Figure 3-8: Retinotopic fMRI mapping of the right visual hemifield in the left hemisphere. Cortical flattened maps 
showing phase maps of (A) the ring stimulus, mapping the eccentricity, and (B) of wedge stimulus, mapping the polar 
angle. The polar angle is also displayed on (C) inflated cortical maps. The retinotopic visual field maps can be defined 
as the ridges of reversing phase in the (B) polar angle map. Here as the dorsal (V1d) and ventral (V1v) parts of prima-
ry visual cortex (V1). V1d- and V1v-ROIs are displayed on all images (A-C). H/VM=horizontal/vertical meridian. 
In the next step, a harmonic function with periodicity equal to the number of cycles in the 
visual stimulus is fitted to the averaged time-series (235). The polar angle and eccentricity 
will then correspond to the phase of the fitted function. The best visualization of the activa-
tion maps is to plot them on a flattened cortical map of the occipital cortex. The visual field 
maps are then displayed as a continuous phase map (Figure 3-8). The borders between the 
visual areas can be identified from the ridges of reversing phase (i.e. reversing polar angles) 
in the phase maps of the wedges stimulus (see Figure 3-8B). The different visual areas can be 
delineated into region-of-interests (ROIs), and used in analysis or as input to the fibre track-
ing algorithm.  
3.3.4 Data acquisition and data processing (Study I – IV) 
Neuroimaging data for Study I & II was acquired on a 1.5-Tesla MR-scanner (Signa Excite 
Twinspeed), and for Study III & IV on a 3 Tesla MR-scanner, both from GE Healthcare 
(Milwaukee, WI, USA). The same type of 8-channel head coil was used.  
3.3.4.1 Acquisition and visual evaluation of conventional MRI (Study I & II and III & IV)  
In Study I & II, conventional MRI included axial and coronal T2w-images, coronal FLAIR 
images (in-plane resolution 0.43 mm
2
 and slice thickness 4 mm, no slice gap for coronal im-
ages and 1 mm slice gap for axial image), and 3-dimensional sagittal T1w-image (SPGR; 
TR/TE=20/5 ms, flip angle (FA)=35; voxel size 0.86x1x0.86 mm3), which was reformatted 
in all imaging planes.  
In Study III & IV, conventional MRI included 3-dimensional T1w-images (IR-SPGR; 
TR/TE/TI= 1986/2.8/450 ms, FA=12; voxel size 1 mm3; ARC=1.5 in-plane) and FLAIR 
images (TR/TE/TI= 8000/117/2257 ms; 1.2 mm
3
, reconstructed to 0.6x0.52x0.52 mm
3
; 
ARC=2 in- and through plane), which were reformatted in all imaging planes. In the index 
group, axial T2w-images were also collected in many cases.  
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3.3.4.2 Visual assessment of conventional MRI (Study I & II and III & IV) 
Early brain lesions seen on conventional MRI were classified as malformations of cortical 
development, white matter damage of immaturity (WMDI), and grey matter/cortical lesions 
(33), and considered the primary brain lesion. The timing was judged from the lesion pattern 
in relation to information of the gestational age, and in relevant cases the birth history. The 
extent of periventricular WM damage was classified as mild/moderate or severe if less than 
50 % or more than 50 % of the bulk periventricular WM was reduced, judged subjectively by 
visual inspection. Abnormally high signal on T2/FLAIR images in the periventricular WM 
was considered a radiological sign of gliosis. Associated lesions in the basal ganglia, thala-
mus, brainstem and cerebellum were noted. In cases of focal infarcts, the vascular territories 
were reported. In Study III & IV, involvement of the visual pathways was also assessed visu-
ally and considered affected if size or MRI appearance were abnormal in the optic chiasm, 
the optic tracts, the lateral geniculate nuclei (LGN) or the optic radiations (OR).  
Radiological assessments in Study I & II were done in a consensus group of two paediatric 
neurologists and a paediatric neuroradiologist, and in Study III & IV by the primary study 
rater (Finn Lennartsson, thesis defendant) and discussed with a paediatric neuroradiologist. 
3.3.4.3 Data acquisition of diffusion-weighted MRI (Study I & II and III & IV) 
In Study I & II and in Study III & IV the diffusion-weighted MRI (dMRI) was collected in 
conjunction with the conventional MRI. Sequence parameters are given in Table 3-2 (p. 64). 
They have both similarities and differences. 
Diffusion-weighted MRI data in Study I & II was collected during 2007 on a 1.5 T MR-
scanner, whereas the imaging data in Study III & IV was collected in autumn 2013 to spring 
2014 on a 3 T MR-scanner. Both used the same 8-channel head coil, the same pulse-sequence 
(twice-refocused SS-EPI), isotropic 2.3 mm
3
 voxels and had similar gradient strengths. Study 
I & II opted for full-brain coverage (64 slices), which then required a TR of 10 s, whereas 
Study III & IV only needed coverage of the superior fossa requiring fewer slices (~ 50), 
which could reduce the TR substantially, and hence the scan time. The total scan times were 
similar: 8:30 min in Study I & II and around 9 min in Study III & IV. Study I & II was opti-
mized for DTI analysis and for probabilistic fibre tracking with the “ball-and-stick” model 
(191) and used 45 gradient directions at a b-value of 1000 s/mm
2
. Study III & IV used a 
HARDI-protocol with 60 directions at a b-value of 2200 s/mm
2
 for fibre tracking with CSD 
(198). Using 3 T in Study III & IV meant a boost of signal, but increased the problem with 
susceptibility induced field offsets due to the higher field strength and the longer TE from 
using a higher b-value, resulting larger image distortions. Therefore, parallel imaging was 
employed (in-plane, R=2) to reduce the echo spacing and the readout time. Two additional 2 
b=0 images with a reversed phase-encoding polarity were collected for correction of suscep-
tibility induced image artefacts in the post-processing (172). In summary, both protocols were 
designed to provide high-quality dMRI data given the available MR-hardware and within a 
scan time of   10 min. 
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Acquisition parameters Motor system 
Study I & II 
Visual system 
Study III & IV 
MR-scanner 1.5 Tesla (GE Signa Excite) 3 Tesla (GE 750 Discovery) 
Data collection 2007 2012-2013 
Receiver coil 8-channel head coil 8-channel head coil 
Gradient strength 40 mT/m  50 mT/m 
Pulse-sequence Twice-refocused SS-EPI Twice-refocused SS-EPI 
TR/TE 10,000 / 76 ms 6000–7800 / 91.6 ms 
Acquired voxel size 2.3 mm
3
 2.3 mm
3
 
Coverage 64 slices (full brain) ~ 50 slices (superior fossa) 
Directions and  
b-values 
6 b=0, 45 b=1000 s/mm
2
 2 b=0, 60 b=2200 s/mm
2
 
2 b=0 reversed PE-polarity 
Parallel imaging - In-plane (ASSET), R=2 
Total scan time 8:30 min 8:11 min (for TR=7800) 
1:03 min (reversed PE-polarity) 
Table 3-2 Diffusion-weighted MRI sequence parameters used in Study I & II and Study III & IV. SS-EPI=single-shot 
echo planar imaging, TR=repetition time, TE=echo time, PE=phase encoding, R=reduction factor. * Reversed PE-
polarity scan was acquired as 2b=0 followed by 6 b=200 s/mm2 in the index group and 6b=1000 s/mm2 in the control 
group, however, only the 2b=0 images were used in the analysis. 
3.3.4.4 Quality control of dMRI data 
In Study I & II, prior to any post-processing, the first b=0 image in the DWI data was dis-
carded due the presence of a higher baseline signal. Presumably from differences in T1-
relaxation due to inadequate pre-saturation. This left 5 b=0 images. This was followed by a 
quality assessment of the DWI data for artifacts. The motivation was rare, scanner-related 
signal dropouts in some images, but also to exclude data sets corrupted by extensive head 
motion and/or pulsatile artifacts. Cardiac gating was not used. The procedure resulted in the 
exclusion of two individuals in the CP group (one with malformation of cortical development 
and one with WMDI).  
In Study III & IV, the problem with differences in the signal levels among the b=0 images, 
seen in Study I & II, was not present for the dMRI data, presumably due to improved effect 
from pre-saturating dummy scans in the vendor’s dMRI sequence. All images in the dMRI 
data sets were visually screened to rule out major image artifacts. As expected, some slices 
contained signal-dropouts artifacts due to head motion and pulsatile movements. No data sets 
were excluded.  
3.3.4.5 Pre-processing and fitting of diffusion models  
The pre-processing step consisted of image distortion-correction and realignment, and was 
performed for both Study I & II and Study III & IV in FSL (194). In Study I & II this was 
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done with eddy_correct tool (FSL version 4.1). In Study III & IV this was done with the eddy 
tool (173), that used the additional two b=0 images (with reversed phase-encoding polarity) 
to estimate susceptibility induced off-resonance field, which is used to improve the image 
distortion-correction. Realignment was done in both cases to the first b=0 image. 
In Study I, the BedpostX tool (default parameters) (191) and the dtifit in the FDT toolbox in 
FSL (version 4.1; (194)) were used to estimate intravoxel fibre orientation distributions 
(FOD) and the diffusion tensor respectively. Parametric maps of fractional anisotropy (FA), 
mean diffusivity (MD) and axial diffusivity (D// ), and radial diffusivity (D) were calculated 
from the diffusion tensor. 
In Study II and III & IV, the intravoxel fibre orientation distributions (FOD) were estimated 
with constrained spherical deconvolution (CSD) (default parameters; lmax=8) (198) and dif-
fusion tensors with a log-linear fit (174). From the diffusion tensor parametric maps of FA, 
MD, D//  and D were calculated. 
In Study II, the quality of the CSD-fit was satisfactory, but affected by partial volume effects 
in voxels in the proximity of CSF spaces, probably due to the relatively low signal suppres-
sion of CSF at b-value=1000 s/mm
2
. Therefore a WM-mask was generated in MRtrix 
(MRtrix2; gen_WM_mask command) and multiplied with the FOD-field. No such problems 
were present in Study III & IV, probably due to better CSF-signal suppression at the higher b-
value used. 
3.3.4.6 Fibre tractography of the cortico-fugal fibres (Study I) 
The aim of Study I was to track the central cortico-fugal fibres. Fibre tractography was per-
formed using the with ProbTrackX (default parameters) tool in FSL (version 4.1; (194)). 
Two sets of region-of-interests (ROI) were defined on the FA-maps. One ROI covering the 
cerebral peduncle (CerPed; ROI1) and one covering the posterior limb of the internal capsule 
(PLIC; ROI2). The ROIs were not always symmetrical nor equal in size, but had good ana-
tomical coverage of the structures. The ROI-definition was done by two raters, and showed 
high reliability (interclass correlation coefficient 0.89-0.96 for inter-rater reliability and 0.88-
0.98 for intra-rater reliability; (243)). For each side, two fibre tracts with 5,000 streamlines 
were generated by seeding in the CerPed (ROI1) and PLIC (ROI2) respectively, and using 
the other ROI as a waypoint mask. Termination ROIs were defined as voxels inferior and su-
perior to the ROIs. This generated two tracts that were then thresholded to retain 1 % of the 
total number of generated fibres, and finally, the intersection of the thresholded tracts was 
extracted as the desired cortico-fugal fibres between the ROIs, here referred to as the “partial 
tract”. ROIs and the partial tracts were used to calculate the mean values of MD, FA, D// and 
D, which were used for statistical comparisons. 
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3.3.4.7 Fibre tractography of the cortico-spinal tract and thalamic projection to soma-
tosensory cortex (Study II) 
The aim of Study II was to perform realistic fibre tractography of the motor and sensory 
tracts. Fibre tractography was performed using the MRtrix package (MRtrix2; (201)). 
For an objective ROI definition, a study-based template was created using symmetric normal-
isation (SyN) (244) of a set of FA-maps. SyN uses a high-resolution diffeomorphic image 
registration that can capture large brain deformations, common in this patient population. A 
subset of six controls and seven patients (excluding patients with too large ventricular dilata-
tion and severe pathology) was chosen for constructing the FA-template within the Advanced 
Normalization Tools Software (ANTs) package (http://www.picsl.upenn.edu/ANTS). Using 
these transformations, b=0- and colour-coded FA-templates were created as the average of 
the corresponding images mapped into template space. Each of the subjects’ FA-maps were 
thereafter registered to this FA-template de-novo, creating transformations from native space 
into template space for all subjects. A set of ROIs were then defined on the FA-template 
(Figure 3-9).  
All ROIs in template space were then mapped into the corresponding native spaces using the 
inverse transformations. The mapped, non-binary ROIs were thresholded (empirically de-
fined threshold of 0.2) and, in some cases, manually adjusted according to the rules of ROI-
definition in template space (Figure 3-9) to assure adequate anatomical coverage. 
 
 
Probabilistic fibre tractography of the cortico-spinal tract (CST) and the thalamic projections 
to primary somatosensory cortex (TRS1) was performed in MRtrix (default parameters). For 
Figure 3-9: ROI definition in Study II. (A) ROIs of the cerebral peduncles (CerPed) and (B) PLIC were defined in the 
study template using the same rules as in Study I. (C) ROIs of the thalami were defined with lateral borders given by the 
FA template and medial/ventricular borders from the b=0 template. (D) ROIs of the M1- and the S1-areas were defined 
by drawing guiding voxels on the FA template over several slices in the pre- and postcentral gyri, laterally past the “hand 
knob”, and defining the extent of the ROI by including surrounding voxels the FA template thresholded at FA ≥ 0.2. 
R=right, L=left, CerPed=cerebral peduncle, PLIC=posterior limb of internal capsule. 
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the CST, streamlines were seeded in the M1-ROI using the ipsilateral PLIC- and CerPed-ROI 
as waypoint masks. The TRS1 was generated by seeding in the thalamus-ROI and using the 
ipsilateral S1-ROI as a waypoint mask. All fibre tracts were generated until 10,000 accepted 
streamlines had been achieved. Tracts that could not produce this number of streamlines 
within a factor of 10
4
 more trials (i.e. 10
8
 trials) were considered to have too low a probability 
of connectivity, and were excluded from further analysis. Fibre tracts were then converted to 
probability maps, which were thresholded at 0.01 (i.e. including voxels through which 1 % of 
the generated streamlines passed) to represent the “core” of the tracts. The CerPed- and 
PLIC-ROIs were used to divide the CST into three portions: between M1 and CerPed (CST-
M1 to CerPed), between PLIC and CerPed (CST-PLIC to CerPed), and between M1 and 
PLIC (CST-M1 to PLIC, not including PLIC-level voxels). This allowed the different parts of 
the CST to be analysed separately. Similarly, the thalamic-ROIs were used to exclude tha-
lamic voxels from the TRS1 tracts. Visual inspection of the fibre tracts revealed four distinct 
patterns deviating from what was normally expected: tracts that were split, dislocated, com-
pacted or non-trackable. This qualitative fibre-tract assessment (FTA) was done by identify-
ing a deviating pattern along the fibre tracts and confirming it on the thresholded probability 
map. Finally, the median values of MD, FA, D// and D were extracted for all of the relevant 
parts of the CST and TRS1 tracts, as described above.  
3.3.4.8 Fibre tractography of the optic radiation (Study III & IV) 
The aim of Study III & IV was to perform realistic fibre tractography of the optic radiation 
(OR). Fibre tractography was performed using the MRtrix package (201). 
Both studies used a 4-mm radius sphere, encapsulating the lateral geniculate nuclei (LGN) 
(245), as a seed ROI. The location of the LGN-sphere was determined by following tensor 
streamlines generated in the optic tracts when they reached the thalamus, by visual inspection 
of this area on b=0- and fractional anisotropy (FA)-maps, as well as from the coherence in the 
FOD-field. To prevent streamlines from erroneously crossing the midline, exclusion ROIs of 
the corpus callosum and the anterior commissure were defined. Even so, in some instances, 
streamlines managed to reach the occipital lobe by traversing the CSF space in the quad-
rageminal cistern. This was prevented by defining a local exclusion ROI medio-posteriorly to 
the LGN-sphere, which blocked such erroneous streamlines. 
Study III used a 30-mm radius sphere centred in the same side’s occipital pole and covering 
the calcarine sulcus as an ipsilateral waypoint mask (201). In Study IV, cortical activation 
maps of the dorsal V1-area (V1d-ROI) and the ventral V1-area (V1v-ROI) were used as ipsi-
lateral termination masks. With the defined seeding, inclusion and exclusion ROIs probabilis-
tic fibre-tracking was performed with MRtrix (default parameters). In Study III, the recon-
structed ORs also included extrastriate projections. In Study IV, only striate projections in the 
OR were generated, specifically the  projections to the dorsal and ventral V1 areas (defined 
by the V1d- and V1v-ROIs respectively). These tracts are referred to as the OR-V1d and OR-
V1v tracts. OR-V1 tracts were created by combining the OR-V1d and OR-V1v tracts on each 
side. 
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In Study III, the tracking algorithm was run until 10,000 streamlines had been generated, 
whereas in Study IV, 5,000 streamlines were generated for each of the OR-V1d and OR-V1v 
tracts.  
To exclude connections of low probability, streamlines that entered voxels with a visitation 
count of less than 0.1 % of the total number of generated streamlines were rejected (i.e. 10 
and 5 for tracts with 10,000 and 5,000 streamlines respectively). In Study III, this resulted in 
a rejection of 15-25 % of the total number of streamlines for the patients. In Study IV, the 
rejection rate was in the range 5-11 % for both controls and patients. The set of remaining 
streamlines was considered to be of the desired tract. The discrepancy in the rejection rates 
between Study III and Study IV was expected, as the occipital sphere in Study III was a much 
larger waypoint mask than the cortical V1d- and V1v-ROIs in Study IV. 
 
To assess the tracts’ relations to anatomical structures, the T1w- and dMRI images were co-
registered using FLIRT (241) in FSL. The thresholded OR tracts in Study III and the OR-V1, 
OR-V1d and OR-V1v tracts in Study IV were visually assessed and compared to their ex-
pected extent and topographical configuration (26,246), and to the lesions seen on conven-
tional MRI.  
In Study IV, the mean values of FA, mean diffusivity (MD), axial (D//) and radial diffusivity 
(D) were calculated along each streamline in the OR-tracts, then averaged for each tract and 
used for statistical comparison. The spatial overlap between the OR-V1d and OR-V1v tracts 
was evaluated using Cohen’s kappa-coefficient (208,247) of the corresponding probability 
maps (binarized). Finally, the apparent fibre density (AFD) (225) connectivity (afdconnec-
tivity command in MRtrix3; https://github.com/MRtrix3/mrtrix3) was calculated for all OR-
tracts. This is based on the fact that the integral over an FOD lobe is proportional to the vol-
ume of the underlying MR tissue signal (225). By adding the integrals of the FODs traversed 
by all streamlines, a total tract volume is obtained, which is then divided with the average 
streamline length giving an average area of the tract. The average area corresponds to a 
Figure 3-10: Fibre tractography of the ORs. (A) The left side's V1d- (pink) and V1v-ROI (turquoise) mapped 
onto a T1w-image in sagital mid-line section around the calcarine sulcus. (B) Fibre tracts for OR-V1d (pink) and 
OR-V1v (turquoise) overlaid on T1w-image in (B) an axial and (C) a coronal section at the level of the trigone 
(dotted blue line in A and B). Images displayed in radiological convention. 
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measure of the connectivity of the tract which is independent of the tract length. The AFD 
connectivity measure for each OR tract was used for statistical comparison. 
3.3.4.9 Acquisition and analysis of retinotopic fMRI mapping (Study IV) 
Retinotopic fMRI mapping was done with a gradient-echo EPI-sequence (TR/TE=1600/34 
ms; FA=65; resolution 3 mm3; 30 axial slices, interleaved acquisition; ASSET=2 in-plane). 
Slices were placed to ensure coverage of the occipital lobe. A total number of 144 imaged 
volumes were collected to match the retinotopic stimulus for a total scan time of 4:06 min. 
Stimulation of the visual field was performed using rotating wedges and expand-
ing/contracting rings (235), as described in 3.3.3. The stimulus was presented to the subject’s 
dominant eye (the non-dominant eye was covered with an eyepatch) in the MR-scanner, us-
ing an MR-compatible visual system (NordicNeuroLab, Norway). The system allowed stimu-
lation of the visual field of maximum 30
o
 horizontally and 23
o
 vertically. The maximum ec-
centricity used in the visual stimulus was 11
o
. One stimulus cycle was set to 16*TR. The 
complete fMRI-stimulus contained two blocks with three cycles of complete revolutions, in-
terspersed within three blocks of non-active stimulus (grey screens), lasting one cycle each. 
The first non-active block was preceded by 10 “dummy scans”. The total duration for each 
fMRI stimulus amounted to 4:06 min.  
The rationale for including non-active blocks was to provide a baseline for estimation of pop-
ulation receptive fields. In this study, the fMRI volumes for these time points were excised 
from the time series, and only the active stimulus data was used for the analysis in Study IV.  
Analysis of the retinotopic fMRI data was performed using standard procedures (235), and is 
described in 3.3.3. A sinusoidal function with 6 cycles was fitted to the averaged time-series 
for the wedge and ring stimuli. The polar angle and eccentricity would then correspond to the 
phase of the fitted response function for the wedge and the ring stimuli respectively. The V1-
area was defined on the phase map of the polar angle stimulus on the cortical flattened maps. 
Its ventral (V1v) and dorsal subparts (V1d) were defined as the separation corresponding to 
the middle of V1 (corresponding to the horizontal meridian) (Figure 3-8B, p. 62). Subse-
quently, the V1-, V1d- and V1v-ROIs were then mapped into diffusion space, to be used as 
cortical targets for fibre tractography (Figure 3-10, p. 68).  
3.4 CLINICAL TESTING 
3.4.1 Motor system (Study I & II) 
The children with unilateral CP in Study I & II were assessed for gross motor function with 
Gross Motor Function Classification System (GMFCS) (110). All participants had GMFCS 
level I, which means they can walk outdoors and indoors and climb stairs without problems. 
The Manual Ability Classification System (MACS) (79) was used to describe how they used 
their hands to handle objects in daily life. The children were found to have MACS levels I-II. 
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At MACS level I, objects are handled easily and successfully, whereas for level II, most ob-
jects are handled, but with some loss of accuracy and/or speed.  
To measure gross manual dexterity, the timed Box and Blocks test (B&B) (80) was used for 
each hand. In the B&B-test the participant is asked to move blocks from one box to another, 
which are divided by a 20 cm high separator. The test score is the total number of blocks 
moved in 60 seconds. 
3.4.2 Visual system (Study III & IV) 
In all participants, their best corrected visual acuity was tested monoculary, in a standardized 
way, using LogMar charts. Binocular evaluation was done with a cover test. Colour fundus 
photographs were obtained for documentation and illustration. 
For quantitative measurement of the central (30) visual field (VF), standard automated pe-
rimetry was performed using a computerized Humphrey Field analyzer (HFA; Carl Zeiss 
Meditec, Dublin, CA, USA) with the SITA Fast 24-2 test. The visual field sensitivity was 
quantified using the mean deviation, i.e. the average of differences from the normal expected 
value for that age. The mean deviation gives an overall value of the total amount of visual 
field loss, and is given in decibel (dB).  
In the patient group, standardized kinetic Goldmann perimetry was performed (248). The ex-
tent of the VF was determined by using V/4e or II/4 stimulus. For the central VF, one or more 
of the stimuli, I/3e, I/2e, or I/1e, were used. In cases where these stimuli were not detected, 
I/2d was used for the central 10.  
In all participants in Study III & IV, an examination of the retinal nerve fibre layer (RNFL) 
and the macular ganglion cell complex (GCL_IPL; including the ganglion cell layer and the 
inner plexiform layers) was performed using a standardized laser measurement technique 
with Spectral domain OCT from the Carl Zeiss model HD-Cirrus OCT™ 5000 (Carl Zeiss 
Meditec, Dublin, CA, USA). The Optic Disc Cube protocol was used for classifications of the 
RNFL surrounding the optic nerve head. Quantitative measures of the mean RNFL thickness 
and the mean values in each quadrant around the optic disc is given in µm by the machine. 
Similarly, for the GCL_IPL, the Ganglion Cell Analysis protocol was used . 
3.5 STATISTICAL ANALYSIS 
3.5.1 Statistical methods 
Statistical analyses were performed in SPSS 17® (SPSS Inc, Chicago, IL, USA) in Study I, 
and in Statistics Toolbox in Matlab (MathWorks, Natick, MA, USA) in Study II-IV.  
All statistical inference used two-tailed test and P-value < 0.05 as significance level. 
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3.5.1.1 Study I & II 
Statistical comparisons of DTI parameters between groups in Study I & II were done using 
the non-parametric Wilcoxon rank test. Side differences were explored using the Sign Test. 
Associations between FA and the B&B-test score in Study I were explored, with partial cor-
relations controlling for age. Exploratory regression analysis was performed with the depend-
ent variable “B&B-test score” and the independent variables FA, lesion type, and severity of 
periventricular white matter reduction.  
To assess intra-and inter-rater reliability of ROI-definition in Study I, the interclass correla-
tion coefficient (243) was used. In Study II, the intra- and inter-rater reliability was assessed 
by pair-wise comparisons of the spatial matching (208) between the thresholded probability 
maps of the fibre tracts by calculating Cohen’s kappa-coefficient (247) .  
3.5.1.2 Study III & IV 
In Study III, the non-parametric correlation coefficient (Spearman’s rho) was used to infer 
associations between the visual field loss (mean deviation of HFA given in dB) and the aver-
age RNFL thickness. 
In Study IV, the non-parametric Wilcoxon rank test was used to infer within- and between 
group differences for tract parameters in the OR tracts, the spatial overlap between OR-V1d 
and OR-V1v tracts, and the OCT measurements of GCL_IPL thickness in the eyes. Associa-
tions between the mean values of the left and right tract parameters and the mean of the left 
and right eye’s average GC _IP  thickness were estimated with the non-parametric correla-
tion coefficient (Spearman’s rho). A more realistic model explored associations between the 
GCL_IPL thickness for each eye and the tract parameters in the ipsi- and contralateral OR 
tracts using a linear regression model. 
4 RESULTS 
4.1 MOTOR SYSTEM 
The overall aim of Study I & II was to investigate the microstructure in motor and sensory 
tracts with diffusion-weighted MRI (dMRI) and fibre tractography in unilateral CP, and to 
relate this to lesion assessment on conventional MRI and measures of hand function.  
4.1.1 Study I 
The specific aim of this study was to investigate the microstructure in central parts of cortico-
fugal fibres in unilateral CP (at the level of the posterior limb of the internal capsule (PLIC; 
ROI2), the cerebral peduncle (CerPed; ROI1) and the portion of fibres (partial tract) connect-
ing these areas, and their correlations with hand motor function.   
Diffusion measures on the non-dominant side in the CP group showed a significant decrease 
in FA in both ROI1 and ROI2, as well as in the partial tract, compared to the controls. This 
was driven by a significant increase in the radial diffusivity (D). On the lower level, in 
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ROI1, there was a concomitant significant decrease axial diffusivity (D//), which is interpreted 
as changes congruent with secondary anterograde (Wallerian) degeneration (181). On the up-
per level, in ROI2, there was a significant increase in MD which, in combination with chang-
es in FA and D, indicates altered tract microstructure. The particular combination of changes 
to these DTI parameters in ROI2 does not indicate a specific neurodegenerative pattern. Sub-
group analysis showed a significant side-difference for individuals with unilateral lesions on 
conventional MRI (n=10) in FA in ROI1, and MD in ROI2, but no significant side-
differences in the individuals with bilateral lesions (n=5). 
There was a positive correlation between FA and the performance on the B&B-test both in 
the partial tract (r = 0.570, p = 0.042) and the ROI1 (r = 0.602, p = 0.027) on the non-
dominant side (Figure 4-1). This remained significant after controlling for the voxel number, 
as a measure of tract size. No correlations were seen for ROI1, nor for the dominant side. An 
exploratory regression analysis showed that FA was a significant contributor to the B&B per-
formance, whereas neither the lesion type nor the lesion extent were. 
 
Figure 4-1: Relationships between functional outcome and FA. Performance on the B&B test (the higher the score, i.e. 
the more blocks moved within 60 seconds, the better the performance). FA=fractional anisotropy, D hand = dominant 
hand, ND hand = non‐dominant hand, and association with FA, D side=tract contralateral to dominant hand, ND side 
= tract contralateral to non‐dominant hand; n=15 children with CP.  
In summary, Study I showed that FA is a sensitive marker for damage to the motor system 
and correlates with hand function in unilateral CP. Analysis of diffusion parameters reveal 
altered microstructure in affected cortico-fugal fibres, which, distant from the lesions, are 
congruent with secondary neurodegeneration.  
4.1.2 Study II 
The aim of this study was to further investigate the changes to the cortico-fugal fibres seen in 
Study I, using a combined normalization and probabilistic fibre-tracking methods for im-
proved fibre tractography. With this method, the cortico-spinal tract (CST) could be investi-
gated both close to and distant from the lesion, and compared to the adjacent thalamo-cortical 
connection to the primary sensory cortex (TRS1). This method thus enabled a selection of the 
CST from the cortico-fugal fibres analysed in Study I.  
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The method used showed high intra- and inter-rater reproducibility, and could realistically 
reconstruct the CST and TRS1 in the controls and the CP group. Qualitative fibre-tract as-
sessment (FTA) of the gross morphology of the CST and TRS1 showed alterations in the 
tract paths on the lesion-side in the individuals with unilateral CP. The patterns of atypical 
FTA ranged from advanced morphological alterations, to an inability to track the tract, and 
could be explained by an interaction of the tract with the lesion (Figure 4-2).  
 
Figure 4-2: Fibre tract assessment of the CSTs (yellow) and the TRS1s (blue) in three individuals with unilateral CP 
(Subject 9, 12 & 14). Tracts are superimposed on FA maps in the axial section at the level of corona radiata. (A) Sub-
ject 9 has WMDI and a periventricular pseudocyst at the level of corona radiata, which causes local splits to the left 
TRS1 and left CST, and a dislocation of the major branch of the left CST. (B) Subject 12 has WMDI. The large right 
WM lesion made tracking of the right TRS1 impossible and caused a dislocation of the right CST. (C) Subject 14 had 
a focal infarct resulting in extensive damage to the entire left hemicranium. The left CST was confined within a thin 
sliver of WM at the level of the corona radiata. The left TRS1 was non-trackable. CST=cortico-spinal tract, 
TRS1=thalamic projections to primary sensory cortex, WMDI=white matter damage of immaturity. 
Analysis of DTI parameters showed signs of primary neurodegeneration in lesion-affected 
areas and distant secondary (Wallerian) neurodegeneration in the CST in the CP group (181), 
whereas TRS1 showed a significant increase in MD only, which does not indicate any specif-
ic neurodegenerative pattern. On the non-lesion side, TRS1 and comparable parts of CST 
showed similar significant, modest increases in MD, which may indicate the presence of bi-
lateral affection or secondary changes caused by the contralateral lesion. The results are 
summarized in Table 4-1. 
Tract Lesion side Non-lesion side 
CST  
(distant from lesion) 
MD - , FA ↓↓ , D// ↓↓, D ↑↑ 
Secondary neurodegeneration* 
MD - , FA - , D// - , D - 
No changes 
CST  
(close to lesion) 
MD ↑↑ , FA ↓↓ 
Primary neurodegeneration* 
MD ↑ , FA - 
Neurodegeneration*? 
TRS1 
(close to lesion) 
MD ↑↑ , FA -  
Reactive changes?? 
MD ↑ , FA -  
Neurodegeneration*? 
Table 4-1 Study II showed significant changes in DTI parameters in patients compared to controls in the CST and the 
TRS1 on both the lesion and non-lesion sides. CST=cortico-spinal tract, TRS1=thalamic projections to primary senso-
ry cortex, MD=mean diffusivity, FA=fractional anisotropy, D// = axial diffusivity, D =radial diffusivity. * Interpreta-
tion based on Pierpaoli et al (181). 
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In summary, the fibre-tracking method explored in Study II offers a sensitive means to study  
WM tracts in early brain lesions in areas of complex white matter architecture. There are dis-
similarities in both the structural and the parametric changes seen in CST compared to TRS1 
on the lesion-side, which indicate that the tracts are affected differently by the injury. Wheth-
er this could also be due to secondary reactive changes in TRS1 cannot by inferred with the 
limited information given by the tensor model. 
4.2 VISUAL SYSTEM 
The overall aim of Study III & IV was to seek evidence for relationships between injuries to 
the immature optic radiation, the cortical visual field representation, and the development of 
the retinal nerve fibre layer and macular ganglion cell complex, and to correlate this with vis-
ual field function. 
4.2.1 Study III 
The specific aim of this study was seek evidence of a relationship between damage to the 
immature optic radiation (OR) and subsequent development of the retinal nerve fibre layer 
(RNFL), and the associated visual field (VF) function. 
Visual inspection of conventional MRI showed WMDI affecting the posterior periventricular 
WM to different degrees in all seven cases. In four cases with VF defects, fibre tractography 
showed a marked reduction in the superior extent of the OR, and OCT measurement showed 
commensurate reduction of the RFNL thickness in the temporal and perimacular bundle. All 
four cases had corresponding injuries to the visual pathways on conventional MRI. One case 
showed a slight reduction of the number of fibres/fibre density in the central part of the right 
OR, and OCT showed a slightly reduced RFNL on the left side consistent with close-to-
normal central VF on the right and slightly abnormal central VF on the left. Whereas two 
cases showed normally appearing OR on fibre tractography and normal RFNL thickness, cor-
responding with their normal VF function, despite suspected injury to the OR on convention-
al MRI. There was a linear correlation between the average thickness of the RFNL and the 
VF defect (mean deviation of HFA), illustrated in Figure 4-3.  
 
Figure 4-3: Visual field loss, given as mean deviation plotted relative to the average RNFL thickness, showed a signifi-
cant negative correlation (r=0.92, p<0.0001). RNFL=retinal nerve fibre layer. 
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In summary, Study III supports the fact that fibre tractography is more sensitive than conven-
tional MRI in assessing injuries in the immature OR. Injuries to the immature OR are associ-
ated with reduced RFNL thickness and show corresponding VF defects. Cases of primary 
injuries to posterior visual pathways show congruent retinal injuries, which suggests retro-
grade trans-synaptic degeneration. OCT and measurement of the RFNL thickness could be a 
valuable tool for predicting VF defects, especially in a paediatric population. 
4.2.2 Study IV 
The specific aim of Study IV was to refine the fibre tractography of the OR by including cor-
tical targets of the V1-area from retinotopic fMRI mapping. The retinotopic organisation of 
the OR could thereby be studied and compared with OCT measurements of the macular gan-
glion cell complex (GCL_IPL; including the ganglion cell layer and the inner plexiform lay-
ers), which has a more direct correspondence to visual field. This study could provide evi-
dence for retrograde trans-synaptic degeneration (RTSD) in the visual system.  
 
Figure 4-4: Spatial distribution of streamlines in the OR-V1d (pink) and OR-V1v (turquoise) tracts in (A) Subject C 
and in (B) subject G, and their corresponding GCL_IPL measurements and visual field maps. Left column: Tracts 
overlaid on 3D-T1w images in a coronal section at the level of the trigone. Right column: Maps of the macular 
GCL_IPL thickness topography, with yellow indicating minor thinning and red more severe thinning. Ratio of the 
average GCL_IPL thickness in superior and inferior sectors are inserted. VF maps assessed with Humphrey Field 
analyser. The grayscale running from white to black with more intense darkness, illustrating deeper sensitivity reduc-
tion. Grayscale printouts illustrating the reduced sensitivity in the inferior hemifield, typical for this study group. 
R=right, L=left. 
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The OR tracts could be reliably reconstructed for all participants. They showed a substantial 
overlap between the OR-V1d and OR-V1v tracts, pronounced in four patients with bilateral, 
homonymous inferior visual field (VF) defects, in which the OR-V1d tract to a large extent 
was encapsulated within the OR-V1v, suggesting structural morphological changes.  
Diffusion parameters were significantly different (increase in MD, D// and D, and decreased 
FA) between patients and controls, most pronounced in OR-V1d, with a pattern indicating 
general loss of structural coherence as in primary injury (181). The GCL_IPL thickness was 
significantly thinner in the patients than in the controls, and most pronounced in the superior 
sectors, with a clear distinction for the four patients with VF defects. A significant linear cor-
relation was seen between the ratio of the mean GCL_IPL thickness in the superior and infe-
rior sectors, and the D// and MD in the contra- and ipsilateral OR-V1d tracts in the patients. 
This suggests a causal link between injuries to the superior portion of the immature OR and 
secondary thinning of the GCL_IPL thickness, resulting in inferior VF-defects. 
The MD and D// in OR-V1d tracts and the GCL_IPL thicknesses are illustrated in Figure 4-5. 
With the suggestive evidence for RTSD in four individuals, the spatial dislocation of the OR-
V1d tract (i.e. the most probable connection to dorsal V1) to within the OR-V1v, must sug-
gest that we see compensatory changes to the OR in WMDI, however, we cannot say whether 
this is strengthening already existing connections or a recruitment of new fibres. Both are 
possible, as WMDI occur during the time frame of the developing connectivity (2). 
 
Figure 4-5: The ratio of the average GCL_IPL thickness in superior and inferior sectors in each eye plotted against 
(A) D// and (B) MD in the ipsilateral OR-V1d tract. Data points are colour-coded for each patient. Diffusivity in unit 
10-4 mm/s2. D// = axial diffusivity , MD = mean diffusivity. 
In summary, Study IV showed a topographical relationship between injury in the superior 
portion of the OR, which was evaluated in the OR-V1d tract, and thinning of the GCL_ILP 
above the horizontal meridian. The correspondence is compelling, and compliant with the 
extent of VF-defects. This study gives strong evidence of RTSD in the immature visual sys-
tem. The structural changes to the OR-V1d tract in the cases of RTSD may suggest a com-
pensatory re-organisation in the OR upon injury.  
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5 DISCUSSION 
5.1 METHODOLOGICAL CONSIDERATIONS 
5.1.1 Diffusion-weighted magnetic resonance imaging 
Diffusion-weighted MRI (dMRI) with fibre tractography is the main method of investigation 
used in this thesis. At the time of designing the studies, it was decided that the dMRI acquisi-
tion protocols (Table 3-2, p. 64) and the choice of fibre tractography methods were optimal 
for Study I and Study III & IV.  
Study II was an extension of Study I, and used probabilistic CSD-fibre tracking. CSD was not 
considered at the time of the design of the dMRI protocol in Study I. In retrospect, Study II 
would have benefitted from an dMRI acquisition optimized for CSD (200), primarily by us-
ing more directions (at least 60) at a higher b-value (2000-3000 s/mm
2
). This would have im-
proved the angular resolution in the FOD-profiles, and minimized partial volume effects from 
CSF, which might have helped us to understand the small splits to tract paths seen in non-
lesion affected areas. In addition, the differences in FA-changes seen between the CST and 
the TRS1 on the lesion-side, and the minor MD increases seen in both tracts on the non-
lesion side, might have been better understood. 
Study IV could have opted for the SIFT-method (spherical-deconvolution informed filtering 
of tractograms) (249) as a better alternative to the AFD connectivity. The spatial overlap be-
tween the OR-V1d and OR-V1v tracts means that the tracts share FODs in many voxels. The 
AFD connectivity method cannot differentiate between streamline populations that share 
FODs, whereas SIFT can. Differences between the OR-V1d and OR-V1v could therefore 
have been investigated in more detail with SIFT. However, the implementation of SIFT in 
Study IV would have required extensive further analysis, which would have included gener-
ating dense, computationally intensive whole-brain tractograms, and improving the GM/WM 
segmentation in the datasets of the individuals with WMDI.  
5.1.2 Accuracy and reliability of the ROI-definition and the fibre tractography 
methods 
The manual definition of the ROIs in Study I, and the fibre tracking method in Study II, 
showed high intra- and inter-rater reliability for all the controls and patients. 
No reproducibility studies were performed for the fibre tracking method used in Study III & 
IV. The use of a spherical ROI, with 4-mm radius to define the lateral geniculate nuclei 
(LGN), was adapted from another study (245). The LGN can vary in size in humans (250), 
but the 4-mm radius ensures that the entire LGN is encapsulated within the spherical ROI 
(245). Alternative approaches could have been to use fMRI or anatomical sequences to delin-
eate the LGN (251,252). The occipital spherical ROI with 30-mm radius used in Study III 
was a pragmatic approach adapted from another study (201), and gave reliable reconstruc-
tions of the optic radiations (OR). The retinotopic fMRI mapping used in Study IV gave ana-
tomical accuracy to the OR-V1 tracts, which, however, only showed minor differences in 
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their periventricular courses compared to the OR tracts in Study III. This mapping method 
provided a topographical representation along the OR of the division between the lower (infe-
rior) and upper (superior) visual fields. The results showed correspondence with the known 
retinotopic organization (26,246) and with previous fibre tracking studies (245,253,254). 
5.2 STRUCTURAL MORPHOLOGICAL CHANGES TO FIBRE TRACTS 
A main finding of this thesis is the observation of advanced morphological changes to the 
fibre tracts. This was seen both in the studied tracts in the motor system (CST and TRS1 
tracts in Study II), and in the visual system (OR tracts in Study III & IV). 
In Study II, from visual inspection, we could identify four distinct characteristics in the gross 
morphology of the CST and TRS1 tracts that deviated from what was expected as the tracts 
passed in lesion-affected areas. This was summarized as atypical patterns in fibre tract as-
sessment (FTA). Tracts showing atypical FTA were observed on the lesion-side in several 
cases, and in all lesion types. Similar morphological alterations to the sensory and the motor 
tracts have been reported before in early brain lesions (145,146), also using probabilistic 
CSD-fibre tractography (125,147). 
In Study III & IV, we saw, similar to Study II, structural alterations to OR tracts caused by 
the periventricular white matter lesions. In Study III, we studied the entire OR tract and 
could, by comparison with expected neuroanatomy, see distinct areas in the superior portion 
of the OR, with substantially fewer streamlines in four individuals. This was described as 
“reduced number of fibres” in parts of the published article (255). This is not an accurate de-
scription (204), and instead “reduced number of streamlines” should have been used consist-
ently (although only visually assessed). The results however, hold true, since a matching 
thinning of the retinal nerve fibre layer and inferior visual field defects were seen in those 
four individuals. With the refined methodology used in Study IV, we concluded that the supe-
rior portion of the OR, evaluated as the OR-V1d tract, was indeed displaced and confined 
within the OR-V1v tract. This is suggestive of a re-organisation of the immature OR upon 
injury (see also the discussion in 5.5). Only case studies have previously shown fibre tractog-
raphy results of OR by-passing periventricular lesions (92,133), but no studies have investi-
gated this in more detail. 
5.3 INFERENCE OF MICROSTRUCTURAL CHANGES FROM DIFFUSION PA-
RAMETERS 
This thesis used estimations of DTI parameters to infer microstructural changes to the studied 
white matter tracts caused by early brain lesions. The ROIs used for extracting diffusion pa-
rameters were manually drawn in Study I, and tract-based in Study I,II & IV (see 3.3.2.6 for a 
discussion on differences). Each study includes a discussion on the validity and limitation of 
using DTI parameters. The last study, Study IV, also calculated the AFD (225) connectivity 
(CSD-based parameter), which provides quantitative measures specific to individual fibre 
tracts in areas of complex fibre architecture.  
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5.3.1 Changes in diffusion parameters in lesion affected areas 
In Study I & II, the changes in DTI parameters in the cortico-fugal fibres at the level of the 
cerebral peduncle (ROI1) and in the CST distant from lesion site (CST-PLIC to CerPed), 
were indicative of secondary neurodegeneration (181). This has also been demonstrated in a 
previous study (120). In Study I, these changes were not significant in the partial tract or in 
the PLIC (ROI2). However, DTI parameters (specifically axial D// and radial diffusivity D) 
are difficult to interpret in this area (PLIC), because it is, firstly, located closer to the primary 
lesion and, secondly, it naturally contains voxels dominated by, or intermingled with, fibre 
tracts other than the descending motor tracts (256). The latter had a larger effect on the 
broader cortio-fugal tract in Study I than the CST in Study II. In fact, fibre tractography of 
cortic-fugal fibres in Study II revealed, as expected, that the CST was located within the cor-
tico-fugal fibres (data not shown) in all cases with trackable CSTs.  
In Study II, we could study the CST closer to the lesion (CST-M1 to PLIC), and saw changes 
here indicative of a general loss of coherence, as in primary injury (large decrease in FA and 
large increase in MD). Several other studies have shown similar changes of increased MD 
and decreased FA on the lesion side in the CST in unilateral CP (118), and also congruent 
decrease in AFD connectivity (124). DTI parameters in TRS1 showed a similar increase in 
MD, but no significant change in FA, though the FA was generally lower. This could not be 
linked to any specific injury pattern. Two other studies have used a similar probabilistic CSD-
tracking method with cortical targets in larger cohorts with WMDI (122,125). Tsao et al 
(125) reported increased MD and decreased FA in thalamic projections to the post-central 
gyrus, whereas Pannek et al (122) saw no changes in FA (MD not reported). The interpreta-
tion from Study II is that in our study cohort, the CST was more affected by lesions than the 
TRS1. However, reactive changes in TRS1 is a speculative alternative interpretation. The 
spatial closeness of the CST and TRS1 tracts (illustrated in Figure 4-2, p. 73) and the cover 
page of this thesis) makes it important to investigate these findings in more detail, preferably 
in a more homogenous lesion group, using higher-order diffusion models.  
In Study IV, we could see changes in DTI parameters (increased MD, D// and D and de-
creased FA) bilaterally in all OR-tracts, which were most pronounced in OR-V1d tracts. Our 
interpretation is that the DTI changes indicate primary destructive injuries, as in WMDI. In 
contrast to the analysis of CST-M1 to PLIC and TRS1, we could use the axial D// and radial 
diffusivity D to aid our interpretation. The results in Study IV are in line with previous stud-
ies in preterms (134–136,138). The AFD connectivity was also decreased, which is in line 
with the DTI changes. Interestingly, there was a significant and consistent left-right differ-
ence in the AFD connectivity in the seven patients. This is difficult to explain. One reason 
may be a difference in lesion-load in the seven patients. Another explanation may be related 
to the large, natural variability seen in the extent of the Meyer’s loop (246). Recent tractog-
raphy studies indicate a lateralization in Meyer’s loop associated with language lateralization 
(257). However, we did not observe any side-differences among our six controls.  
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5.3.2 Changes on the non-lesion side in unilateral cerebral palsy 
In Study I and Study II (CST-PLIC to CerPed), we did not find any differences between DTI 
parameters on the non-lesion side in the patients and in the controls. This is in line with a 
previous study on spastic unilateral CP by Glenn et al (258), who studied the CST in these 
locations in a similar cohort also containing different lesion types. Further, in Study I we 
found, also in line with Glenn et al, significant differences in the DTI parameters between the 
two hemispheres in the subgroup of patients with unilateral lesions on visual inspection of 
conventional MRI. This reached significance at the level of the cerebral peduncle (ROI1) for 
MD and FA. There were similar side-differences in FA in the patients with bilateral lesions 
on visual inspection of conventional MRI, but these did not reach significance. The small size 
of this subgroup (n=5) may have contributed to this. However, overall, this finding may serve 
to help explain why hand function is more impaired on one side, even though bilateral lesions 
are seen on visual inspection of conventional MRI. 
In Study II, we saw similar, modest increases in MD in the patients compared to the controls - 
on the non-lesion side in the TRS1, and the comparable part of the CST (CST-M1 to PLIC). 
This indicates more wide-spread lesion-effects. However, we cannot say whether the MD 
changes are due to bilateral lesions or secondary changes from the lesion side, e.g. in trans-
callosal connections. Recent studies in unilateral CP have shown reduced FA in trans-callosal 
motor fibres in unilateral CP (121,122). An important further step would be to analyse these 
changes in more detail in order to understand the pathological changes upon injury. This 
would require using higher-order diffusion models to study the fibre populations separately.   
5.4 CORRELATIONS WITH CLINICAL MEASURES 
5.4.1 Relationship between the brain lesion and the clinical picture  
A major finding in this thesis is how apparent the link between the brain lesion and the clini-
cal function became when fibre tractography was added as a method. This is clearly illustrat-
ed in two of the patients.  
The first example is an individual (born 1989 at GA 33 weeks) who participated in Study III 
& IV (indexed as Subject C). The perinatal and neonatal history was uncomplicated, and pre-
sumably the WMDI occurred prenatally. Visual dysfunction is characterised by early onset 
strabismus, nystagmus and cognitive visual problems. She has no CP, and has completed a 
university degree. Ophthalmological examination revealed large cupping of the discs. Gold-
mann perimetries and Humphrey visual field analysis showed decreased sensitivity in the 
central inferior visual fields, but a close to normal extent for large stimuli. Ocular coherence 
tomography showed marked thinning of the RNFL and the superior GCL_IPL. The MRI 
showed bilateral WMDI with reduction of the periventricular white matter, most pronounced 
posteriorly, and fairly extensive gliosis bilaterally in the deep white matter. The anterior and 
posterior visual pathways were affected, and fibre tractography showed confinement of the 
OR-V1d tracts within the OR-V1v tracts on both sides (Figure 4-4:Subject C, p. 75). Clearly, 
there is a direct link between the WMDI, the thinning in the retina and the visual dysfunction. 
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However, interestingly, despite wide-spread 
periventricular gliosis, the reconstructed CST 
and TRS1 tracts were visually normal and 
passed through and in-between islets of gliosis 
in the corona radiata (Figure 5-1). On conven-
tional MRI one could not have guessed that 
the motor and sensory tracts would have been 
spared.  
The second example is an individual (born 
1995 at GA 26 weeks) who participated in 
both Study I & II (indexed as Subject 12) and 
Study III & IV (indexed as Subject G). She 
has a left-sided unilateral CP, and managed a 
B&B score of 19 for the non-dominant hand, 
which is in the lower range. Visual dysfunc-
tion is characterised by cognitive visual prob-
lems, mainly dorsal stream, but normal visual 
fields. Ocular coherence tomography meas-
urements showed normal thickness in the RNFL and GCL_IPL. The MRI can be seen in Fig-
ure 4-2 (p. 73) and Figure 4-4 (p. 75). These show bilateral WMDI with extensive reduction 
of the middle and posterior white matter, especially on the right side, and a porencephalic 
cyst in the right corona radiata, as a remnant of a PHI. Discrete gliosis is seen in the 
periventricular WM, and along the right CST. The right OR is believed to be affected on con-
ventional MRI, but the rest of the visual pathways are normal. This picture is confirmed by 
the fibre tractography showing that the right TRS1 was impossible to track, the right CST 
was dislocated anteriorly, whereas the CST and the TRS1 on the left side and both the ORs 
were normal. The latter confirms that visual pathways are unaffected, despite the suspicion 
aroused by the conventional MRI, and her cognitive visual problems. 
For both of these two individuals, the complete clinical and radiological picture fell into place  
when the fibre tractography of the tracts were analysed. This concludes that white matter 
tracts affected by early brain lesions ought to be evaluated with the most accurate methods 
available. 
5.4.2 Correlations with hand motor function (Study I) 
Study I showed that FA is a sensitive marker of injury to the cortico-fugal fibres on the side 
corresponding to the affected hand, and is negatively correlated with the B&B score in the 
affected hand, irrespective of lesion pattern. This is supported in a comparable study by 
Glenn et al (258) who, in a cohort of 17 individuals with unilateral CP and similar distribu-
tion of lesion types, evaluated DTI parameters in the CST at the level of the PLIC. They 
could show correlations between the asymmetry in the DTI parameters (increased MD and 
axial diffusivity and decreased FA on affected side) and the severity of the CP, irrespective of 
Figure 5-1: The CSTs (yellow) and the TRS1s (blue) 
tracts in an individual with WMDI and visual dysfunc-
tion, but no CP (Subject C in Study III & IV). Note how 
the tracts are passing in and between islet of gliosis at 
the level of the upper corona radiata. R=right, L=left. 
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lesion type. This is also supported by Bleyenhuft et al (259), who showed that the degree of 
cortical dysgenesis at the level of the cerebral peduncle (evaluated as the asymmetry of trans-
verse area of the two sides CSTs, delineated from dMRI) correlated with upper-limb func-
tion, also irrespective of lesion type. Our interpretation of our findings and of these two stud-
ies, is that parametric changes in the descending motor tracts in locations more distant from 
the primary lesion site are sensitive in detecting injury, and correlate with clinical function, 
independent of the primary lesion type.  
The intention of Study II was to explore these associations in the CST distant from (CST-
PLIC to CerPed) and close to the primary lesion (CST-M1 to PLIC). However, it was not 
possible to track the CST and/or the TRS1 on the lesion-side in several individuals with B&B 
scores in the lower range (Figure 4-1, p. 72) and, therefore, no such associations could be ex-
plored. 
5.4.3 Correlations with visual function (Study III & IV) 
In Study III & IV, we presented convincing evidence for retrograde trans-synaptic degenera-
tion (RTSD) in the immature visual system.  
In Study III, we demonstrated a topographical correspondence between injury in the superior 
optic radiation (OR) and the thickness of the retinal nerve fibre layer (RNFL), causing pre-
dictable inferior visual field defects. In Study IV, by refinement of the fibre tracking method, 
we showed that the injuries in the superior portions of the OR, in fact, had a strict topograph-
ical correspondence with the thinning above the horizontal meridian in the macular ganglion 
cell complex (GCL_IPL; including the ganglion cell layer and the inner plexiform layers). 
Additionally, the ratio of the averaged thickness in the superior and inferior GCL_IPL in one 
eye correlated, indeed, negatively with the degree (increased D// and MD) of the injuries in 
the ipsi- and contralateral OR-V1d. RTSD in the visual system has been shown in animals 
(260–262), and one single-case histological study exists in humans (263), though the retina 
was not examined. The existence of RTSD in the human visual system is well-established, 
mainly by OCT studies of the RNFL and/or GCL_IPL in individuals with congenital injuries 
or acquired injuries to the posterior visual pathways (93,94). However, detailed analysis of 
the causality between the primary cerebral injuries and the secondary retinal thinning has not 
been studied until now. The importance of this is illustrated in a recent study in preterm new-
borns by Rothman et al (264), which showed thinning of the RNFL in the temporal quadrant 
and the papillomacular bundle in preterm newborns compared to term newborns. They sug-
gested that the RNFL thinning in preterm newborns was related to brain structure abnormali-
ties on MRI at term equivalent age, and level of general neurodevelopment at 18-24 months 
of age. This is an important study, as it suggests, in agreement with our conclusion in Study 
III, that OCT measurements could be used in the infant to detect early brain injuries. Howev-
er, Rothman et al explored this by seeking associations between the RNFL thickness and a 
whole-brain MRI scoring system (265). Our study clearly showed that the causal link is spe-
cifically between injuries to the posterior visual pathways and the secondary retinal thinning. 
This is also illustrated in the two patients (Subjects E and G) with extensive WMDI but with-
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out involving their ORs. Their OCTs showed normal GCL_IPL thicknesses, which then ex-
cluded the presence of RTSD. Therefore, explanations for abnormal OCT measurement must 
be sought in the visual system primarily, rather than elsewhere. Such a function-structure re-
lationship should, as discussed in 5.4.1, be explored in other systems too, including the motor 
system.  
5.5 INDICATIONS OF RE-ORGANISATION IN THE IMMATURE OPTIC RADIA-
TION 
One of the major results in this thesis is the suggestive re-organization of the immature optic 
radiation (OR) in Study IV.  
The retinotopic fMRI mapping showed cortical activation in V1d, with expected anatomical 
location in the medial occipital cortex above the calcarine sulcus, and since none of the indi-
viduals had any deep, absolute inferior visual field (VF) defects (i.e. absolute VF defects 
reaching close to the horizontal meridian), we could be certain that the activation in V1d-ROI 
represented relevant cortical activation for a visual stimulus below the horizontal meridian. 
The is in line with a recent case-study by Merabet et al (133) using retintopic fMRI mapping 
in one individual with WMDI and inferior VF defects. Merabat et al showed a normal loca-
tion of the early visual field maps in the occipital cortex. However, the cortical BOLD-
response for visual stimulus in the inferior visual field was lower than the BOLD-response 
for visual stimulus in the superior visual field. This was congruent with the individual’s infe-
rior VF defects.  
Retinotopic fMRI mapping allowed us to reconstruct the geniculo-striate connections to the 
dorsal (V1d) and ventral (V1v) subparts of the primary visual cortex. This generated the cor-
responding OR-V1d and OR-V1v tracts. In four patients we could give convincing evidence 
of retrograde trans-synaptic degeneration (RTSD) after injuries to the superior portion of the 
OR (discussed in 5.4.3). In those four individuals, we could see that the OR-V1d tracts were 
displaced, and to a large extent, encapsulated within the OR-V1v tracts (Figure 4-4, p. 75). 
This must be a lesion-invoked pattern, as we did not observe it in the other three patients 
without RTSD, nor in the controls. Since the streamlines in the displaced OR-V1d tract must, 
from a probabilistic fibre tracking perspective and the given dMRI data, represent the most 
probable connections to V1d, and, therefore, the results are suggestive of a re-organization of 
the OR in WMDI.  
As outlined in 1.4.2, many studies attribute the general good visual recovery after early brain 
lesions to the potential of plasticity at the time of the insult. Our results are in line with previ-
ous case studies indicating ipsilesional re-organization with tracts “by-passing” the 
periventricular white matter lesions (92,133). Importantly, we cannot say whether this sug-
gestive re-organisation is due to a strengthening of already existing connections or a recruit-
ment of new fibres. Both explanations are possible, as WMDI occurs during the time frame 
of the developing connectivity (2). However, we could see that the suggestive mode of re-
organization of the OR, when “by-passing” the WMDI lesion, was by displacing connections 
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according to the retinotopic organization of the OR, which is in line with the fundamental de-
velopmental mechanism of preserving the cortical maps (28).  
5.6 GENERALISATION OF FINDINGS 
Study I & II of the motor system consisted of the same cohort of children with unilateral CP, 
selected as a convenience sample with the aim of including children with a wide range of 
hand function. They had a range of lesion types including WMDI, focal infarcts and malfor-
mation of cortical development (one individual). A general issue concerning dMRI studies in 
CP is the heterogeneity of the studied CP groups (118), both with respect to included lesion 
types and the CP subtypes. This makes generalization difficult. In Study I & II the individuals 
had a common CP subtype, but different lesion types. However, by studying subparts of 
tracts in which the injury pattern is more homogenous, the sensitivity of the method seems to 
increase, despite a heterogeneity in the included lesion types. The descending motor path-
ways below the PLIC appear to be just such a subpart of the motor system. Our interpretation 
of our and other studies is that the diffusion parametric and structural changes in this area re-
flect secondary anterograde (Wallerian) degeneration from upstream, primary lesions and are, 
presumably, more independent of the primary lesion’s aetiology. Given that our studies only 
had one individual with a lesion type of malformation of cortical development (bilateral 
polymicrogyria with unilateral schizencephaly), it is our belief that the results from Study I 
can be generalized to unilateral spastic CP for the destructive lesion types of WMDI and FI. 
Moreover, the results in Study II are, as discussed in 5.2 and 5.3.1, supported in previous 
studies. However, the DTI changes in the TRS1 on the lesion side and CST and TRS1 on the 
non-lesion side must be investigated more thoroughly, preferably using higher-order models, 
before drawing firm conclusions.  
The main result from Study III & IV is the evidence of retrograde trans-synaptic degeneration 
(RTSD) in the immature visual system. The studies were multiple case-studies of seven pa-
tients with WMDI and visual dysfunctions. Among the seven patients, we could show clear 
evidence for RTSD in four individuals, and dismiss RTSD in three individuals. The results 
should, of course, be replicated in more patients with WMDI, and also other lesion types 
should be studied. However, the results give convincing evidence for a fundamental patho-
physiological process known to exist in the human visual system, but as yet not shown this 
clearly in vivo.  
6 CONCLUSIONS 
This thesis has studied alterations to brain organization after injury during early brain devel-
opment using diffusion-weighted MRI (dMRI) and fibre tractography, by specifically study-
ing the motor system in individuals with unilateral CP and the visual system in individuals 
with WMDI and visual dysfunction. 
Study I & II show that both the motor and sensory systems are affected in unilateral CP, with 
changes to both the gross morphology of the tract paths and to the tract microstructure. In the 
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cortico-fugal fibres distant from the primary lesion site, changes to tract microstructure, spe-
cifically the fractional anisotropy, correlated with hand motor function, independent of the 
lesion type. 
Study III & IV showed a topographical correspondence between injuries to the superior por-
tion of the optic radiation (OR) in WMDI and the thinning of the retinal nerve fibre layer and 
the macular ganglion cell complex, resulting in inferior visual field defects. These studies 
give compelling evidence for retrograde trans-synaptic degeneration in the immature visual 
system. The structural changes to the OR, specifically its superior portion projecting to the 
dorsal striate cortex (OR-V1d tract), suggest compensatory re-organisation in the OR upon 
injury. 
Both the findings from the studies on the motor system and on the visual system conclude 
that in early brain lesions, dMRI is more sensitive in detecting and assessing the extent of in-
juries than conventional MRI. This is apparent from Study III & IV, where the extent of inju-
ry to the OR is overestimated in conventional MRI; from Study II & IV where alterations to 
the gross morphology of the tract paths in lesion-affected areas show connections by-passing 
lesions, even in areas of large lesions; and from Study II, where DTI parameters indicated 
involvement on the non-lesion side. In both systems, the degree of injury, inferred from 
changes in DTI parameters, correlated with relevant clinical measures: the hand-motor func-
tion in unilateral CP, and the retinal ganglion cell structure and visual field function in 
WMDI. This leads to the overall conclusion that dMRI is a sensitive marker for relevant 
structural entities of the underlying fibre tract that directly affect clinical function. 
7 FUTURE DIRECTIONS 
The research field of dMRI for investigating white matter pathways in early brain lesions is 
rapidly advancing, and recent studies are using increasingly advanced methodologies. How-
ever, the strength of the studies in this thesis has been the thorough investigation of clinically 
relevant research questions in carefully selected patient materials, rather than focusing on us-
ing advanced methodological approaches. I believe that this approach is also relevant for fu-
ture studies investigating the white matter pathways in early brain lesions. 
The data for Study I and II were collected in 2007, with a state-of-the art dMRI acquisition, at 
that time, for the available 1.5 T MR-instrument. Given the interesting results in the studies, 
primarily in Study II, it would be beneficial to replicate the study using more advanced 
dMRI. Firstly, to address the morphological alterations to the fibre tracts on the lesion-side by 
using improved fibre tractography and specific cortical targets, e.g. fMRI with sensorimotor 
activations, in order to understand the spatial representation of streamlines reaching different 
cortical locations within the CST and TRS1 tracts. Secondly, more advanced diffusion mod-
els should be employed to study lesion-invoked changes to individual fibre populations in the 
areas with complex fibre architecture, both on the lesion and on the non-lesion sides. 
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The results from Study III and IV ought to be investigated further, particularly the findings of 
re-organization of the OR. This could be done with the existing data, by mapping the cortical 
visual field maps along the OR to show how the spatial distribution of streamlines is related 
to the visual field map, not only the horizontal meridian. This would challenge the hypothesis 
of a preservation of the cortical map in early brain development. In addition, as suggested in 
Study IV, this ought to be done in individuals with lately acquired lesions causing visual field 
defects. It is already established that these individuals experience retrograde trans-synaptic 
degeneration of the retinal ganglion cells (93), but exactly how the retina is affected by the 
primary brain lesions and what the spatial distribution of streamlines in their ORs look like 
has not yet been investigated. Exploring this in more detail would provide important addi-
tional information on the compensatory mechanisms in early brain lesions. 
My overall conclusion is, nevertheless, that future studies in the field of early brain lesions 
looking at structure-function relationships with a focus on clinically relevant areas, must aim 
to better understand the underlying pathophysiological processes in different types of early 
brain lesions, preferably in a joint effort between neuroimaging and neuropathology. Future 
studies ought to employ recently available, improved dMRI methodologies to better evaluate 
the true extent of the lesion, and to infer which specific structures that are, or have been, af-
fected, including the transient developmental structures.
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